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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

LO The Kurdish Language

This study is a description of the Kurdish of the city of Sulaimaniya,
Iraq. Kurdish is a member of the Indo-Iranian branch of the Indo -
European family of languages. Kurdish dialects cover an area embrac-
ing parts of eastern Turkey, Soviet Armenia, northern Syria, northern
Iraq, and western Iran, as well as Khorasan in Iran. (See Figure 1.) It
is difficult to obtain reliable figures on the total Kurdish population in
the Near East, estimates ranging from 1.51 to 9 million.2

Further study remains to be done on the classification of Kurdish
dialects. The most systematic study is Karl Hadank's Untersuchungen
zum Westkurdischen: Ban und Ezicli3, in which a limited number of
phonological, morphological, and lexical isoglosses are used to set up
two major areas, West Kurdish and East Kurdish, with the boundary co-
inciding roughly with a line drawn from Lake Urmia to the junction of the
Greater Zab with the Tigris. According to this classification, the Sulai-
maniya and Mukri dialects are East Kurdish, and the Zaza, Hakari, and
Bandinan dialects are West Kurdish. The Kurdish of Sulaimaniya is mu-
tually intelligible with Mukri Kurdish, as well as with dialects as far
north as Ruwandiz in Iraq and Sujbulak in Iran and as far south as Sinna
and Kermanshah in Iran.

Of all the Kurdish dialects in Iraq, that of Sulaimaniya seems to enjoy
the greatest cultural prestige, as is acknowledged by speakers of other
dialects. It is the Sulaimaniya dialect that the central government in
Baghdad has chosen to be used in Kurdish textbooks for elementary
schools throughout Iraqi Kurdistan, and for all Kurdish language broad-
casts from Radio Baghdad. It is in this dialect too that the United
States Information Service in Baghdad published (as of 1951) its weekly
Kurdish language news bulletin.

1.1 The Data

The corpus of data for this description was gathered on the occasion
of a University of Michigan expedition to Iraq and Iran in the spring and
summer of 1951. In Baghdad I obtained, through the offices of Professor
George Cameron, the director 0( the expedition, the services of Mr. Abdul
Qadir Qazaz, then an official in the Department of Post and Telegraph.

'Encyclopaedia Britannica (Chicago, 1942) 13.520.
2Lucien Rambout, Les Kurdes et le droit (Paris, 1947) 18.
3Karl Hadank, Untersuchungen zum Westkurdischen: Botl und ractr,

Arbeiten aus dem Institut fur Lautforschung an der Universitat Berlin
6.1-6 (1938).
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1.1

He was a native of Sulaimaniya and had completed secondary school
there. His English and his Arabic, as well as his Kurdish, were excel-
lent and he proved ideal as an interpreter and informant. He had trans-
lated works into Kurdish from English and Arabic, and was considered
by other literate Kurds as having an excellent command of the language.
He was then approximately forty years of age. The expedition eventually
established its field headquarters in the village of Ruwandiz, where I
worked with Mr. Qazaz and some members of the local population.
After about a month. Mr. Qazaz was obliged, because of personal reasons,
to return to Baghdad, just as I had arranged to go to Sulaimaniya itself
to continue field work there. I worked two months more in Sulaimaniya,
where I was the sole foreigner in town. This town, the capital of the
Liwa of Sulaimaniya, has a predominantly sedentary Kurdish population,
with a few Assyrian and Armenian families, totaling about twenty thou-
sand people.'

In Sulaimaniya I received the wholehearted cooperation of the Director
of Education and the excellent assistance of Mr. Fuad Rasheed and Mr.
Majeed Saeed of the local school system. Both were natives of Sulai
maniya, and their command of English and Arabic, as well as of Kurdish,
was impeccable. Mr. Rasheed was a senior teacher, a lecturer in arith-
metic and English, and a director in the primary school system. He had
translated works into Kurdish from other languages and at that time was
compiling a Kurdish-English dictionary. Then about forty years of age,
he had resided all his life in Sulaimaniya. Mr. Saeed was a teacher of
English in the primary schools. He had been graduated from normal
school in Baghdad; he was approximately thirty years of age and had
lived all his life in his native town.

In addition to these excellent informants I was able to record the
speech of many other townspeople as welltradesmen, students, etc.
In Ann Arbor I was able to fill in the data with the help of students who
had come there from Sulaimaniya. Of these, Mr. Hassan R. Mahmoud,
a native of Sulaimaniya and a graduate of the Engineering College in
Baghdad, was particularly helpful. He was then approximately thirty
years of age, and was studying advanced engineering at the University
of Michigan. His English was good and his Arabic excellent, and he
proved very cooperative and of valuable assistance. Finally, Mr. Mandi
M. Abdul la, also a native of Sulaimaniya but in recent years a resident
of Baghdad, was most helpful to me in completing the analysis. A
graduate of Commercial.and Economic College in Baghdad and an
accountant in the Ministry of Health, Mr. Abdul la, then about thirty-
five years old, had come to Ann Arbor under the auspices of the Point
Foil!. Program to study vital statistics. He had made regular weekly
radio broadcasts in Kurdish for Radio Baghdad.

1Chambers's Encyclopaedia (New York, 1950) 13.271.
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1.2

The primary materials constituting the basis for the analysis de-
scribed in the following chapters consist of texts recorded in phonetic
notation from the sources mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. These
filled three notebooks, totaling approximately three hundred and eighty
pages. Supplementary materials (not utilized for the purposes of this
study) include tape recordings made in the field and certain writ-
ten materials. The tape recordings contain about two hours of stories
and conversations in the Ruwandiz and Sulaimaniya dialects of Kurdish
and about three hours of songs. The written materials include a copy
of Mr. Rasheed's dictionary mentioned earlier, containing over three
thousand items; a year's issues of the newspaper tin published in
Sulaimaniya; some elementary school raaders; and a number of history
books in Kurdish.

1.2 Previous Works on Kurdish

Kurdish studies are numerous and date back at least to Garzoni's
Grammatica e vocabolario della lingua kurda of 1787. In the following
discussion. however, only the major grammars and grammatical sketches
of interest to this description will be otated; for a complete list of all
the titles I have been able to compile, the reader is referred to the
Bibliography. The studies discussed here have not been used in arriving
at the description of Kurdish presented in this work, but they have been
used as a check on the analysis, and differences in fact or analysis have
been noted throughout where appropriate. The following list is arranged
in chronological order. Complete bibliographical data will be found in
the Bibliography.

1. P. Maurizio Garzoni, Grammatica e vocabolario della lingua kurda,
1787. This work consists of a 79-page grammatical sketch and 200-odd
pages of vocabulary of the Kurdish of Amadiya, Iraq. The book is the
result of a stay of many years as a missionary in northern Iraq. The
Kurdish is spelled in terms of. Italian orthography.

Z. A. Chodzko, Etudes philologiques sur la langue kurde, 1857 (60
pages). This grammatical sketch was made in Paris with a native of
Sulaimaniya as informant, the author having previously been in Kurdistan.
Citations are in Persian script, with a French transcription. The tran-
scription is not always consistent, and the analysis is not very penetrat-
ing.

3.Peter Lerch, Forschungen fiber die Kurden and die iranischen
Nordchald8er, 1857-58. Part I contains 103 pages of Kurmanji and Zaza
texts, obtained from Kurdish prisoners of war in Smolensk, with German
translation. Part II consists of an 80-page introduction in which the
author interprets the transcription systems used in previous works on
Kurdish, and a 30-page Kurdish-German glossary.

3



1,2

4. Ferdinand Justi, Kurdische Grammatik, 1880. This author's stated
purpose is to convert all previous'works on Kurdish into a basis for
further investigation. Accordingly, he takes all previous works and corn-
pares the information they offer on phonology and morphology. Although
he compares (i.e., juxtaposes) the various forms, he does not use the
comparative method to set up any kind of ProtosKurdish. For example,
in the phonology section he lists 15 vowels, 3 diphthongs, and 29 conso-
nants for Kurdish. These are patently not separate phonemes, but rater
reflect the various notational systems of the several works consulted.

5. Samuel A. Rhea, Brief Grammar and Vocabulary of the Kurdish
Language of the Hakari District, 1880. This sketch is based on more
than eight years of contact with the Kurds of the mountain village of
Memikan in southeastern Turkey. The Kurdish of Sulaimaniya and
Sinna is reported to be quite different from that of Hakari. The author
lists the vowels and consonants of Hakari Kurdish, with corresponding
English words to indicate the equivalent pronunciation, and then gives
a short description of the various parts of speech and a 20-page Kurdish-
English vocabulary.

6. Albert Socin, Die Sprache der Kurden, 1898. This article includes
a general section on the distribution of the Kurdish dialects and a discus-
sion of the literature on Kurdish, with a bibliography. The other sections
hre devoted to phonology, the noun, the verb, and texts. Like justi, Socin
brings together comparable forms from the various dialects, but makes
no attempt at historical reconstruction.

'7. J. de Morgan, Etudes linguistiques: Dialectes kurdes, 1904. These
studies are based on two years of field work in Persia, as well as on
certain other published works. Eleven different dialects, including Su-
lairnaniya and Mukri, are compared (i.e., juxtaposed) with each other,
as well as with Persian, Sanskrit, etc. The vowels and consonants of
these dialects and inflections of the parts of speech are treated, a Id
extensive lists of ytords with etymologies, arranged by subject, are
included.

8. Oskar Mann, Die Mundart der Mukri-Kurden, 1906, This volume
of the Kurdisch-persische Forschungen series contains an excellent
74-page grammatical sketch of Mukri Kurdish, followed by 302 pages of
text in Latin script and 58 pages in Persian script. Ve text is without
transcription or notes. The sketch, based on research done in Sujbulak,
Iran, in 1903, shows Mukri Kurdish to be remarkably similar to Sulai-
maniya Kurdish.

9. E. B. Soane, Elementary Kurmanji Grammar, 1913. This abridge-
ment of Major Soane's Kurdish Grammar deals specifically with the
Sulaimaniya dialect and was intended primarily for the use of officers
and others whose duties led them to southern Kurdistan. Though an
unsophisticated work, it is valuable for its vocabulary lists and can be
useful to one who already knows Kurdish.

4



rpost. 1.2

10. L. 0. Fctssum, A Practical Kurdish Grammar, 1919. The author's
design is "to discover the best Kurdish in the dialects of Central Kurdi-
stan, particularly in the Somai-Soujbulak-Suleimania Groups, and to put
it into as clear and simple a system as possible" (9). The description
is well arranged, but suffers from the fact that it is oriented from the
point of view of the Persian-Arabic script. On the one hand, the author
is forced to devote considerable space to explaining the intricacies of
the writing system, and, oh the other, i.e misses such phonemic contrast.;
as are not indicated by the script, e.g., the /r / contrast.

11, Abbe Paul Beidar, Grammaire kurde, 192,6, This grammar of
the Zakho-Oesirah western dialect (northern Iraq) also contains a con-
textual orientation to Kurdish culture. Each chapter is liberally inter-
spersed with proverbs and comments and has a short Kurdish text, with
more comments, at the end. There is a 14-page Kurdish-French vocab-
ulary.

12, Sa'id §idqi, Mulchtalar sarf u nahu i kurdi (Sketch of Kurdish
Grammar), 1928. This sketch of the Sulaimaniya dialect is intended to pro-
vide a system of writing Kurdish by using a modified form of the Per
sian-Arabic script. Arabic loans, however, are written in their original
Arabic spelling. The principal emphasis is on describing the various
parts of speech, using Arabic grammar as the model.

13, Tawfiq Wahby, Destur i zman i kurdi (Grammar of the Kurdish
Language), 1929. This is an excellent description of Sulaimaniya Kurdish
by a native speaker of that dialect. The grammar is prescriptive in
nature, attempting to "purify" the language of its non-Kurdish elements.
The author uses a modified Arabic script, with a special character or
combination of characters for each phoneme, including the vowels.
This is the only Arabic script adapted for Kurdish that I have seen
which does this. The bulk of the work is devoted to the eight parts of
speech (corresponding to the eight parts of speech of Latin grammar),
with the inflections and formation of each part of speech. There are
some notes on morphophonemic processes, but nothing, unfortunately,
on prosodic features.

14. Tawfiq Wahby, Mindewariy' baw (Reader's Style), 1933. This
little work is intended for those Kurdish teachers who wish to improve
their Kurdish and for non-Kurds wishing to learn the language. It
presents a Latin alphabet for Kurdish, with explanations in an Arabic
script. This Arabic script is not Wahby's own (cf. item 13, above),
but the conventionaland inferiorone used in Iraq. The booklet has
four parts: (1) presentation of the Latin symbols; (2) pronunciation and
reading drills; (3) a series of grammatical and spelling rules; and (4)
reading selections.

5



1.3

1.3 Correlation of Orthographic Systems
Kurdish in Iraq is generally written in a modified form of the Persian-

Arabic script. This use of a form of Arabic script for Kurdieh dates
back at least to the eleventh century A.D., when Ali Hariri (1009-1079)
wrote a collection of poems in his Hakari dialect. In the following cen-
tury the Shaykh Ahrnad Ma Jizri wrote Ms famous Diwan in honor of
the sister of Emir timid a1-Dtn, then prince of the Jazira. The text of
these verses was published in an excellent lithographed volume by
Martin Hartmann in 1904.1

A correlation of the native orthographies of Iraqi Kurdistan with that
arrived at in the present work follows. Three native systems are
included: first, that of Sa'id §idqi (cf. item 12 under 1.2 above), a modi-
fied Arabic script and the system in general use in Iraq today; second,-
the Arabic script of Tawfiq Wahby (cf. item 13 above); and third, Wahby's
Latin script (cf. item 14 above). The second and third items are not
mutuallf convertible, Wahby's Arabic script being the more accurate.
Table 1 compares the vowel symbols in the fear systems and Table 2
compares the consonants.

'Der kurdische Diwan des Schech Ahmed von ez'tret ibn 'Omar
genannt Gizri (Berlin, 1904). For a description of the earliest
known Kurdish texts, see Alexamlre Jaba, Recueil de notices et ricits
kdurdes (St. Petersburg, 1860) 8-11.

6



1.3

Table 1

Kurdish Orthographies; Vowels

This Work lidqi Wahby-1929 Wahby-1933

1 a (IAA.% 4 J) iy;Cya

i 4614
1.$

i;Cya

ab ki e

0 . 4 e

a I I a

I V i

u ) .0 .0 uw

kit 0 .0 u

o 3 3 o

Alsoc

we . . . . V ) 8

a. I . . y. 011.111 -
aC stands for any consonant; this use of y as equivlent to /i/ or /i/

obtains only in final position in the word.

bSpecial characters Li for /e/ and 'for /o/are listed by Sidqi
in his listing of the letters of the alphabet, but these special diacritics
are never used in the body of the work, nor in Kurd sh publications in
general.

cWahby lists these characters in his lists of vowels, but they are
in reality either a sequence of phonemes /we/ or a vowel (11) found not
in Sulairnaniya but in a different dialect in Kurdish.

7



Table Z

Kurdish Orthographies: Consonants

This Work 5idclia Wahby.19Z9 Wahby 193:s

P kr kr P

b ke k. b

t k:.' .
to'' t

d ,,i b d

k 6 .'./- k

g S S g

q 3 3 q
9 0 $ C

C t C h d

i t (
i j j i

v J LI v

s LP' t., s

z ) ) z

u° . . . .

li t..A 4.; shd

I .4) J j

x
C e.

x

* 1 L ghe

k c c hd

E e.

31

t.
A

II II 0 I
C

h C Cih

In r r m

n 0 0 n

o S.; 4 ng

8



Table a Continued
.--

This Work $idqi Wahby-l929 Wahby-1933

I
4.) J 1

i e j lhd
r J J r

r 4 4 0 J. rhd
w ) ) w

Y a y

aln addition to the consonant symbols listed in this chart, 41dqi
includes five more in his alphabet. These occur in Arabic loans, and
are as follows:

.1, (Arabic voiceless interdental fricative (9]) becomes Kurdish /s/
(Arabic voiced interdental fricative OD becomes Kurdish /z/

.4 (Arabic voiced velarized dental stop (41) becomes Kurdish /z/
(Arabic voiced velarized fricative NJ) becomes Kurdish /z/

(Arabic voiceless velarized dental stop (t]) becomes Kurdish /t/.
bin his Arabic script Wahby puts a dot under the dental stops, thus

4 4 in those words where they may be omitted according to style of
speech; see 2.323.

cThe phonemes /? E/ are not represented in Wahby-1933, and the
symbol h is made to represent both /h/ and /14.

dPossible confusion in Wahby-1933 between the digraphs ch, eh, sh,
lh, and rh and c, s, s., 1, and r followed immediately by h is avoided
by the use of the hyphen in the latter case: e.g., /mec-hu1/ 'passive
voice'.

c$idqi uses a special diacritic to indicate velar /1/, thus: J; how-
ever, this is not used in the body of the text.

9



1.3

§idqi, in writing Arabic loans, retains the original Arabic spelling.
Since Arabic has the five consonants listed in footnote a, Table Z, ho
uses the symbols for these consonants even though they are not phon-
emes of Kurdish. Thus, in his system for writing Kurdish, there are
four spellings for the phoneme /z/. When it comes to vowels, however,
Arabic lacks certain vowel phonemes of Kurdish, so that certain vowels
of Kurdish are not represented in 4idqi°11 alphabet.

The Latin script for Kurdish has never gained currency in Iraq.'
The newspaper in Minn, which is published in Sulaimaniya, and the
magazine Hetaw (/hot4w/), published in Arbil, as well as official and
private publications, are all in the modified Arabic script.

1.if= 4 Style of Kurdish Described

The Kurulsh represented in this descriptidn is that of a male speaker
using a normally informal colloquial style. When no indication of style
is given, it is to be assumed that this style is meant; when special
reference is necessary the symbol (N) preceding the citation will be
used. The symbol (D) preceding a citation indicates a more deliberate,
conscious, or formal style of spoken Kurdish, while (R) indicates a
very informal style with more collapsing of forms.

Female speech seems to differ from male speech in this dialect
primarily in the potential substitution of In for Ill. Thus male or
female /smdl/ 'moustache' is female /sm6r/.

Normal informal style is characterized by certain of the uncondi-
tioned, i.e., optional, morphophonemic processes described in 2.3,
such as excrescence and loss of consonant. Rapid style shows a
greater degree of collapsing of forms, while deliberate style generally
shows ,a zero functioning of these processes, the morphemes mostly
occurring in their original uncombined shapes. For example, /bdt/
'for you' & /16/ 'from' & Paddm/ 'I give' Vie ?G.:Wm/ c 'I hit', 'I play
(music)') combine to form the following styles of utterance translated
'Shall I play it (phonograph record, musical instrument) for you?'

Deliberate Normal Rapid

bot le ?coddm? bot le icod6m? bot Wm?

or

bot le ?aldm?

Those optional morphophonemic processes which, when they occur,
serve to identify normal style (and also rapid style) are: syncope of
/i/ (see (1) (b) under 2.312), excrescence (2.322), and loss of consonant
(2.323). Assimilation of /d/ (2.321) is characteristic of rapid style.
These processes do not obtain in deliberate style.

Ifbr comments on the development of Romanized Kurdish scripts in
Iraq, see the articles listed under Edmonds and Minorsky in the Bibli-
ography.

10



1.4

A further difference between normal and deliberate style is on the
subphonemic level. Palatalization (see (3) under 2.12) regularly occurs
in style N, but does not obtain in style D. Thus, /k6 / 'who' is pronounced
tkYe^:1 in N but (ke-:] in D.

Finally, D style is generally identifiable not only by the lack of the
allophonic and morphophonemic processes mentioned above, but by
certain differences in the lexicon as well. Kurdish contains a consid-
erable number of Arabic loans which are the normal, everyday items
heard in most situations. Many of these loans are so deeply rooted
in the language that illiterate Kurds often cannot distinguish between
words of Arabic origin and words of Kurdish origin. The literate Kurd,
however, when conscious of his speech, may tend to choose words of
Kurdish rather than Arabic origin, even if the former are not commonly
used. Thus, Kurdish (D) /tkd ?akdm/ II beg (you), please' would be
preferred to the synonymous (N) /f.ld ?akdrri/ which uses MO of Arabic
origin,

Use of the deliberate style may (1) present the effect of formal
speech, as on a radio broadcast, or (2) provide emphasis, usually in
combination with stress placement (see 2.22).

Within any of these styles of speech there may also occur an honor-
ific style: special forms showing respect for the other person. These
may take the form of plural forms for singular referents, as the plural
verb in /td ci laxwenin/ 'What are you (singular, polite) studying?'; or
as the plural suffix /yan/ in the sentence /mold bdo lokata mat-i-xdyan/
'He invites the mullah to his (polite) house.' Respect may be shown
also by special lexical items, as /jndb/ 'you' (singular, polite) for the
usual /t6/ 'you' (singular); or /ogirbe/ 'Where are you (singular, polite)
going?' In this description, honorific forms will be indicated by (polite)
after the corresponding item in the English gloss.
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2.0

TLIsle 3

Vowel Phonemes

Front Central Back ----....
Unrounded Unrounded Unrounded Rounded

Hi gh
Close
Open

i . t u
4 o

Mid Close
Open e

Low a

Table 4

Consonant Phonernesa

Bi-
labial

Labio-
dental

Dental Alve-
olar

Alveo-
palatal

Velar Uvu-
lar

Pha-
ryngal

Glottal

Stops V

vd
p
b

t
'd

k
g

q

Affri- vl
pates vd

c

PVica- vl
rives vd

1

(v)
s
z

1

1
x
g

U

E

h

Fric .; vl
Velarized

(9)

Nasals vd rn n u
Later- vdaisb 1 1

Flapb vd r
Trill° vd r
Semi- vdcons. w y

a( ) indicates consonants of limited distribution (2.122).
bFlaps and trills are classed as vibrants, and vibrants and laterals

are classed at. liquids.
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2.11

CHAPTER II
PHONOLOGY

2 00. Introductory

This chapter presents linear phonemes (vowels and consonants and
their principal allophonic types, and distribution of phonemes in the
wordl) and syllable structure in 2.1; non-linear phonemes (including
stress and intonation) in 2.2; and morphophonemics in 2.3. Such an
extensive treatment precludes a detailed and exhaustive presentation of
each of these features, and some sections, such as the one on intonation,
attempt merely to suggest the general nature of the material.
2.1= . Linear Phonemes=

The linear phonemes include nine vowels: /i ie0a1u tfr o/ and
thirty-one consonants; /p btdkgq9cjf yeas it X x t b, E h

w yl. The consonants /v s/ are of phonemic status but
their occurrence in the lexicon is quite limited. They are accordingly
called consonants of limitel distribution (2.122). See Table 3, Vowel
Phonemes, and Table 4, Consonant Phonemes.

The word has as many syllables as it has vowels (see 2.13). Stress
is phonemic and is indicated by the acute accent (') over the stressed
vowel (see 2.21).

2.11. Vowels2

All vowels are voiced. Vowel length is not phonemic; close vowels
/1 e u/ and the vowel /a/ are longer in quantity than the other vowels,
except in word final unstressed position, where they are short. Thus:

IA word is defined as any free morpheme (see (1) in 3.0); it is indi-
cated in this description by spaces before and after it.

2The best grammar of Sulaimaniya Kurdish I have seen is the excel-
lent Destur i .,roan i kurdi of Tawfiq WaW (see 1.2, item 13); his is the
only script, whether Latin or Arabic, that has, with a few minor excep-
tions, a one-to-one correspondence of symbol with linear phoneme. He
has a single character for each of the seven vowels /4 e o a (a o/ and
digraphs for the vowels /i u/ (see Table 1). In addition, he has a digraph
for the phoneme sequence /we/. In his Latin script Wahby uses the
symbol o for this sequence, probably influenced by the fact that in
German orthography 8 is equivalent to oe. Finally, in his list of vowels
he has a digraph for a high front rounded vowel [il], but notes that this
vowel occurs riot in Sulaimaniya Kurdish but in other parts of Kurdistan.
In listing the alphabet Wahby merely names the phonemes without describ-
ing their phonetic value.

The other excellent description of Kurdish of special interest here

13



2.11

is Oskar Mann's Die Mundart der Mukri-Kurden (see 1.2, item 8).
Although the dialect he describes is Mukri Kurdish (found in Iran), it
is close enough to Sulaimaniya Kurdish to merit comparison.

Mann's transcription is in Latin orthography, and is provided with
some description of allophones. He lists six long vowels 8 t 6
and seven short ones alke i o u. The first five long vowels corre-
spond to my /a e i o urrespectively. His a corresponds to the allo-
phone (01 of my phoneme /w/ (see 2.121). Mann's a is a cover symbol
for his a and a, which together with his e correspond to my vowel
phoneme /o/. Mann says that i fluctuates in its vocalic timbre, at
times even approaching Slavic y; this is my /i./. Mann's o is quite
rare, corresponding, when it does occur, to my /o/ occurring before
/w/. The following table compares the vowels of Mann, Wahby (1929),
and this work:

Mann Wahby This Work

I Lr i

i
a i

t....4
k

8 4 e

a
a
4

. e
0

a a

a 1 a

u i 41.

a ) ) u

a $.$ ) we

8 3 0

W. Ivanow, in Notes on Khorasani Kurdish, Journal and Proceedings,
Asiatic Society of Bengal, New Series 23.167-236 (1927), comes to a
rather similar statement on the vowels. His symbol a corresponds to
my /o/.

None of the other works on Sulairnaniya Kurdish merits particular
note here: §idqits listing of the Arabic alphabet is not very revealing
of the phonemes or their phonetic nature. Soane is inaccurate and
incomplete. Chodzko, although inconsistent in his transcription, does
show one point of special interest: he uses sometimes the symbol x
where I have /i/. Although he gives no explanation of his symbol, this
must be an instance of the traditional use of Zr for the Slavic high
central vowel.

14



2.11

/azal/ (aizazli;) 'freedom' but /ddsti/ ['closti] 'his hand'. The phonemes
listed below occur in all positions of the word unless otherwise noted.
Square brackets ( I enclose phonetic notations.

A/ (i:] High close front unrounded long vowel; does not occur in un-
stressed word-final position. Examples: tsecin/ 'we go';
AZ/ 'works; /bir/ imind'; /tin/ 'Wes; /s1 /'thirty'; /gaI/
'ceremony'; /azaI/ 'freedom'.

(1] High close front unrounded short vowel; occurs only in un-
stressed word-final position. Examples: /ddsti / 'his hand';
/ndwi/ 'his name'; Pozdni/ 'you know'.

/4/ High open front unrounded short vowel; does not occur final
in the word. Examples: r/mtimk4n/ 'possibles; Amtil4n/
'examinations; /eiftdh/ 'first sale of the day'.

/e/ (e^:j Mid very close front unrounded long vowel; does not occur
in unstressed word-final position. Examples: /dt/ 'aches;
/ad / 'three'; /bd/ 4withouts; Pea/ Igoe ss; /lidw/ 'evening
meal'; /ewazd/ 'evenings; /hella/ 'eggs; /tdr/ /Zdr/
'under'.

(el Mid very close front unrounded short vowel; occurs only in
unstressed word final position. Example: /dwdne/ 'yester-
day'

/0/ This phoneme has three principal allophonic types:
(c) mid open front unrounded short vowel
[o] mid central unrounded short vowel
[ae) low front unrounded short vowel

These three allophonic types demarcate the area of fluctuation
of this phoneme; that is, an area ranging from mid open
front to mid central to low front. In general, there is free
fluctuation within the area, with the front allophones tending
to appear in stressed syllables and the central allophones
in unstressed ones; /gdrm/ = [gefrn gdfm gmfm) 'hots;
also: ?bdr/ 'fronts; /s6r/ 'heacil; /b6/ /tdrs/ '<lungs;
/dsp/ 'horse'. The allophones are in complementary dis-
tribution in the following environments;
only kJ: before /y/ or /i/ but not in the same syllable:

/hdya/ 'there is, are'; /gowrdya/ tis big' ; /asudol/ 'com -
fort'.

only (o): before /y/ and in the same syllable:
PaybInim/ see him'; /hdybu/ 'he had'; /qsdy kIrd/ 'he
spoke'.

only (o): before /w/ (with lip rounding when in utterance
medial position):
/dw/ 'he'; /awdn/ 'they'; /113w / 'night'; /NowdnPnights'.
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2.11

Finally, the phoneme /a/ has the allophone [n ] in the
two words /s6d/ 'one hundred' and Mgt/ 'sixty', where
it is lowered and backed adjacent to velarized /0.

Low central unrounded long vowel; does not occur in unstressed
word-final position. Examples: /dw/ 'water'; //in/ 'pain';
/asmdn/ Isky'; /mdr/ 'enake'; /Bawd/ 'haggling'.

Low central unrounded short vowel; occurs only in unstressed
word-final position. Example: /kola/ (title of respect in
addressing elder brother).

High back unrounded short vowel; occurs only before velar
consonants, or in word-final position or adjacent to another
vowel as the result of the dropping of a dental stop (see
2.323); never occurs in word-initial position. Examples:
/ddsti/ 'your h ?nd'; /01/ 'soil'; /Gig/ 'stomach'; /dil/ 'heart'

High central unrounded short vowel; does not occur before
velar consonants, nor in word-initial or word-final position.
Examples: /din / 'woman'; /ddettt/ 'your hand'; /111c1n/ 'they
go'; Mrs/ 'fear'; /141k / 'tail'; /ell/ 'forty',

/u/ [u:j High close back rounded long vowel. Examples: /kdr/
'hunchback'; /ut61/'hotel'; /pig/ 'money'; /tdr/ 'ra4ish';

'distant'; Ixand/ 'house'.
/e/ [u) High open back rounded short vowel; does not occur in word-

final position. Examples:-/k4r/ 'boy'; /gt41/ Ileprosy'l /1041k/
'hen ready to lay eggs'; /ktilk/ 'scratch'; Atstdz/ 'professor'.

/o/ [e] Mid open back rounded short vowel. Examples: /k6r/ 'party' (of
people); /t6r/ 'fishing net'; /g61 / 'lake'; 'target';
/ostd/ master'; /1:16 t6/ 'for you' (sing).

2.12. Consonants2

Subsections (1)-(8) describe consonantal coarticulation processes.
Section 2.121 is a listing of 4-onsonantkJ with description and distribution
of allophones (for distribution of phonemes see 2.14). Since a listing
of all the allophones for each phoneme is not practicable, only principal
allophonic types are given. Section 2.122 describes the two consonants
of limited distribution.

(1) Voicing. Voiced consonants remain fully voiced after voiceless
consonants or after silence, as /1 r z/ in /p1d/ 'rung' (of a ladder),

lAcknowledgement is made to Professor Kenneth L, Pike for help
in analyzing the structure of this vowel.

2As in the case of vowels (see footnote 2, page 13), Wahby and Mann
merit the greatest consideration in making comparisons. Both of these
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2.12

/trozi/ twild cucumber', and /zewl/ aground' (as contrasted with /sdOri/
'his apple). Stops and fricatives undergo partial regressive assimi-
lation as to voicing before other stops or fricatives, e.g., /1:1411/ 'good'
and ibilbu/ 'it was good'. These assimilation processes are described
in rnorphophonemics, 2.3. Before silence, voiced stops and fricatives
may become partially or fully unvoiced, as [sdg,- s6id4dog'.
Those final phonemes which vary in the degree of their voicing are
regularly represented in this analysis by the symbols of the voiced
phonemes, as /sdg/.

(2) Release and Aspiration. All stops are fully released in all posi-
tions of the utterance. Voiceless stops (except uvular and glottal) are
slightly aspirated in word-initial position, and may or may not be aspi-
rated in word-final position. This aspiration in word-initial position
occurs both with single consonants (as in /kdka/) and with consonant
clusters (as in /ktdb/ M40 °rifle').

(3) Palatalization. In normal style, the stops /p k g/ and the frica-
tive /f/ are usually palatalized before higher front vowels and semi-
consonants, that is, before the front vowels /i I e/, the semiconsonant
/y /, and the allophone ['J of the semiconsonant /w/. In the case of the
velar stops, it is not so much a matter of palatalized stops as it is of
palatal affricates. That is, these are not sequences of stop plus M,

but palatal affricates which, to the uninitiated, sound more like 041
and td2j. /p/ and /f/ are coarticulated simultaneously with a palatal
off-glide (that is, the middle of the tongue approaches the palate to
produce the off-glide); these can be represented phonetically by [py]
and [M. Palatalization ordinarily does not occur in deliberate style.

(4) Affricates. The phonetic sequences kid and [c1Z] have been inter-
preted as compound unit phonemes /c/ and /j/ rather than as sequences
of two single phonemes for the following reasons:

agree with the analysis in this work for the following consonants:/pbtdkgq 9 fszglxghthcjmn1 1 r w y/. Inaddition
to these 27 consonants, Wahby and this work show the consonants /v/
and /f/. This work, alone of the three, shows /0/ as well as /s/. Wahby
has two special symbols and for and respectively, merely
to show in which positions /t/ and /d/ may be dropped (see 2.323).
Wahby uses single letters for all consonants except /0/, for which the
digraph (= ng) is used. All three works distinguish between dental
/I/ and velarized /1/, but only Wahby and this work distinguish between
flap in and trill /1' /. /v/, like /s/, is limited in its distribution, occur-
ring in a dozen words at most. Mukri Kurdish shows no v at all. On
the other hand, Chr)dzko, writing in 1857, recorded no w at all, showing
v where Sulaimaniya has /w/ today. While it is possible that the dialect
has seen a change in phoneme in the past hundred years, it seems more
likely that this inconsistency is due to a difference in dialect or idiolect.
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(a) Interpretation as a series of two consonants would create a
Word-initial cluster of three consonants. Since three-consonant clusters
do not otherwise exist in word-initial position', only an interpretation
as unit phonemes avoids violating the basic structure of Kurdish words
(see 2.130.

(b) The combinations /St/ and //d/ do not occur in word-initial
position; this strengthens the interpretation as unit phonemes.2

(c) In every instance where the sequences AN/ and MI/ occur in
Sulairnaniya Kurdish, the closely-related dialects of Ruwandiz and
Batas show /ts/ and /dz/ respectively. On the other hand, the sequences
its/ and /dz/ do not occur in the corpus. Thus, these two sequences
each function as integral units when compared with other dialects.

(d) Native orthographies treat these as two unit phonemes (see
1.3). Thus, the reaction of the literate native speaker favors this
interpretation, although it must be noted that in every case the native
orthographies are based on other orthographies which themselves
have special character* for the affricates /c/ and /j/.

An argu.ment against the interpretation of /t8/ and /di/ as compound
unit phonemes is the fact that affricates alone of all types of consonants
do not occur as the first member of two-consonant clusters (including
geminate clusters) (see 2.143).

Laterals. Kurdish distinguishes phonemically between a clear*
and a %dark° lateral, as MAI/ 'leprosy' and /01/ 'rose'. The clear
lateral /1/ is articulated with the tongue tip making contact behind the
teeth and the tongue back neutral as to vocalic quality. The dark lateral
A/ Is alveolar and is articulated with the tongue dorsum raised in the
oral cavity, giving velar resonance. This velar resonance appreciably
colors the quality of the preceding vowel /i/, which is realized in this
environment as its back allophone ti], as opposed to (4-1 before clear /1/.

(6) Velartzation. In addition to the velarized lateral of the preceding
subsection, there is a velarized voiceless alveolar sibilant /4/, a pho-
neme of limited distribution (see 2.122). The velarization colors the
adjacent vowel: in the words /sdd/ 'one hundred' and /84st/ 'sixty' the
vowels are actualized as lowered mid open, slightly backed (*I).

except /txwa, an interjection of surprise. I reject this as estab-
lishing a pattern because (1) it is unique in the language (excepting, of
course, the clusters in /t1/ and /d2 /which are themselves under anal-
ysis), and (2) interjections very often contain extra-systematic sounds
or arrangements of sounds; cf. the alveolar click, which denotes com-
miseration for English speakers and 'no' for Arabic speakers, although
the click is not a phoneme in either language; and (3) this form exists
alongside of Auxwd/ with the same meaning and is obviously a contrac-
tion of it

2See Kenneth L. Pike, Phonemics; A Technique for Reducing Lan-
guages to Writing (Ann Arbor, 194?) 132.
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2.121

(7) Gemination. All types of consonants except affricates occur
geminate; for a listing of these consonants see 2.142. Geminate conso-
nants are phonetically long, and occur only intervocalically in the word.

(8) Vibrants, There is a phonemic contrast between the flap /r/ and
the trill /1'/. The flap is articulated by striking the tip of the tongue once
against the alveolar ridge; the trill is a rapid succession of flaps. The
distinction is not a heavily marked one; it is especially difficult to de-
tect the difference in word-final position, The contrast is neutralized
at the beginning of the word, only the trill occurring there. Only the
flap occurs intervocalically as a rule; the trill occurs there only as the
result of word formation (see 4.22). There are two possible interpre-
tations of the trill; as a single phoneme or as a series of separate pho-
nemes. The latter interpretation is supported by the fact that of the
vowels /e/ and /u/, only Ar/, which tends to occur only before consonant
clusters (see 2.141), occurs before in while /u/, which tends not to
occur before consonant clusters, does not occur before in However,
the trill is interpreted here as a single phoneme because (I) it contrasts
in identical environment with the flap: /bran / 'to wound' and /bilin/ Ito
cut'; (2) if interpreted as a geminate cluster it would be the only gemi-
nate cluster occurring in an environment other than intervocalic; and
(3) clusters as /rr/ and Or/ occur, as /nerrdbu/ 'it has been sent' and
Pokitri/ 'it will be sold'; if interpreted as a geminate cluster then the
existence of clusters of three identical consonants would have to be
assumed.

2.121. The Consonant Phonemes. This subsection treats of the
structure of the individual phoneme; phoneme distribution, both in
clusters and as single phonemes, is described in 2.14. In the following
listing, it is to be understood that, unless otherwise noted, a phoneme
occurs initially, intervocalically, or finally in the word. Numbers in
parentheses refer to respective paragraphs in the preceding subsection.

Stops (2,3,7)

Voiceless bilabial stop (2); does not occur before /e/.
Examples: /pdnd/ 'pun, trick'; /pilil6 /4cat'; ibapIr/ 'grand-
father'; /dsp/ 'horse'.

Palatalized voiceless bilabial stop (3); occurs only before /o/.
Example: /pelnj/ 'five'.

/b/ [1:4 Voiced bilabial stop. Examples: /bdrid/4cord'; /bizinji 'rice';
/mrobbd/ 'jam'; /ktdb/ 'book'

/t/ [t] Voiceless dental stop (2). Examples: /td/ 'you' (sing); /k4rt/
'short'; /tf4/ Irifle'; /x6tan/ 'yourselves'; /jdt/ 'a pair' (rugs,
dice).

/p/ [p]

(Pyl
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2.121

/d/ [d] Voiced dental atop. T.Ixamples: /dd/ (a fermented milk drink);
/lord / 'Kurd'; /ddn/ 'tooth'; /11aladd/ 'prince, princess';
/bird/ 'rock'.

/10 (k) Voiceless velar stop (2) (3); does not occur before mid close
front or high front vowels or semiconsonants. Examples:
/kwd/ 'where?'; /kdy/ 'when?'; /kds/ 'person'; /kdn/ old';
/ndka/ 'if he does not do'; /k4r/ 'boy'; /Meth/ 'book'; /gdlek/
'a little'.

(ItY1 Palatalized voiceless velar stop; occurs only before mid close
front or high front vowels or semiconsonants (i.e., /i 1 e y/
and 01; see (3)). Examples: /kwd/ 'where?'; /lcd/ 'who?';
/mumk4n/ 'possible'; /kwdr/ 'blind'.

/g/ CO Voiced velar stop; does not occur before close mid front or
high front vowels or semiconsonants (3). Examples: /gdz/
'bite'; /agi/ 'caret; /pi/ 'excrement'; /gat/ 'meat'; /sdg/
'dog'.

fig)) Palatalized voiced velar stop; occurs only before close mid
front or high front vowels or semiconsonants (3). Examples:
/gwd/ eye' ; /gidn/ 'soul'; Pagdrnowe/ 'they relate'.

/q/ [q] Voiceless uvular stop (2). Examples: /qdy ndka/ it doesn't
matter'; Ararbdn/ 'yco,' (Polite); /barqiyd/ 'telegram'; Adq/
'leg'; /fdrq/ 'difference'.

/// r'j Glottal stop. Examples; /nVehat/ 'he wasn't coming';
/709awsdt/ 'it swells up'; Pay7e0gdwim/ shoot him';
/n6 ? / 'no'.

Affricates (4)

/c/ [til] Voiceless alveopalatal affricate. Examples: /cdm/ 'my tea';
/c6 / 'go'; /cdn/ 'how?'; /cdnd/ 'how much?'; 114cek/ 'a girl';
/mdcPkiss'.

/j/ [(11) Voiced alveopalatal affricate. Examples: /Am /'bowl'; /j6/
'barley'; /j11/ 'Jew'; /honjlr/ 'figs'; /tdj/ 'crown'.

Fricatives (3)

/f/ (fj Voiceless labiodental fricative; does not occur before /e/.
Examples: /fhlt/ 'rug'; /fanild/ 'undershire; /haflz/ 'Pro-
tector'; /zaElf/ 'weak'.

[fY) Palatalized voiceless labiodental fricative; occurs only before
/e/. Examples: /fenik0cool'; /fdr Itl/ learning' (verbal
noun).

/v/ [v] Voiced labiodental fricative; aee 2.112.
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/s/ tel Voiceless dental sibilant. Examples: /wind / 'tray'; /tIrs/
'fear'; fkds/ iperson'; /postd/ 'chorus'; /spi/ 'white's /Sued/
'glass' (material); /sdr/ °strange'.

/z/ Voiced dental sibilant. Examples: /z1n/ Isaddle'; /gdz/ (unit
of measure for cloth); /horzdn/ 'cheap'.

Velarized voiceless alveolar sibilant; see 2.12.(6) and 2.122.

Voiceless alveopalatal sibilant. Examples: /Sin / 'blue'; AO/
'sour'; /bdil/ °good'; /melluld/ °mosquito' ; /§tolcdnim/ 'my
things'.

Voiced alveopalatal sibilant. Examples: /din / 'life'; Aapdn/
'Japan'; //faZtn/ lqueen'; /drd%/ 'long'.

/x/ [x] Voiceless velar fricative. Examples: /xwd/ °god'; /xdB/
'pleasant'; bcdw/ °dream'; /dix/ 'sorrow'; Airoxdr/ 'infant'.

Voiced velar fricative. Examples: /ard/ 4agha'; /goldt/
'mistake'; /garibi/ 'foreign land'; /bdit/ 'garden'.

X/ [ft] Voiceless fattcalized pharyngal fricative. Examples:
/1zoywdn/ 'animal'; /zolndt/ °trouble, bother'; Iltdwt/ 'seven';
/tozbilt/ °prayer beads'.

/E/ [1] Voiced faucalized pharyngal fricative; no word-final occur-
rence noted. Examples: /Edyb/ taharne'; /Edbo/ (woman's
black cloak); /sosdt/ 'time, watch, clock, hour'; /motnd/
'meaning'.

/h/ [h] Voiceless glottal fricative. Examples: /haywdn/ (corridor
bordering courtyard of house); /sohdl/ 'ice'; /gunth/ 'crime'.

tzl

[z]

/g/

Nasals

Voiced bilabial nasal. Examples: /mdm/ 'uncle'; /mei/
/masi/ Ifish'; /homand/ 'leather'; Volcdzit/ 'I do'.

Voiced dental nasal; does not occur before velar stops or in
the environment /a...z/. Examples: /ndn/ lbread'; /bin/
'roof, plateau'; /ponjd/ 'fifty'; Pokt3n/ 'they do'.

Nasalisation of preceding vowel; occurs only in environment
/a...z/. Examples: /panzd/ [pi:Izo] 'fifteen'; /yanzd/ 'eleven';
/banzin/ 'gasoline'.

Voiced velar nasal; does not occur initial in the word.
Examples: /bdo/ 'call, invitation'; /maud/ 'tired'; /hoowin/
'honey'; Aldo /'voice'.
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Laterals (1)(5)

/1/ WI Voiced clear dental lateral. Examples: /01/ 'leprosy); /14w/
'lip'; /!d / 'side's 44151/ 'lake'; /glow / 'unclean'.

/1/ (11 Voiced dark alveolar lateral (with tongue doreum raised);
doss not occur initially in the word. Examples: 441/ drose'i
/gisidw/ 'rose water; /pld/ 'rung' (of ladder); /MI/ 'soil'.

Vibrants (1) (8)

in (r) Voiced alveolar flap; does not occur initially in the word.
Examples: ibrin/ 'to wound'; /kiln/ 'to buy'; Penerrd/
'it will be sent'; /Erin/ 'sweet'; ikdri 'donkey'; /bar/ 'snow'.

/f/ ff.] Voiced alveolar trill; occurs intervocalically only as result
of word formation: see 4.22. Examples: Mtn/ 'to cut';
/101n/ 'to rub'; /f6 / 'sun, day'; ikdr/ 'deaf'; isnollefalek0
'the black box'; /fd/ 'away'.

/y/ (y]

/w/ [w]

Semiconsonants

Voiced palatal glide. Examples: iyari/ 'game, play';
Payowd/ 'he wants'; Poyndstrni 'I know him'; Icily / 'tea'.

Voiced labiovelar rounded glide; does not occur before close
front vowels. Examples: MO 'thus'; iwutuci/ 'laundryman';
/sews / 'haggling'; ixwardin/ 'to eat'; idw/ 'water'.

Voiced high front rounded glide; occurs only before close
front vowels. Examples: /well's/ 'ruin, ruination';
'his water'; /havvini 'honey'; igwESI/ 'nuts'.

2.122. Consonants of Limited Distribution. There are two conso-
nants which are greatly restricted in their incidence in the lexicon,
one consonant occurring mostly in onomatopoeic words and the other
occurring in only two words. These are listed below with a complete
accounting of their occurrences.

/v/ [v] Voiced labiodental fricative; occurs in any position of the
word; limited to the following words: /vIll.vrovif/ (onomat-
opoeic sound of machines); /giva^,givagiv/ (onomatopoeic
sound of bullets); /ks.avv^- kavdsli 'seventeen'; igovSr/
'magazine'; /yips:wit)/ (onomatopoeic sound of buzzing of
bees).

[s] Voiceless velarized alveolar sibilant (see 2.12 (6)); occurs in
two words: isdcli 'one hundred'; illdsti 'sixty'.
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2.13. The Syllable

Every word contains at least one syllable. The structure of the
syllable was arrived at by having informants say certain words, giving
each word in segments. Thus the syllable is defined as the smallest
division of a word as pronounced in isolation by speakers of this dialect.
The results obtained were uniform, and are summarized as follows:i

(1) A word has as many syllables as it has vowels. Thus /b4fr/
'snow' has one syllable; /nidzi 'intention' has two syllables; and /azai/
'freedom° has three syllables.

(2) A single consonant brmeen two vowels forms a syllable with the
following vowel, as /ndzaninn/ II don't know'sqn.i.za.nim).

(3) in clusters of two or more consonants, syllable division comes
between the last two consonants; however, if the last consonant of the
cluster is a vibrant or a semiconsonant the division comes before the
last two consonants. In the following, V represents any vowel; C repre-
sents any consonant; S, any stop, affricate, or fricative; N, any nasal,
liquid, or semiconsonant; R, any vibrant or semiconsonant; and the
period . indicates syllable division:

-CCC.C-
mewq.na.tIs
gdyst.me.we

hov.vd
feem.gir

However,

-.CR- ka.brd ba.ne.xwtIn
-C.CR- fas.trd yek.tr1

-CC.CR- none

dor.peS
roy/l.tin

rni.myan

2.131. Syllable Structure. Every syllable must contain one vowel,
which may be preceded and/or followed by one or two consonants; two
patterns show V preceded or followed by three consonants:

V a.frdt 'woman'
VC aw.sin 'to swell up'
VCC at 'peace'

CV Oa 'king'
CVC fon.jan 'cup'
(VCC forii 'rug'

1Wahby mentions syllables in his XOndewariy' baw. He states on
page 4 that there are as many syllables as there are vowels, but does
not formulate rules for dividing the word into syllables. In his examples,
a consonant occurring between vowels forms a syllable with the follow-
ing vowel, as rnamizeke = ma mi ze ke ['the fox': my imarnizakon.
The sole illustration with a cor,donant cluster is Xurmalh which he
divides thus: Xur math.
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CVCCC Ydy lit 'he went'
CCV to 'grapes'
GCVO ktdb 'book'
CCVCC ga.trinj 'chess'

CCCV txwd (interjection expressing surprise)
this is the only occurrence of this pattern: see
see footnote, page 18.

Any combination of these syllable patterns is possible, if no cluster
of more than four consonants results, as /r6ylitim/ went' - /fdylittnows/
41 went back'.

2.14. Distribution of Phonemes

Sections 2.11 and 2.12 list the vowels and consonants respectively,
giving the distribution of the principal allophonic types of each phoneme.
This section gives the distribution of phonemes in both the syllable and
the word, without reference to allophonic variations. Far the phonemes
of limited distribution /v 1/, see 2.122.

2,141, Vowels. Although it is necessary to set up two sets of pho-
nemes /i 4,/ and /u tt/ because of such contrasts as Poetn/ 'they go':
/mtimktn/ 'possible' and /01/ 'money': /gtg/ 'leprosy', the contrasts
are, in effect, neutralized in the environment VCC, where only the
open varieties tend to occur, e.g., /di n4Vtin/ 'they sat down' and
/n4stin/ 'they slept'. The present stems of these verbs show the close
varieties, as Aid ?enDiln/ 'they sit down' and PandnOthey sleep'. In
case of forms like inttstini, (D) /mistin/ may also occur as a careful
pronunciation, without difference in meaning.

The formulas at the left refer to syllable types found in 2.131.
(1) One vowel

V- (a) Initial. All vowels except /1/ occur initially in the syllable
or word.

.V. (b) Medial. All except high vowels occur as a complete syllable.
-V- All vowels occur medially in the word.
CV. (c) Final. All vowels occur finally in the syllable. All vowels
CV except /4/ and /**/ occur finally in the word. /i/ occurs finally

in words only as the result of the dropping of a dental obi,:
see 2.323.

(2) More than one vowel
-V.V- 1\vo vowels may occur contiguously in a word, forming separate

syllables, as /ni,izPintention' and nia..1/ 'ceremony': however
high open vowels do not occur contiguous to other vowels. /i/
provides exceptions to these rules: as the result of the dropping
of dental stop (2.323) /i/ occurs contiguous to another vowel
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and does not form a separate syllable when it occurs finally in
the word and after another vowel. For vowel morphophonemies,
see 2,31. Sequences of more than two vowels have not been
recorded.

2.142. Consonants. In 2,122 the full occurrence of the phonemes of
limited distribution /v a/ is given. From observation it is evident that
there are other consonants, all of back articulation (from velum to
glottis) and occurring for the most part in loan words, which are also
of comparatively low incidence in the corpus, although not so low as to
merit a complete listing of the items in which they occur. These are
it 2s E ?/. In the following, all consonants except /v a/ are considered.

(1) One consonant
C- (a) Initial. All consonants except /0 r 2/ occur initially in the
-.0 syllable and the word; /0 r 2/ may occur initially in the syl-

lable, however, only if that syllable is not initial in the word:
fktrim/ °worm'; /xaktiz/ Icharcoal'; /e1401/ °his voice'. Thus,
loan words which begin with In in the lending language, e.g.
Arabic ramadin °Ramazan', regularly show /f/ in Kurdish:
hamazdn/.

-C- (b) Medial. No consonant occurs medially in the syllable, but
all consonants occur medially within the word.

-C. (c) Final. AU consonants occur finally in the syllable. /c j t 9/,
however, occur finally in the syllable only when that syllable
itself is final in the word: /1tic/ 4girl'; /dordj/ 'degree';
/colobarlat/ 'cravd'; /n61 / 'no'. /E/ occurs finally in the syl-
lable but not in the word: /mood /'meaning'; /E/ is the only
consonant for which no word-final occurrence was noted in
the corpus.

(2) Two consonants
- (a) Initial. When in word-medial position, the syllable may

begin with a atop plus In or with any consonant plus a semi-
consonanl. Formulas at the left refer to the cluster types of
2.13 (3):

consonant+ vibrant or semiconsonant
zir.brd I step -brotl, e r
bano.xvidn 'belt -cord'
mil.myan tthey...my house'

(cf. (1) under 5.41)

CC- The word, or, when it is in word-initial position, the syllable,
may begin with the following combinations:

stop + stop
(D) tk tkd 'thanks' kt ktdb 'book'
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pc pcolk

pia 0114
tf tido

Pi pfd
bl bid
pr propalantd
br brayed
bt btin
tr trozi

PY PYdw

tw twd

jn jndbtan

cw cwdr

sp spt
sk skiit

of side

an sn6q
zm zmdn

fldn
fr fronyar
xr xrdp

xw xwartf

nw nwd

YJ rig

stop + affricate
'little'

stop + fricative
'cat' qs cod
'rifle

atop +liquid
'rung' (of ladder) dr
'say I
'propaganda' kr
b r othe r hood ' kr

'to cut' gr
'wild cucumber' gt

drdo
dtandfn
krin
krin
grdw
grdn

stop + semiconsonant
'man' dy dydro

'slice' kw kwdr

affricate +nasal
'you' (polite)

affricate + semiconsonant
'four' jw jvidn

fricative + stop
'white' Nk Nkdyewe
'silence'

fricative +fricative
'without /faba /'

(said of women)

fricative +nasal
Zm tmardin'box'

'language'

fricative +liquid
'So and So' vr vrovit
'customer' zt ztd
'bad'

fricative + semiconsonant
'south'

nasal + semiconsonant
'new'

'hope'
liquid + affricate
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'speech'

'late'
'to:. tear'
'to buy'
'to rub'
'a bet'
'expensive'

'obviously, of
course'

'blind'

'beautiful'

'is broken'

'to count'

(sound of machines)
(sound of tinkling

object)



Itw Yvan
liquid + semiconsonant

'to grow'
(intransitive)

2.142

-C.C-

(b) Medial. The syllable never contains consonants in medial
two-consonantposition.

clusters
The word may contain the following

in medial position;

atop + stop
pq gap* (sound of wooden qq hoqqd ,

shoes)
(a measure of

weight)
bb mrabbd 'jam' tt Eettdr 'perfume shop,

notions shop'
bt jndbtan 'you' (polite) kk teffekkdr 'thanks'
bk gobkd (a kind of flower) kg yekgirtwekdn

gb segbdz

atop + affricate

'united'
'dog fancier'

pc qopcd 'button'

stop + fricative
ks yaksdr 'directly' qx Eareqx6r

stop +nasal

la heavy drinker'

bn 'Lebanon' to wthnewe 'they taught'

-.CR- stop Piiquid
pr yaprkix 'stuffed cabbage ar 7edrtim 'I sew'

rolls' kr bikrina II buy' (subjunctive)
br kal7r4 'fellow, old man' kr 7ok3'tm 'I rub'
tr NatrInj `chess' ql .Eaq14 'intelligence'

atop + semiconsonant
ty 'etyeld 'it pains you' qy feqyand 'Kurdish long-

sleeved shirt'

fricative + stop
ft haftd 'week tib Milk; 'Lisbon'
fk lifkd 'wash -rag' lit ffulitin Ito wash'
vd la.avdd 'seventeen' d egdihd (a fabulous animal)
ab nitsbdt 'comparison' xt ndxtek 'a little bit'
at eats 'now' Et teEtil 'vacation'
zb tozblh 'prayer beads' ht i#tirdm 'respect'
zg
ffp

mizgwt
taffpi

'mosque'
'wooden dish'

ht mtchtdmel 'possible

fricative + fricative
vv
Eh

havvd
oZhaidt

'seventeen'
'sunrise, east'

xff boxffin 'to forgive'
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/m ?cAmdr(m
En moEnd

ft* sifrd
ar nosrtn

Sy hullydr
xw bondoxwdn

nb boinbix
nt Eantikdi

nj fonjdn

mg Bomlomokw
na insdnek

mm sommtin
mn momndn

ml' komrdo

my *omyelid

lb
It
lk
It
lk
rp
rb

pulbSz

cawilkd
galtd
bbl ku
dorpd
otirbe

rc Eottarci

if
lx

rf

jilfac
xebodoktf
girfdn

11 count'
'meaning'

fricative + nasal
km zolundt

fricative +liquid
'zero' zr dizrd
(girl's name)

fricative + semiconsonant
'sober' hw lohwani
'belt -cord'

'necktie'
'funny'

I ICup

nasal + stop
nd mandd
nk mtlwankd

nasal +affricate

nasal +fricative
dr 'bat' (animal) nz dwanzd
'a person'

nasal + nasal
'French bread' rim gonmosimi
'thanks' nn ge rdnnowo

nasal +liquid
'light' (in color) nt hon/dwo

nasal + semiconsonant
'it pains me' nw ?onwd

liquid + stop
'stamp collector' rt girtin
'sad' rd birdin
'eyeglasses' rg dorgd
'joke' rq borqiyd
'perhaps' fb torbd
'undershorts' btfd6towo
'Where are you

going?' (polite)

liquid + affricate
'perfumer, notions shopkeeper'

liquid +fricative
'slang' rz dorzi
'top' (which spine) rx zirxdSk
'pocket' rE qttrEdn
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'trouble, bother'

'was stolen'

'hermaphrodite'

'tired'
'necklace'

'twelve'

'corn'
'to tell, relate'

'poem'

'he will sleep'

'to take, grasp'
'to carry'
'door'
'telegram'
'musette bag'
'you won'

'needle'
'step- sister'
'Koran'



rm hermit

11 k*tlld

'pear'
liquid + nasal

rn zornd

liquid +liquid
'mosquito net'

liquid + semiconsonant
lw milwankd 'necklace' rw mirwart
ly molydn 'million' ry qoryold

semiconsonant + atop
wb sowbel (a kind of flower) wq mowqnatis
wt kowtin Ito fall' yt paytdxt
wk pordowkttlid 'mosquito net'

semiconsonant + affricate
ye qoyet 'scissors'

wx towxi
semiconsonant +fricative

'bobby pin'

semiconsonant +nasal
yn 7oyndsirn know him'

semiconsonant + liquid
'towel' wr awrill(rn 'silk'

semiconsonant + semiconsonant
'first' yy ?oyyelid 4 it pains him'
'corridor along

patio'

Gemination. All types of consonants except affricates occur

wl xawlt

ww owwil
yw hoywin

'flute'

'pearl'
'cot'

'magnetism'
'capital'

2.142

in geminate clusters.

bb mrobbd 'jam'
tt Eottdr 'notions shop'
kk tollokkdr 'thanks'
qq hoqqd (measure of

weight)
vv Irovvd 'seventeen'

mm sommdn
nn kugdnnowo
11 ktilld
ww owwdl

YY 9oyyeild

'French bread'
`to turn off'
'mosquito net'
'fir et*

it pains him'

(c) Final. The syllable in word-final position may end in a
two-consonant cluster provided that the following syllable
begins with any consonant other than a liquid or semiconso-
nant: /fosm.gir/ 'photographer'. The following types of
clusters occur in syllable-final position when the syllable
itself is not word-final:

-CC .0 - continuant + stop
semiconsonant and stop: mowq.natts 'magnetism'
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continuant + continuant
fricative and nasal: resm.gir
nasal and fricative: yanz.dd
liquid and fricative: qarz.ddr
semiconsonant and fricative: gdyN.tim

The following types of clusters occur
syllables which are final in the word:

stop +fricative-CC
of adqf 'ceiling'

st mist 'yoghurt'
lk zirxdSk 'step - sister'

fricative + nasal
sm rosm 'picture' En jaIn
zm nizm 'low'

fricative + atop
Et aNt

ti naEl

nt kdnt

nj qazdnj

fricative +liquid

'leather slippers'
nasal + stop

'straight' nd pdnd
(in poker)

nasal + affricate
'profit'

nasal +liquid
mr Edmr 'ages (years)

liquid + stop
lk 141k 'tail' rd mdrd
lq xdlq 'people' rg mdrg
1k kdik 4114e' (noun) rq fdrq
rt girt 'condition, proviso'

liquid + affricate
rc raiq4rc 'a pinch'

rf
r8
rz

sdrf
Ora
Edrz 9drz 'ground'

liquid +fricative
' spending' (noun) rg fdr
'difficult' rx bdrx

rm gdrm 'hot'
liquid + nasal
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'photographer'
'eleven'
'debtor'
'1 arrived'

finally in words and in

'peace'

(Muslim holiday)
'mercy'

'trick, pun'

'man, husband'
'pasture'
'difference'

'rug'
'lamb'



semiconsonant + stop
wt hdwt 'eight' wq 36wq

semiconsonant + fricative
wz sdwe 'green'

'light' (noun)

2.142

Semiconsonants do not occur as the final member of word-
final clusters. Geminate clusters do not occur finally in the
word.

(3) Three consonants
(a) Initial. No occurrence noted in either syllable or word

(see footnote, page 18).
(b) Medial. No occurrence noted in syllable; in the word, the

following types of word-medial three-consonant clusters
occur:

-C.CR Third member a vibrant or a semiconsonant: the first two
members may be either continuants or stops; syllable
division is between the first two members:

yak.trl 'each other'
ras.tr4 'is more correct'

-RC.C- Third member is any consonant but a vibrant or a semiconso-
nant: the first two consonants are continuants (the first
being a liquid or semiconsonant and the second being a
fricative); syllable division is between the second and third
consonants:

'to go'
qarz.dgr 'debtor'

-CCC (c) Final. Syllable, word: here occur clusters of two continuants
and a stop, with the first continuant a semiconsonant:

'he went'

-CCC.C- This same combination may occur finally in any syllable
which is frAlowed by another syllable beginning with any
consonant other than a vibrant or semiconsonant:

gdyilt.mawo 'I arrived back'
(4) Fbur consonants

Syllable: no occurrence. Word: only the word-medial cluster of
the type continuant-continuant-stop-continuant occurs:

-CCCC- gdy1Itmawo 'I arrived back'

(5) No occurrences of clusters with more than four consonants have
been noted.
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2,143, Summary. (1) Vowels. Any vowel may occur in any position
in the word, with the following two exceptions; that A/ never occurs
initially in'the word, and that no high open vowel except A/ occurs
finally in the word. Any vowel except /1 tt I/ may constitute an entire
fqllable. Clusters of two vowels occur in word-medial or word-final
position; they may contain any combination of vowels, oxcept that no
high open vowel except Al occurs contiguous to other vowels.

It is evident that the high open vowels /4 tt (1 are different from the
other vowels in their distribution and occurrence. These three vowels
alone of all the vowels do not form entire syllables and do not occur
contiguous to other vowels or in final position in the word, except that
A/ does occur in these two latter positions when dental stops are drop-
ped (for which see 2.323).1

(2) Consonants. (a) One consonant: any consonant may occur in any
position in the word, except that /0 r 1/ do not occur initially in the
word, and no word-final occurrence of /6/ has been found. /r/ is rare
intervocalically, resulting only from word formation, and /c j t 't1
occur syllable-final only when the syllable is final in the word.

(b) Two consonants: initially, any type of consonant may be either
the first or second member of a word-initial two-consonant cluster,
except that 1) semiconsonants are never the first member of the
cluster; 2) stops are not followed by nasals; 3) only stops and affri-
cates take a stop as second member; and 4) clusters of stop + stop
are the only clusters with two consonants of the same category.
Medially, all thirty-six of the theoretically possible combinations of
categories occur except those beginning with affricates. By the same
token, consonants of every category except affricates occur in geminate
clusters. In final position in the word, at least one of the two conso-
nants must be a continuant, except that no affricate or semiconsonant
occurs as the second member and that no cluster contains both mem-
bers of the same category.

(c) Three-consonant clusters do not occur initially in words.
Medially, they must have at least one continuant, and may contain as
many as three. If there is one stop or affricate, it occupies the second

IThis would imply that these vowels may be in a transitional stage.
This is further substantiated in the case of /4/ and /tt/ by the fact that
while A/ is of very high incidence in the lexicon the vowels /4/ and /*/
are greatly restricted in their occurrence. lbriher investigation shows
that (1),4/ occurs generally in words of Iranian origin; and (2) most
instances of A/ and ,'a/ are in loans from Arabic, although even words
which are of Iranian origin historically now show /4/ and /1*/ rather than
/i/ and /u/ before two-consonant clusters, as Anja/ 'then, in that case'
and itotrd/ 'Kurd'. Before a single consonant, either may occur, as
/mttrnktn/ and Pecfni; /01/ and /01/.

Thus, it would appear that Au, although a normal development in
Kurdish, is in transition as a result of the patterning of the dental
stops as referred to above.
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or third place, if there are two stops or affricates, the third member
of the cluster is a vibrant. Three-consonant clusters in word-final
position contain a semiconsonant and continuant and atop.

(d) The only four-consonant clusters occurring are of the type
Serniconsonantcontinuant-stop-continuant in word-medial position.

It is possible, in a general way, to rephrase this clustering usint
numbers, in which the higher the number the greater the degree of
sonority indicated and the greater the proximity of the consonant to the
vowel, ae

6 semiconsonants
5 liquids
4 nasals
3 fricatives
2 affricates
1 stops

The occurrence of consonants in clusters can be charted as follows,
with the first member of the cluster in the horizontal row and the
second member in the vertical column:

CC- 6 5 4 3 2 1 -CC- 6 5 4 3 2 1

6 56 46 36 26 16 6 66 56 46 36 16
5 45 35 15 5 65 55 45 35 15
4 34 24 4 64 54 44 34 14
3 33 13 3 63 53 43 "33 13
2 12 2 62 52 42 12
1 31 11 1 61 51 41 31 11

-CC 6 5 4 3 2 1 -CCC- -614- -416- -315-
6 -631- -531- -431- -341- -115-
5 45 35 -CCC -631-
4 54 34

-CCCC- -6314-3 63 53 13
2 52 4Z
1 61 51 41 31

As indicated above, the greater the sonority of a consonant the
greater its relative proximity to the syllabic (vowel). Thus, the conso-
nants in a word-initial cluster show increasing sonority, word-final
clusters Rho* a decrease in sonority, while medial clusters may show
a decrease or increase or first an increase and then a decrease in
sonority. Exceptions to this general trend do occur, ae /apt/ 'white'
31-, a decrease in sonority even though the second consonant is closer
to the syllabic.

With initial clusters limited to two consonants, final clusters limited
to three, and medial clusters limited to four, a given cluster will for
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the most part contain any combination or categories of consonants in
the same relative sequence as they appear in the following formula
(solid line indicates relative amount of sonority):

123456-V -654321123456 -V -654321

2.2. Non-linear Phonemes'
Non-linear phonemes are lexical stress, primary stress, and

intonation. They will be presented in that order.

2.21. Lexical Stress
Stress is phonemic in Kurdish, as evidenced by the pairs /mor6/

'dice' and /mdra/ 'it is purple', and /lo pdllowoPafterwards' and /lo
p46 Qv/Wafter that'. Phonetically, there are three degrees of stress,
or loudness of pronunciation: loud, medium, and weak. These are
indicated by the acute accent (1 for loud stress, the grave accent (%)
for medium stress, and no mark for weak stress. The placement of
loud stress is not predictable, although in general it falls on the ultima
unless the ultimo is an inflectional suffix. The placement of both medi-
um and weak is determined by the position of loud stress: a word has
only one loud stress; all other syllables receive weak stress, except
that the pre-pretonic or the post-posttonic, if any receives medium
stress, as

golobdlog =qblobSlot 'crowd'
gdyltrnowo =giflitznowItt 'I arrived back'

Thus, there are two stress phonemes, phonemic loud, consisting of
phonetic loud, and phonemic quiet, consisting of phonetic medium and
phonetic weak. The latter are mutually exclusive in their placement,
which is determined by the placement of loud stress. Only loud stress,
therefore, is marked on words cited in this description.

2.22. Primary Stress
In the previous section, lexical or word stress is described as that

particular fixed stress that every word pronounced as an entire utter-
ance must have, as iniwtt/ 'your name', /penjorokdi 'the window'. A
word and its meaning are identified by the placement of this stress;
compare /homand/ 'leather' and ihomina/ 'we have'. However, most
utterances consist of more than one word, and usually not all of the
words in the utterance are stressed fully. Any given word in an utter-

'Stress is not described in most works on Kurdish, and intonation is
not described in any. When it is treated (Mann, Socin, Barr) stress
seems to be similar in all the dialects phonemic stress usually occurs
on the ultima, except that inflectional suffixes are generally unstressed.
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ance may be pronounced louder than the rest, thereby receiving the
primary emphasis or focus of attention in that utterance; the lexical
stress of all the other words in the utterance is then suppressed. This
type of stress is called primary stress and is symbolized in this section
by ° before the word bearing it. The other words, with suppressed
stress, are said to have secondary stress. Thus, every word has a
fixed lexical stress, while it may have either primary or secondary
stress in a given utterance. Thus,

letro °goninl hdyo 'There is wheat here.'
°to gonim ondrweni, gonIrra 0?oceni You don't plant wheat,

you sow it.'
In the first sentence above, the syllable /nim/ has loud stress and the
other syllables all bear weak stress. In both the following sentences
/wa/ means 'thus' and Poxdm/ means (will) eat':

owa ?oxdm 'I eat like this.'
wa o?oxdm 'I'm going to eat right now.'

It must be pointed out that lexical meaning is not affected by the pres-
ence or absence of primary stress; in the first sentence /wa/ (manner)
is emphasized over the verb (action), whereas in the second sentence
the action is so strongly emphasized as to make it seem immediate or
even in the act of beginning.

As a rule, negative forms (as /nixoyt/ 'you don't eat'), interrogatives
(as /bdci/lwhy?'), and preverbs (as /dd/ 'down') receive primary stress:

°bdci nanoks3t °ndxoyt 'Why don't you eat (your bread)?'
hots to °niyet min °nixom won't eat until you come'

(literally, until you don't-come I don't -eat)
°Itoldnim °da na put my things down.' °da nig° 'Sit down.'
The subjunctive prefix /bi-/ is usually not stressed, as °cond

bihdni.rn 'How much shall I bring?'
However, it may be stressed for special emphasis:

rigor °bizani, pem °ble 'If you do know, tell me.'
da °14nillirn 'Shall I sit down?'

A sentence has at least one primary stress; the maximum is limited
only by the length of the utterance. After this section, lexical stress
as such will not be indicated. Primary stress will be indicated by
and secondary stress by the absence of any such mark.

2.23. Intonation

Kurdish intonation will be analyzed on two levels; first, the pitch
phonemes will be presented, and then a sketch of pitch morphemes will
be given.

2.231. Pitch phonemes. Kurdish intonation can be described in
terms of three phonemic levels of pitch or pitch phonemes, /1 2 3/.
The higher the number, the higher the level of pitch it represents.
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Acoustically, these pitch phonemes do not represent absolute ire-
quencies of pitch, but rather constitute a structure of three ranges of
pitch relative to each other. Pitch /2/ may be lower on an absolute
scale at certain times than at other times, but it is always higher than
/1/ and lower than /3/ in any given utterance. Further, if pitch /2/
occurs a number of times within a single utterance, it may well never
hit the same absolute frequency twice, but will fall within a range of
pitch, which can be characterized as phoneme /2/. The relative
distances between pitches, too, vary according to the atyle of speech;
quiet style versus loud style, etc.; but such variations are not within
the scope of this treatment.

Three separate pitch phonemes have been set up on the basis of the
following types of contrast, in which the final pitches in the utterances
contrast with each other:

can 'Neither of them?' (question)

_cyan la an 'Neither of them.' (affirmation)

gf 3 12.4771 'Neither of them (did you say)?'
(repeated question)

In the examples above, numbers are phonemic representation and
the solid lines are an approximate phonetic transcription. The acute
accent over a number indicates a stressed syllable. The phonetic
transcription is graphic and is no intended to show the exact pitch of
each phoneme. In the utterance difcyalv the pitch falls from level /3/
to level /1/. This is a gradual fall occurring over the length of both
syllables. The exact shape of this fall is not significant; it is the
beginning point and the ending point that determine the meaning of the
intonation pattern. Such curves or changes in pitch may occur over a
series of syllables, as above, or over a single vowel, as in

4o-yhtin do it'
This often happens when e last syllable of an utterance is a stressed
one. In the utterances cited in the preceding paragraph, the pitch
sequences such as /S- -1/ and /i- -3/, which begin with stressed pitches,
are called contours. The sequence /2- 3- -1/ contains a contour,
/3- -1/, and a precontour, /2/, which is an unstressed pitch occurring
before a contour.

Three phonemic levels of pitch have been posited for Kurdish in
this analysis. However, experience with two languages as widely
separated as English and Turkish, both of which have four pitch pho-
nemes, would make it seem reasonable to expect four levels in Kurd-
ish as well. Kurdish does not, however, have the extra-high pitch
that the other two languages have. This may be purely fortuitous in
that no extra-high pitch occurred in any situation recorded in the
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corpus, and it is theoretically possible that further research would
reveal an additional higher level or two for Kurdish.

2.232. Pitch Morphemes. Pitch morphemes may be simple, con-
sisting of a single pitch phoneme, or compound, consisting of a se-
quence of pitch phonemes. These pitch morphemes never affect lexi-
cal meaning (as do pitches in a tone language), but rather betray the
attitude of the speaker during the utterance: question versus affirma-
tion; anger, sarcasm, surprise, etc. This meaning is spread over the
entire length of the pitch morpheme sequence, whether it be over a
monosyllable, as 4,3A/ 4How?', or over an utterance of a number of
syllables; e.g.:

i;arrikeVektIm lahenawg 'I hadn't taken my camera.'
(1) Simple pitch morphemes. There are three simple pitch mor-

phemes, as follows:
a. (.) consisting of pitch phoneme /1/ (stressed or unstressed)

and signifying completion.
b. {,} consisting of pitch phonemes /3/ (stressed), /3/ (unstressed),

or /2/ (unstressed) and signifying lack of completion in
utterance-medial position and question in utterance-final
position.

c. (-) consisting of pitch phoneme /i/, and signifying emphasis.
These pitch morphemes occur only in pitch contours (see (2) below),

and may be compared to bound morphemes on a lexico-morphological
level, as the -ish in English boyish.

(2) Pitch Morpheme Contours. There are three basic pitch mor-
pheme contours, risinj ('), falling (`), and level (I). In describing
these contours, a two-component symbol will be used in which the
upper component indicates the type of contour (1%) and the lower com-
ponent indicates the final pitch morpheme of the contour (.,-). Thus,
{`) means a falling contour terminating on the simple pitch morpheme
(.), i.e. /2- -1/. The symbols ' and ` denote a change of one level
only if the rise or fall is over two levels, the accent is doubled: (9
means a fall of two levels to {.}, i.e., /1- -1/.

(a) Falling contours have the general meaning of completion.
The following types occur in the corpus:

1) Falling to (.): {9 (i.e., completion + completion)
affirmation:

;acme rfaiew-g (.= ?dam) mdlawei) 'I'm going home.'
If this sentence contains an interrogative (see 3.453) it
is a uestiont2--1nawi ciya 'What is his name?'
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2) Falling to {,}: () (completion +lack of completion)
question:

fo S-2
mok,allx6ri 'Are you employed?'

(bnisEaVxdr/ 'salary- eater')
If this utterance contains an interrogative, then it is a
double question that is, it may be

a) a repeated question asking for clarification of a
previous utterance, as

2- Sr-2
naw cibu 'What was the name?' ('What did

you say the name was?')
b) a question expressing surprise or incredulity, as

2- S-2naw cis 'What is your name?'
(Surely not that!)

The meanings given under a) and b) obtain in utterance -
final position; in utterance-medial position this contour
means lack of completion, as

con caxi Nkttr 'How are you well, I hope?'
IdleS.

d
Idle wbu 'Yes, it was like that.'

The more usual contour for expressing lack of completion
in utterance-medial position is (;) (see (b) 1) below); the
use of (;) here for lack of completion implies a greater
division between the two segments of the utterance than
does (1).

(b) Rising contours have the meaning of lack of completion.
I) Rising to {, }: (;) (lack of completion +lack of completion)

=emphatic question:

e g1ilta 3 'No kidding?'
This contour is regularly used on monosyllabic words to
denote question, as

'Like this?'
If the monosyllable is an interrogative, this is a repeated
question (see 2) a) above):

i-3
cdn 'How (did you say it was)?'

The use of this contour on non-interrogative words with
stress on the final syllable, as in the case of /wd/ imme-
diately above, is complementary with the use of {1) ((a) 2)
above) also meaning question but occurring in utterances
where the final syllable is not stressed as in

I-3 Swt 'Like this?' compared with wibu2 'Was it like this?'
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In utterance-medial position a rising intonation means
lack of completion:

i5 S Inaw.it ciye 'What is your name?'
2) Rising to {,); {',1 may embrace not only the contour

//- -3/ but also the contour /1- -2/; this contour also com-
bines lack of completion with lack of completion but the
fact that it begins from {.) gives it an affirmative element
as well. This contour is restricted to that situation where-
in the speaker wishes to affirm that he is attentive to the
conversation, and wishes the other person to continue
rather, complete his say:

tdle Yes, yes.' (Go on I'm listening)
3) Rising to (,): {1.) (lack of completion +lack of completion);

this is a two-level rise from /1/ to /-3/; the additional
level adds the element of emphasis, making this an
incredulous question:1

tiva ,Indeed? I'
(c) Level contours denote intensity. Compare

Ai 'Sit down!' and h nilig 'Sit down (1 say) I'
This level contour may potentially occur at any pitch mor-
pheme level.

(3) Combinations of contours. In a series of utterances there will
of course be found instances of more than one contour within a single
utterance; each contour will contribute to the overall meaning of the
utterance. For example, in the following illustration, the first contour,
which is level, intensifies the injunction and the second one (lack of
completion) leaves unsaid, as it were, what may well happen to the
person addressed if he does not obey; the sum effect of these two
contours is to produce a threat:

Lig tivil 'Don't do that, you!' (mtfko = `don't do!')

2.233. Summary. Kurdish intonation can be described in terms of
at least three pitch phonemes, three simple pitch morphemes, and
three basic pitch morpheme contours, the latter structuring into an
undetermined number of combinations of contours. Also significant
are position in the utterance (medial as opposed to final) and the
number of levels involved in rising and falling contours (one-level
change as opposed to a two-level change).

IThese last two rising contours would imply a contrast between
pitch allomorphs /3/ and /2/ of the morpheme (,) which would necessi-
tate a different analysis from the one presented here. It seems pref-
erable to interpret the difference in number of levels involved in the
two rising contours as the significant element rather than the differ-
ent pitch allomorphs.
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2.3. Morplationemics.
Gam

When vowels come into contact with vowels and consonants come
into contact with consonants as the result of morphological processes,
certain regular and predictable modifications of the phonemes involved
take place. These morphophonemic changes are discussed first for
vowels and then for consonants. It should be pointed out here that the
transcription used outside of this section is regularly phonemic only
and not morphophonemic. The immediate utility of this section is to
clarify what might otherwise seem irregular changes in the phonemic
writings. Thus, the morpheme (y) '3rd sing.' has the allomorph /i/
after consonants, as in /ndwi/ 'his name', and the allomorph /y/ after
a vowel, as in /brdy/ 'his brother'. Such morphemic alternations are
indicated by the distributional formula Ci /Vys which means that the
allomorph /1/ is found after any consonant and the allomorph /y/ is
found after any vowel. The style of speech described herein is normal
informal (N); processes which are characteristic of deliberate style
(D) or rapid style (R) are so marked.

2.31. Vowels

The morphophonemics of vowels must take into consideration stress
and height, in which

high vowels are i u
mid vowels are e a o
low vowels are a

No instances have been noted in which the vowels /1. it/ occur contiguous
to other vowels, even as the result of a morphological process. /i/
occurs contiguous to other vowels only as the result of the dropping of
dental stops (2.323); when this takes place the regular morphophonemic
processes described below do not obtain. Since /1/ is unique in its
behavior, it is described separately in 2.312.

2.311. Vocalic Processes. The vowels in the chart in 2.31 do occur
contiguous to other vowels, but not as the result of morphological pro -
ceases, as Mail 'ceremony', /boinbdx/ 'necktie'. In general, when two
vowels are ftuctaposed, unstressed high vowels alternate with their
semiconsonant counterparts and non-high vowels are separated by /y/.
These processes are presented in relation to height of vowel and stress.

(1) Both vowels of the same height:
(a) High: the unstressed vowel alternates with its corresponding

semiconsonant
d +i > dy; ?and- + -it > 9indyt 'you sleep'
u +I > wi; 9adru- +itawe > ''adrwitawa 'you reap'
I +u+d) no occurrence noted
i +1 > i; di- 'saw' + -i '3rd sing.' > di 'he saw'
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(b) Mid: V + V > VyV
+ o > oyo; petard 'star' + -o 'is' > osterdyo 'It is a star.'

o +a > oyo; dr6 'lie' + -o 'is' > dr6yo 'It's a lie.'
e + a: (1) eyo: xvd 'salt' + -o > xwiya 'It's salt,'

(2) ea : xwd + owe > xwdowo in the phrase
ba xwdowo 'with salt'

It is not predictable whether (1) or (2) will obtain
for a given suffix.

(c) Low: a + a > ayal Ord °light' + -in (plural) cirayin 'lights'
(2) Vowels of different heights:

(a) High unstressed +mid or low: the high vowel is replaced by
the corresponding semiconsonant.
mid + high: 90 4 i + + -it > ?oykdyt 'you make it.'

lox6- + -in > 9oxclyn 'we eat'
pe- + -i > pdy 'to him'

high + low: kani 'spring' + -in > kanyin (for *kaniin) 'springs'
low +high: bri 'brother' + > brdy 'his brother'

(b) High stressed +mid or low: V + V > VyV, as
+a > lye; ni- 'not' + -a 'is' > nlya 'is not'

u + a > uwa: zu 'early' + -a > zdwo lis early' (contrast
zu + '3rd sing.' + -a > zdya 'it is early for him')

(c) Mid + Low: In general, V + V > VyV, as
e +a > eya; hormd 'pear' + -in > hormeyin 'pears'
o +a > oya; held 'eagle' + -in > holoyin 'eagles'

However, o +a > a, as ktebakd 'the book' + -in > ktebakin
'the books';

and the present stem vowel o + -it '3rd sing.' > -wit, as
?axo- 'eat' + -at > 9oxwit 'he eats'

(d) Low +Mid: a +a > aye; om...$ 'this' +li 'side' amlay$
'this side'

2.312. The vowel /t/ is syncopated under certain conditions and is
assimilated to /i/ under other conditions. The processes described
here do not obtain when /1/ comes into contact with another vowel as
the result of the dropping of a dental (see 2.323).

(1) Sync'opation
(a) A/ is always syncopated when it occurs adjacent to another

vowel:
bi- + + -xo > *Nix° > bix6 'Eat it!' (bix6 ='Eati1)
?and- 'sleep' + 'let sing.' > 9anxim sleep'

(b) /j/ is usually syncopated in normal style when it is unstressed
and is followed by a single consonant and a vowel, provided
that the resultant consonant cluster is a permissible one
(as defined in 2.131). That is, CiCV^- CCV
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lin 'woman' + > (D) (N) inin 'women'
biwkit 'your father' + -im di > biwktim di '1 saw your

father'
?icirn go' + -e 'to' > ?6cme go to'

However, a stressed /1/ is not syncopated, as
hi 'the one of +min + -a > hi mIns 'It's mine.'

This syncopation does not occur in deliberate style.

(2) Assimilation: 4/ is assimilated to /i/ before /y/: 4 +y > iy:
bi- + -yan 'them' + -xo > biyanxd 'Eat them I'

2.313. Elision. Monosyllabic words in -a, as b6 'to,' W °in, from,'
elide their vowel before words beginning in a vowel, as

be + ow 'him' > biw 'to him'
la + avid 'there' > lowi 'there, in that place'
le + ira 'here' > 16ro 'here, in this place'

The transcription in this analysis, being phonemic rather than
morphophonemic, shows the elision of vowels juJt described.

2.314. Summary. When two vowels are juxtaposed as the result of
a morphological process, the following changes occur: typically, the
two vowels are separated by /y/. Unstressed high vowels, however,
alternate with the corresponding front or back semiconsonant, while
stressed high vowels show no such alternation. /i/ is unique in its
behavior, usually being lost when it cornea in contact with another
vowel or syncopated when followed by a single consonant and a vowel.

2.32. Consonants

Consonants may underga assimilation, may occur intrusively, or
may be lost completely, depending on position in the utterance.

2.321. Assimilation. Stops (except uvular and glottal) and sibilants
undergo partial regressive assimilation as to voicing in any position
in the utterance.

(1) Utterance-initial: (D) bictik *bcdk > (N) poll( 'little' (b-- p)

(2) Utterance-medial: (D) ci (N) ci pkim 'What shall I do?'
(b'-p)

xd3 'nice' + -bu 'was' > xdlbu 'It was :lice'
(3 ^ X)

WI 'after' +niwafd 'noon' > pa3 niward
'after noon' (3 3)

(3) Utterance-final: sIgirn ?aci II have diarrhoeallit., imy stomach
goes'), but sik 'stomach' (k g)
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In rapid style, voiced dental stop /d/ undergoes complete progres-
sive assimilation after the nasals /m/ and /n/, as

(N) ldm dayt-- (R) ldm mayt 'I hit you'
(N) gateman", (R) ciolommdn 'pencil box'
(N) fosmokdy pigdn da (R) na 'He showed the picture'

2,322. Excrescence. The cluster inn/ fluctuates freely with the
cluster /ndn /, which is the more usual pronunciation in normal style.

(D) cenrdw (N)cendfiw 'sown'
(D) dr entw (N) endfdw 'torn'

2.323. Loss of Consonant. /11/ and the dental stops /t/ and /d/ are
lost under certain conditions of normal (or rapid) style, although
retained in deliberate style, as follows:

(1) /h/ may be lost in utterance-medial position before a vowel:
(D) folholdt"- (N) foXoldt 'sunrise; east'
(N) ntfhat-s, (R) ndt 'he didn't come'
(D) bthdno". (N) bdno 'bring!'

(2) In informal conversational style, dental stops /t/ and /d/ are
dropped in certain environments, as follows:

(a) /t/ may be dropped only in word-final position after vowels.
(N) thistit (R) &Sat' 'your hand'
(D) (N) ?ea 'he goes'

(b) /d/ may be dropped in several environments, with various
results:

1) When intervocalic and contiguous to /i/, /d/ is dropped
without other changes:

(N) qadir (R.) gall. 'Qadir'(proper name)
(N) nadir (R.) nafr 'Nadir' (proper name)

2) When intervocalic and not contiguous to /i/, or when utter-
ance-final and not following /n/, /d/ is dropped and /i/
occurs; this /1/ is a high back unrounded vowel:

(N) 'oddm (N) ?oldm 'I give'
(N) bdd, (R) bi 'bad'

3) When /d/ is in the cluster /nd/:
a) If that cluster is word-final or word-medial, the cluster

alternates with velar nasal /0/:
p4nd-- pao 'pun, trick'
cdndit 7owd-- chit 7owd 'How much do you want?'
mandAl^-mand 'tired'
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b) If that cluster is in word-medial position the /d/ may
be dropped without other chan3e:1

candit lewd"- cgnit ?aw6 'How much do you want?'
bandaxvidn banaxwen 'belt-cord'
afand1", giant 'gentleman'

'There seems to be a connection between the following facts: (1)
that the vowel /i/ which alternates with /d/ is a high back (or velar)
vowel and (2) that, on the dropping of /d/ from the cluster /nd/, the /ril
may alternate with velar nasal /0/. Indeed alternation between a con-
sonant and a vowel as in (b) 2) above is unusual in itself. These inter-
esting phenomena are worthy of further research.
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CHAPTER III
MORPHOLOGY: FORM CLASSES AND THEIR INFLECTION

3.0. Introductory)

In this analysis, morphology is defined as the structure of the word
(see (1) below) and syntax is defined as the structure of the sentence
(see 5.0). Inflections provide formal criteria for setting up form
classes, although syntactic criteria are adduced at times as secondary
considerations, Accordingly, Chapters 3 and 4 are devoted to morphol-
ogy, Chapter 3 presenting the form classes and their inflections and
Chapter 4 presenting word formation. These two deal with the word,
while Chapter 5, Syntax, deals with utterances of more than one word.

(1) The Morpheme. The morpheme is a phonemically defined seg-
ment of speech or set of segments of speech with a constant range of
meaning. A morpheme which can be preceded and followed by silence
on the part of the speaker is a free morpheme (or word), as /py4w/
'man'; a morpheme which cannot so occur is a bound morpheme, as
the /-eti/ in /pyawed/ 'humanity'. Thus, a word can consist of a single
free morpheme, as /cwdr/ 'four', /dd/ °ten'; it can be a compound of two
or more free morphemes, as /cwardd/ fourteen'; it can be a morpheme
complex of free and bound morphemes, as /ndwim/ °my name' ( /ndw/
'name' and /-im/ °1st sing.'); or, finally, it can be a compound or a
complex plus a bound morpheme, as /dibonitm/ 41 am happy' (Nil/
'heart' and bto 11/ 4pleasant'). A stem is that form of a word bare of
affixes: the stem of /ndw(m/ is /1717, and of /14yan/, /10. Hyphenated
forms are bound forms: a form preceded by a hyphen is a suffix, a

1The following symbols are used in this descriptions the vertical
bar separates allomorphs of a single morpheme which are in comple-
mentary distribution; thus, their occurrence is predictable. Fbr exam-
ple, /Cirrill/m/ means that the suffix allomorph /-1m/ occurs after any
consonant and the suffix /-m/ occurs after any vowel.

The symbol ti means "varies with" and separates items which are
not predictable in their occurrence; thus, iliarnd ti homd/ 'each, every'
means that either form may occur in a given context. As far as possi-
ble the more frequent form is given first.

The hyphen - identifies a bound morpheme; it never has reference
to juncture.

The colon : occurring between items without intervening spaces
separates the two stems of a verb, as /xward- :xo -/, the past stem and
the present stem respectively of the verb 'to eat'.

Suspension points separate the constituent parts of a discontinu-
ous morpheme, as

la...-da + zistin Iwinter' > 14 zistdnda 'in winter'.
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form preceded and followed by a hyphen is an infixed form, and a form
followed by a hyphen is a prefix. No words consist solely of bound
forms; every word is based on a free morpheme.

(2) Form Classes. Common features of form permit a grouping of
words into five parts of speech or form classes. Each form class has
specific characteristic formal features which define it all of which
are borne by every member of that class. Within classes there may
be subclasses, also based on formal features. Thus, nouns are words
which take definition and number suffixes (but not comparative suffixes,
as can adjectives). A subclass of nouns is composed of those nouns
which can take the vocative suffix /-a/. The five form classes are
nouns, adjectives, pronouns, verbs, and particles.

(3) Pronominal Suffixes. Bound forma can be grouped also into
affix classes, according to the form class to which they convert. That
is to say, a nominal suffix is a bound form which might be appended
to any of certain form claz.ses, but the resultant form is always a noun.
Affix classes are presented in Chapter 4.

There is, however, a set of suffixes, the pronominal suffixes, which
may occur with any form class and which do not convert the stem word
to a different form class. Their basic meaning remains constant, but
the resultant forms acquire various additional meanings according to
the form class of the stem word and sometimes according to the posi-
tion of the pronominal suffix in the word (that is, whether they are
infixed or suffixed). Consequently, since any word may receive a
pronominal suffix when preceded and followed by silence, the pronom-
inal suffixes are presented at this point so that the special meanings
obtaining with the various form classes can be indicated as that form
class is discussed.

The pronominal suffixes express both person and number; they are
listed as follows:

Singular Plural

1st per -man
2nd per Ci(t)IVt -tan
3rd per CilVy -yan

They are composed of the elements /m/ (1st person), /t/ (2nd person),
/y/ (3rd person), and /-Sn/ (plural). Parenthesis in the 2nd person
singular signifies that this /t/ may or may not be pronounced. The
special meanings obtaining through affixation are given under the
respective form classes. In honorific style, /-tan/ and /-yan/ may be
used with singular referent (see 1.4).

(4) The Form Classes. The form classes are presented in the
following order: nouns, adjectives, pronouns, verbs, and particles.
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Under each heading is given the following information in addition to a
definition of the form class in terms of its distinctivt, formal features:
(1) description of each of the distinctive features; (2) subclasses, if
any; (3) patterning and meaning of the pronominal suffixes for this
form class; and (4) a structural diagram.

The distinctive features which every word of a given form class
must in.eariably show constitute its inflection. Thus, the pronominal
suffixes are inflectional forms when added to preterite stems of verbs

a feature which every transitive verb must show in the preterite
tense when the verb alone constitutes the entire utterance. The fea-
tures found under (3) above, however, are in each case optional and as
such are not part of the inflection of the word. Pronominal suffixes,
when infixed before the stems of verbs in the present tense, accord-
ingly, are not inflectional forms, since verbs in this tense may or may
not occur with this feature (direct object of verb).

3.1. The Noun=
The noun is a word which may be inflected for (1) definition and (2)

number. There are two subclasses of nouns, those which can receive
the locative suffix I-el, and those which can receive the vocative suf-
fix /ColVwo/. There is a special class of verbal nouns or infinitives
which does not show these inflections; they are subsumed under nouns
because their distribution patterns that of nouns. For the formation of
infinitives, see 4.314.

3.11. Noun Inflection)

3.111. Definition. The noun shows inflections for definition or lack
of definition.

(1) The usual definite suffix is /Cok41 Vk4/ affixed directly to the
noun stems it precedes all other suffixes in order of suffixation. This
suffix has the alternate forms /Cok-IVk-/ before the plural suffix.
Rarely, and in a more formal style, the definite article suffix /-d/ may
occur. The definite article suffixes indicate that the referent of the
noun is a specific one tu which reference has already been made or to
which specific reference is now being made.

1Wahby says in his Destur i Zrnan i Kurdi, section 114, page 35,
that nouns have gender also, corresponding to the sex of the referent.
Fbr formal criteria, he reports that sometimes the definite article
suffix is /-*/ on masculine nouns and /-el on feminine nouns instead of
the usual /-ek6/1 these, however, are "used very little." He further
states that /-el sometimes occurs on feminine nouns in place of the
regular vocative suffix /ColVwo/. Hadank and Mackenzie also refer
to gender in Northern Kurdish.
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14c 'girl' )(leeks; 'the girl'
Ord 'light' : c(rakd 'the light'
ktdbit 'your book' ktebal4t 'your book'

a a book of yours =that book of yours
kdr 'donkey' (D) )rd ' 'he donkey'

(2) The indefinite suffix is (D)(N) (N)/CelVyeh for a
morphophonemic statement of the alternation see 2.311. Like the
definite suffix, this suffix precedes all others in order of suffixation.
It signifies that the referent is singular and that the referent is not
a specific one.

PYiw ma n pydwek,,, pydwe 'a man'
harmd 'pear' hermiyek 'a pear'

3.112. Number. Nouns show two numbers, singular and plural.
In form, the bare noun stem is singular; the plural is formed for the
great majority of nouns by the suffixation of /CdniVyin/, where V = /a/
or /e/.

/In
kani
bard
cird
taxtd
harms

.

:

..

;

indn
kanydn
barwdn
ctraydn
taxtlfn
harmeyin

'women'
'springs'
'oak trees'
'lights'
'boards'
'pears'

The following words form their plural in /-hdt-,wdt..it/:
dd : dehdt 'villages'
sawzd ; sawzowdt 'greens'
bdit . bagt 'gardens'

The following noun shows reduplication plus addition of extra element:
gi : gaga 'oxen'

The plural suffix is second in order of suffixation; that is, it follows
the suffix of definition, if any (note: before /-in/ the suffix of definition
is /Cok-IVk-/).

mdl 'house' : maidn 'houses'
malakd 'the house' s malakdn 'the houses'

The uninflected singular noun may be used in a generic sense, as
piiild Oft /axwd 'Cats eat meat.'

3.12. Noun Subclasses

3.121. Locative. The locative suffix /-d/ appears on the following
words with the meaning of 'in' or 'at':

bdw 'night'
lidr 'city'

bawd 'in the night, last night'
/lard 'in the city'

3.122. Vocative. Singular nouns may receive the vocative suffix
/CaKve/ for singlo referent and /-ina/ for plural referent, indicating
direct address.
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k4r
kdr
hero
xcflk

°boy'
'donkey'
(girl's name)
'people'

3.13. Noun with Pronominal Suffixes

kttr6
kern
herowo
xelkino

The pronominal suffix added to nouns has the
flaw
nawim
ndwit
ndwi

'name'
'my name'
'your name'
'his name'

brd
bram
brat
bray

ndwman 'our name' briznan
navitan 'your name' batan
ndwyan 'their name' brdyan

Pronominal suffixes added to the infinitive
either (1) actor or (2) goal of action, as

(1) actor:
pal hail:11m b6 era

(2) goal:
miwdnek hat bd bininim

3.2

'hey, boy!'
'you ass I
'Nero!'
'People!'

meaning of possessor.
'brother'
'my brother'
'your brother'
'his brother'
'our brother'
'your brother'
'their brother'

(or verbal noun) mean

'after my coming here'

'A guest came to see me.'
3.14. Noun Diagram

All possible noun-word structures (except for infinitives) are
included in the following diagrams

stem definition plural rotpRLfibc_

mil
-aka -in -im

-ek ("M
Thus, every noun la based on a stem, as /mil /'house'. It may

include as well any combination of affixes which are on the same hori-
zontal level and always in the same relative relationship to the stem.
Thus, definition always precedes any other suffix, plural always pre-
cedes the pronominal suffix, if any, etc. The possible word types are
accordingly, /mai maisk4 maiskan malokinim malok4m malin
tnalinim malirn mdiek/. For /mdlektrn/ see 5.41.
3.2. 4htAstit.

Adjectives share some of the features characteristic of nouns, and
in addition possess a feature peculiar to adjectives. The former
include definition and number; the form and function are the same as
for nouns. The special adjective feature is comparison. The participle
is a special form of adjective derived from verbs; this derivation is
described in 3.414 (6).
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3.21. Adjective Inflection

3.211. Definition. There are two article suffixes, the definite
and the indefinite MekiVyek/.

cat% 'good' cakakd 'the good one'
cdkek 'a good one'

3.212. Number. The plural suffix /-dn/ is attached to the adjective
to signify that more than one item of the quality or state named by the
adjective is indicated ( /okd/ has the alternate form /Gk./ before the
plural suffix):

cakdn 'good ones' cakekd 'the good one'
cakakdn 'the good ones'

3.213. Comparison. Degrees of comparison are two: comparative
and superlative.

(I) Comparative. The comparative is formed by suffixing Mir/ to
the adjective stem. It signifies a greater degree of the quality named
than one or more other items.

'good' bagtir 'better'
gawrd 'big' gowrotir 'bigger'

(2) Superlative. The superlative degree is formed by suffixing
/-trin/ (that is, the allomorph /-tr-/ of the comparative plus /-In/) to
the adjective stem. It signifies the greatest degree of the quality
named by the adjective.

'good' baltrIn 'beat'
gawrd 'big' gowrotrin 'biggest'

3.22. Adjective plus Pronominal Suffix

The pronominal suffix when appended to this adjective may mean
(1) possessor or (2) item of reference.

(1) Possessor: cakokinim 'my good ones'

(2) Person or object to which item is oriented:
zdyo 'It is early for him' (zu dearly +y '3rd sing.' +- a 'is').

Compare zdwo 'It's early'
bsto 'it's enough for you' (bda 'enough' +t '2nd sing.' +-a 'is').

3.23. Adjective Diagram

The following diagram shows the possible word structures for
adjectives:
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stem definition plural pron. suffix comparison
-skd -dn

-ek

-tir

-trin

3,3. The Pronoun

Pronouns show distinction of person and number. Syntactically,
they differ from nouns in that nouns occur in agreement with verbs
only in the third person, whereas pronouns occur in agreement with
verbs in the first and second persona as well.

3.31. Pronoun Inflection

3.311. Person. Pronouns show first, second, and third persons.
These forms are all suppletive, and are listed below.

3.312. Number. Pronouns show two numbers, singular and plural.
The plurals in the first and second persons are suppletive; only in the
third person is the plural derived from the singular by the suffixation
of /-in/ (compare the plurals of nouns and adjectives). The pronouns
are:

Singular Plural
1st person rain 'I, me' drno 'we, us'
2nd person td 'you' iwo 'you'
3rd person dw 'he, him, she,

her, it'
owin 'they, them'

3.32. Pronoun Subclasses

3.321. Vocative. Second person pronouns may receive the vocative
suffix /CelVw*/, which gives the pronoun added force in direct address.

rattly.; t6we 'Don't do that, you!' (mdko ='don't dos')
3.33. Pronouns with Pronominal Suffixes

Pronominal suffixes may be added to pronouns, but only within
larger utterances, such as clauses. This construction is described
in 5.4, Displaced Suffixes.

3.34. Pronoun Diagram

The following diagram shows the possible word structures for pro-
nouns:
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stem vocative

to

3.4. The Verb= 2===
Verbs, when they constitute the entire utterance, must show the

following categories by means of formal features: (1) person (1st, 2nd,
3rd) and number (singular or plural); (2) aspect (completive or incom-
pletive); (3) transitivity (transitive or intransitive); (4) tense (present,
preterite, imperfect, present perfect, past perfect); (5) mood (indica-
tive, subjunctive, imperative); and (6) voice (active or passive). Verbs
have two principal parts, with the past tenses based on the past stem
and the present tense and the imperative mood based on the present
stem; this is described under (4) Tenses.

3.41. Verb Inflection

3.411, Person and Number. Person and number are indicated by
means of suffixation in all tenses except the imperfect, where infixa-
tion obtains. Two sets of suffixes are used, one for transitive verbs
in the past tenses, and another for all other verbs.

Transitive verbs in the past tenses indicate person and number by
the pronominal suffixes of 3.0 (3). Intransitive verbs in the past
tenses and all verbs, both transitive and intransitive, in the present
tenses indicate person and number by the Verbal Suffixes below:

Singular Plural
let person Cim Vin Cin Vyn
2nd person Ci(t)1Vy(t) Cin Vn

3rd person -e(t) -a(t) Cin Vn

The ( /t /) of the 2nd and 3rd singular is omissible: it may or may not
be pronounced in usual discourse, without difference in meaning. }br
the /-e(t)I-t(t)/ alternation in the 3rd singular, see 3.414 (2), the
Present Tense. Note that verbal suffixes are identical in the 2nd and
3rd persons in the plural, and that the first person singular of the
verbal suffixes and of the pronominal suffixes also are identical.

Intransitive verbs in the past tenses (as well as suffixes for pro-
nominal goal in the past tenses) have a zero suffix in the 3rd singular.

3.412. Aspect. Each tense characteristically includes or omits
the incompletive aspect prefix Pa-/;1 this prefix occurs only in the
indicative mood and never occurs in any other mood. Those tenses
which receive it (the present and the imperfect) signal an action of

1The prefix Po-/ is peculiar to the dialect of Sulaimaniya itself; in
all other dialects of Kurdish, even those of nearby communities, the
prefix /cla-/ regularly occurs, as /clex6m/ 'I eat'.
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incompletive aspect; that is, the action is one that is in progress
(Poxdm/ 'I'm eating'), one that has not yet begun (//tocdm/ 11'11 eat, I'm
going to eat'), or is a customary or habitually repeated action (horrid
roiek /oxdm/ 'I eat every day.'). The other tenses are of completive
aspect; that is, they describe a single completed action, as preterite
/xvisirdtm/ ate'.1

3.413. Transitivity. All verbs can be classified on a formal basis
as to their transitivity (transitive or intransitive); this distinction is
manifested in (1) the person-number suffixes in the past tenses; (2)
in the fact that only transitive verbs are inflected for passive voice
(for which sea 3.416); and (3) in the fact that only transitive verbs may
show pronominal goal (for which see 3.421). In the past tenses, tran-
sitive verbs take the pronominal suffixes of 3.0 (3), and intransitive
verbs take the verbal suffixes of 2.411 with a zero suffix in the 3rd
singular. In the present tense this feature is neutralized, all verbs
taking the verbal suffixes of 3.411.

The meaning of transitivity is a syntactic one: a transitive verb
can take a direct object and an intransitive verb cannot (see 5.311).

3.414. Tense. The verb has five tenses based on two related tense
stems. On the present stem is based the present tense (as well as
the imperative mood); on the past stem are based the preterite, the
imperfect, the past participle in /-u/ on which is based in turn the
present perfect tense, and the past perfect. Tense stems are de-
scribed first, with a description of each tense following. The following
outline gives the first person singular of the various tenses of /award:
xo-/ 'to eat':

Present Stem: xo- 'eat'
Present Tense:

(Imperative Mood

Past Stem: xward- late'
Preterite Tense:
Imperfect Tense:
(Past Participle:
Present Perfect:
Past Perfect:

/o-xd-m
bt-xd

'I eat'
'Esti')

xwdrd-trn ate'
/o-m-xwird was eating'
xward-d 'having eaten')
xward-d-m-o 'I have eaten'
xwdrd-ibu-m had eaten'

'Since each tense occurs in only one aspect, an alternative analysis
is to set up not two separate categories of aspect and tense but a
single category of aspect-tense, as incompletive-present, completive-
preterite, incompletive-imperfect, completive-present perfect, and
completive-past perfect.
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(1) Verb Stunt,' Verb stems are divided primarily into two types:
vowel stems (those ending in a vowel) and consonant stems (those
ending in a consonant). This division permits generalizations describ-
ing the alternations between past and present forms. Numbers in
parentheses indicate the total number of items recorded for a given
pattern when that number is small.

(a) Past Stems

1,

in Vowels:

Past Present

'to present, give'
to be lame'

-i -0
butt-
Volt-

bext -
Vol-

bins-ti di- : bin- 'to see'
goal- . goz- 'to bite'
zani- 1 zan- 'to know'
dizi-
nusi-

. dtz-
nue-

'to steal'
'to write'

topi-
kri-

s top-
dr-

'to die' (animals)
'to buy'

2a. -a -,, 0
westd-
tire(
hen(-
%id-

west-
tars-
hen-
ti-it-

'to stand'
to fear'
to bring'
'to live'

b.

0,84.

-a -e
41 'to wake up'

'to walk'
gerd- gere- ger- 'to relate'
bra-
na-

bre-lbr-
ne-In-

'to stop'
'to put'

?awed- ?aws6-17aws- 'to swell up'

c. -a -en (2 items)
tka- to break'
ma- : men- to remain'

d. -a (1 item)
da- : de- Id- to give'

1Verbs are listed by their two stems separated by a colon, with the
past stem given first. U there is a vertical bar between two alternate
present stems, the form to the right of the bar is the stem for the
third singular only, and the stem to the left of the bar is for the other
forms of the present tense.
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3a. -u--.-u (3 items)
formd- I ftirmu- 'to honor' (polite)
drd- : dru-ldrw- Ito sew'
id- : ju-ljw- 'to chew'

b. -u--.0 (Z items)
cll.- : c- 'to go' .,

bu- : b- 'to become'
4. Irregular stems (2 items)

114...bu hcf...ColVyolyeti 'to have'
-bu- Ct.:4ft; ho-; b- 'to be'

The verb for 'to have' is inflected for person and number by
infixing the pronominal suffixes of 3.0, as /hilmbu/ 41 had';
/h6ma/ 'I haVe'; 3rd sing. is /hdyeti/ 'he has'. See 5.4 for
object of this verb.

The verb for 'to be will be referred to as the copula. It is a
suffixed form in past tenses and suffixed or free in present;
suffixed forms draw the stress to the previous syllable.

Past tenses: /-bu-/ takes verbal suffixes (with 3rd sing. zero),as
gsinjbum was young'
trumpelbu 'It was an automobile.'

Present tense: the suffixed forms have present meaning; inflect-
ed by verbal suffixes of 3.411 except for 3rd sing.:

Ctm Vin
Ci(t) Vy(t) Vn

Calyeti Vyoldwe Vn
hi the 3rd sing., the suffix is ."-a/ after all consonants except the

morpheme /y/'3rd sing. possessor', where the suffix is /-43ti/1
the suffix is /yo/ after all vowels except /d/, where the suffix
is /-wa/.

sorbizim am a soldier.'
t6 Ityt 'Who are you?' (kd = 'whon
WON 'It's good.'
Einyeti 'She is his wife.' (-y- ='his')
dr6ye 'It's a lie.' (dr() = 'lie')
zdwo 'It'a early.' (zu = 'early')

Present stein /ho-/ takes verbal suffixes, with /-ya/ in the 3rd
sing.; means 'be, exist':

*Small hdyn 'We also are (exist)' (-I= 'also')
/13-/ takes verbal suffixes, has future meaning:

sa.tek-i-tir 16 bad ?ehim 'Next year I'll be in Baghdad.'

Summary for vowel stems: the great majority of verb stems in
vowels end in /i/ or /a/, with a few in /u/ or le/. In general, the /i/
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and /a/ of past stems alternate with zero in the present stem, and the
vowels /u/ and A/ occur on both past and present stems of the verb.

(b) Past Stems in Consonants: with the exception of the verb
ikuNin...owo:kuNda...awa/ 'to extinguish', all past stems show the past
tenses morphemes /d/ or /t/. The voiced dental stop /d/ regularly
occurs only after voiced consonants; voiceless /t/ occurs elsewhere,
but in one case occurs after the voiced flap /r/: /girt-lr-/ to take'.
The past tense morphemes generally alternate with zero in the presen
stem. This alternation between dental stop and zero is sometimes
accompanied by a vocalic alternation, most often one between /a/ in
the past stems and /e/ in the present stems.

Past stems ending in one consonant are presented first, followed
by those in two consonants and then by those in three consonants. The
symbol C stands for any consonant; D, for /di or /th S for /s/ or /8/;
Z, for /z/ or /1/; and t, for /t/. The alternate present stem to the right
of the vertical bar occurs only in the 3rd person singular. Thus,
/No-INw-/= /No/ in PoNdm/ wash' and /Nw/ in PoNwit/ the washes'.
Numbers in parentheses indicate the total number of items recorded
for a given pattern when that pattern, is small.

Past : Present

L Stems in one consonant
a. -an -en (1)

kit/Anowe : kul4n...awo
b. Past stem in /-th Suppletion

hat -:ye- ly- 'to come'
'to say'

2. Stems in two consonants
a. CD's. C (Major pattern)

1) Without accompanying vocalic alternation
end en xwend- :xwen- 'to read' (1)
and on : kand-:ken- 'to take off' (1)
est es est-les- to spin' (1)
awt ow : kowt-:kow- 'to fall' (1)
oNt 'to sell' (1)
urd w ur burd-:bur- to forgive' (1)

2) With accompanying vocalic alternation
and -- en : cand-:cen- 'to sow' (4)
and er nard - :ner- to send' (3)
awt ew palawt-Talew- 'to filter' (3)
and -- en : sand-:sen- to take' (1)
iNt -- 'to sit/ (1)
ird r rnird-:mr- 'to die' (1)
in r girt-4r 'to take, grasp/ (1)

'to extinguish/
(2)
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b. CD", 0 (entire cluster alternates with zero)
1) With accompanying vocalic alternation

and .- o : xward-ixo-kw- 'to eat' (1)
ird "... s : kird-:ko-lk- 'to do, make' (1)
ist "- ye : WM.:bye-11)y- 'to hear' (1)
ist "- to : xtst-:xe-lx- 'to pull' (1)

"-est u : nttst-mu- I nw- 'to sleep' (1)
liot "- o : NA:Vt.:No- lw- 'to wash' (1)

c. St ^-, St
1) Without accompanying vocalic alternation

est "- est i past- :past. 'to press' (2)

d. St -- Z (voiceless sibilant and dental stop alternate with
voiced sibilant)

1) With vocalic alternation
edit "- uN t koeNt-tkut- 'to kill' (1)
est -- ez : parast-tparet- 'to protect' (1)
iNt "- el : filit-Ifel- 'to sprinkle' (1)
4lit "- eN : hawilit-thaweN- 'to throw' (1)

e. St ,-,1 (entire cluster alternates with /1/)
1) Without vocalic alternation

est "- el : hest - :hel- 'to permit' (1)

f. Suppietion
wist- : ow6(t) 'to want' (1)

3. Stems in three consonants
a. ySt 0 (entire dilater alternates with zero)

1) Without accompanying vocalic alternating
oyNt "- o : NoyNt-"-fo-tfo-lfw- 'to go'
eylit -- to : milt-tip-1g- 'to arrive'

(1)
(1)

Summary for consonant stems: most consonant stems end in a
dental stop; this stop may be preceded by one, two, or no consonants.
In general, the dental stop alternates with zero in the present stem.
If the preceding consonant is a sibilant, the entire cluster alternates
with zero in the present stem in many instances. These alternations
are often accompanied by vocalic alternations, the most usual being
between /a/ in past stems and /e/ in present stems.

12) The Present Tense. The present tense of the verb is formed
of the incompletive aspect prefix Pe-/ plus the present stem plus the
person-number suffix; for the latter, the verbal suffixes of 3.411 are
used for all verbs except the verbs /wist-towd(t)/ Ito want' and
/116...buth6...Coll/yelyeti/ 'to have'. The former verb is irregular in that
it expresses person and number by the pronominal suffixes on both
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stems, infixing them between N./ and the stem in the present tenser
fivistim/ 4I wanted' and Pomow6/ II want', For the latter verb, see 4
on page 55.

In this and the subsequent sections of the verb, /xward-mo-lxw-/
'to eat' and /hat-:ye-ly-/ 'to come' wily illustrate transitive and intran-
sitive verb( respectively. The present tense of these verbs follows:

xward-Ixo-lxw- 'to eat' hat-we-ly- 'to come'
79xdm '1 eat' yem come'
9oxdyt 'you eat' yeyt 'you come'
Ioxwit 'he eats' yet 'he comes'

exSyn 'we eat' yeyn 'we come'
/ox6n 'you eat' yen 'you come'
/ox6n 'they eat' yen 'they come'

The verb /hat-;ye-ly-/ is irregular in the present tense in that the
indicative mood does not prefix the aspect prefix //o-/.

In the 3rd singular, all verbs take the suffix /-e(t)/ except those
verbs whose present stems end in I-ol or 1-0/, which take / -at /. The
alternation between two present stems, as /to-kw-4 can be stated
morphophonemically as /a +a > a/, /o+ a > wa/, and /e+ e > e/ (see 2.311).
Thus,

zani -;zan- /ozdnet 'he knows'
/orwit 'he goes'

kird-;ko /okdt 'he does'
hat -;ye - ydt 'he comes'

The /t/ of the Znd and 3rd singular is omissible; it is generally
indicated in written Kurdish, but is usually omitted in speech, except
that it is always pronounced when the form receives a'suitix, as

k4rdi /ozdni,,lobrdi 'Do you know Kurdish?'
/ocd 'He goes.' but /ocitowo 'He goes back.'

The present tense describes any time other than past; the action
is of incompletive aspect (see 3.412). A second person plural verb
may be used with singular referent to show respect.

The present tense is diagrammed as follows:
present

stem

(3) The Preterite Tense, The preterite tense is formed of the past
stem plus the person-nurnber suffixes as described in 3.411: transitive
verbs take the pronominal suffixes and intransitive verbs take the
verbal suffixes with zero suffix in the 3rd singular. The transitive is
of completive aspect, never taking the aspect prefix //o-/. It names
a single completed acticn in past time; it cannot signify a progressive
or habitually repeated action. It llometimes names an action in future
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time, one that is considered by the speaker to be certain to happen,
as /dISDIA bo omdrks/ 'Your voice will go (lit., 'went' to America.'
The following paradigms are in the active indicative:

xwdrdim 'I ate' hdttrn II came'
xwdrd((t) 'you ate' hdti(t) 'you came'
xwdrdi 'he ate' hdt 'he came'

xwdrdrnan we ate' hdtin 'we came'
xwdrdrnan you ate' hdtin 'you came'
xwdrdyan 'they ate' hdtin 'they came'

The formation of the preterite tense is diagrammed as follows:

past
stern

pers. -num.
suffix

(4) The Imperfect Tense. The imperfect always takes the aspect
prefix Po-/ placed before the stem. It occurs only in the indicative
mood, but may occur in either voice. It formally shows transitivity in two
ways; the person-number suffixes are different for transitive and intransi-
tive verbs, and the arrangement of elements 18 different. Transitive verbs
have the pronominal suffixes inserted before the stem; intransitives
take the verbal suffixes (with zero in the 3rd sing.) after the stem.

The imperfect names a past progressive action, or rarely a past
habitual action. In a contrary-to-fact situation it has conditional mean-
ing, as /dgino ?oxinkdy/ 'otherwise you would have drowned.'

?omxwdrd 41 was eating' ?ohdtim 'I was coming'
9etxwdrd 'you were eating' ?ohdti(t) 'you were coming'
loyxwdrd 'he was eating' what 'he was coming'

?amanxwdrd 'we were eating' ?ohdtin 'we were coming'
?otanxwdrd 'you were eating' ?ohdtin 'you were coming'
?oyarucwdrd 'they were eating' ?ohdtin 'they were coming'

The imperfect tense is diagrammed as
Transitive verbs:

?o -
person
number

.past
stem

follows:

Intransitive verbs:
'past
stem [personnumber

(5) The Past Participle. The past participle is an adjective derived
from the past stem of the verb by the suffixation of /CdiVw/; it does
not receive inflection for degrees of comparison. It is of course not
a tense, but has been included here because its formation is based on
the past stem of the verb and because the present perfect tense is in
turn based on it. The past participle can be formed from a stem which
is either active or passive in voice. The examples presented here are
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in the active voice: for passive forms, see 3.416.
The past participle signifies that the underlying notion of the verb

has taken place, but without refolance to time or subject or object.
Some illustrations follow.

Past stem: Part participle:
xwird- 'ate' xwardd 'eaten, having eaten'
hit- 'came' hatd 'having come'
?awed. 'swelled up' ?awsiw 'swollen, pregnant'
wosti 'stood up' wostiw 'having stood, standing'
kird- 'dld, made' kirdd 'having done'
ken- 'killed' kttiltd 'having killed'

The past participle is diagrammed as follows:

past
stem cdivw

(6) Present Perfect Tense. The present perfect consists of the past
stem plus the past participle suffix /UMW plus the person-number
suffix; transitive verbs show also the suffix /-*/ after the person -num-
ber suffix, The distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs
is manifested further in the person-number suffixes, the former tak-
ing pronominal suffixes and the latter taking the verbal suffixes (with
I-ol in the third singular). This tense shows two moods, indicative and
subjunctive (3.415) and both voices (3.416).

The present perfect names not so much an action as a state or
condition resulting from a completed action. The preterite names a
single action completed in past time: Avostim/41 stood up'; the present
describes an action not yet completed: Powdetimi (will) stand up';
and the present perfect names a condition in present time resulting
from a completed actions twestiwimi 'I am in the condition of having
stood up' g am standing, I am afoot'. Other examples are:

di nisttm 4.1 sat down'
ndst 'he slept' :

hit 'he came' :

soEit dibu 'it was ten o'clock' :

di nistdm 'I've sat down'
nustdo 'he's asleep'
hatda 'he's come, he's here'
salt dibuo? 'Is it ten o'clock yet?'

Paradigms of the present perfect tense follow.
xwarddmo
xwarddto
xwarddyo

xwardlimano
xwarddtane
xwarddyana

'I have eaten'
'you have eaten'
'he has eaten'

'we have eaten'
'you have eaten'
'they have eaten'
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hatdm
hatdyt
hatdo

hatdyn
hatdn
hatdn

have come'
'you have come'
'he has come'

'we have come'
'you have come'
'they have come'



The present perfect tense is diagrammed as follows:
Transitive verbs: Intransitive verbs:

malp .Ima.
past person past
stern number

-0
stem

4.011.110.

3.415

person
number

(7) The Past Perfect Tense. The past perfect is formed of the past
stem plus the past perfect characteristic /-ibu-/ plus the person-num-
ber suffixes. It is of completive aspect, and distinguishes between
indicative and subjunctive moods (3.415) and between active and passive
voice (3.416). Person and numb,.. are indicated by the pronominal
suffixes on transitive verbs and by the verbal suffixes on intransitive
verbs.,

Like the preterite, the past perfect names a single action completed
in past time, but it characteristically implies a subsequent action also
in past time. Paradigms follow.

xwdrdibum 41 had eaten' hdti burn 'I had come'
xwdrdtbut 'you had eaten' hdttbuyt 'you had come'
xwirdtbuy 'he had eaten' hdtibu 'he had come'

xwdrdOuman 'we had eaten' hdtibuyn 'we had come'
xwdrdibutan 'you had eaten' hdtibun 'you had come'
xw4rdibuyan 'they had eaten' hdtibun 'they had come'

The past perfect tense is diagrammed as follows:

past
stem

3.415. Mood. The Kurdish verb has three moods: indicative, sub-
junctive, and imperative. The subjunctive and imperative are identi-
fied in the positive by the prefix /131C1bV/; in the negative the subjunc-
tive takes only bui-/ and the imperative takes only /m6 -/ (see 3.422
for negation). The indicative is characterized by the aspect prefix
/?o-/ in the present and imperfect tenses and by the absence of any
of these prefixes in the preterite, present perfect, and past perfect
tenses. The imperative is formed from the present stem, and the
indicative and subjunctive are formed from both stems.

The moods reflect, as it were, the relationship of the action or
state expressed by the verb to reality as conceived by the speaker:
""real" versus "unreal ". The indicative names an action conceived of
by the speaker as "real ": for example, a statement such as PtSctrn/
'I('11) go'. Subjunctive names an "unreal" type of action; specifically,
it may be deliberative, as /bicim/ 'shall I go?', or factitive (indirect
command), as ibictf/ 'make him got' The imperative expresses a
direct command, as /bic6/ 'got' The meanings and uses are described
more fully under the various moods.
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(1) The Indicative Mood. Verbs in the indicative mood are identified
by the aspect prefix Po./ in the present and imperfect tenses and by
the absence of this prefix as well as the absence of /b1C1bV/ in the
other three tenses. In the case of negative verbs, the indicative
is identified by /nd-/ in the present tense and by /nd-/ in the other
tenses. The indicative occurs in all tenses; all citations of verbs so
far have been, except where otherwise noted, in the indicative.

A verb in the indicative makes what the speaker offers as a state-
ment of facts or it may pose a question, as indicated by intonation
(2.32) or the presence in the utterance of an interrogative (3.453).

A listing of the 1st singular indicative of /xward-lxo-lxw-/ 'to eat'
and /hat.:ye-ly-/ qo come' follows. The full conjugations given under
the various tenses above illustrate the indicative forms of the other
persons and numbers.

Present
Preterite
Imperfect
Pres. Perf.
Past Peri.

xward-Ixo-kw-
/oxdm
xwirdt
90xwifrd
xwarddm0
xwdrdtburn

hat-lye-1y-
yim
hdttm
/ohiftim
hatdm
hitihum

(2) The Subjunctive Mood. The subjunctive is identified by the pre-
fix /biCibV/ with the special alternant /bi-/ before /y/) in positive forms
and by /m1-/ in negative forms. It is further identified by /-ayo -bayo/
in the preterite and past perfect subjunctive. This mood occurs in all
tenses except the imperfect, and shows distinction in voice and transi-
tivity. The order of affixation is different for transitive and intransi-
tive verbs in the preterite and past perfect subjunctive: for transitive
verbs in both these tenses the person-number suffixes are inserted
immediately before the stem, while for intransitive verbs they are
inserted after the stem and before the /-ayo"- -bays/.

The subjunctive names, in general, an °unreal" type of action (cf.
supra). It may occur either as an element in a larger utterance or
alone, the verb constituting the entire utterance. In the latter case,
that is, when the verb in the present subjunctive constitutes the entire
utterance, it may have a deliberative or a factitive meaning (cf. supra).
In the present perfect, the subjunctive expresses a theoretical possi-
bility, as /fdylftlbet/ 'he might have gone'.

In the larger utterance, the subjunctive regularly occurs after cer-
tain conjunctions, which are listed in 3.452, or in a /ko/ clause with
indefinite antecedent, as described in 5.4. In other contexts, it may
indicate a wish or hope, as /bd qozdbit/ 'God protect you' (lit., 'may
you be without misfortune'), or a condition contrary to fact, as in
/owbord4f 1:6 tdyano bimaliyayo ?obdyt bd cwarp4/ 'If they had thrown
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that rock at you, you would have become a quadruped.' (/-yan
btmakiyayo/ 'had they thrown', preterite subjunctive of Imalttmal-n.

Fb1 lowing are the paradigms of the subjunctive in the four tenses in
which it occurs, preceded in each case by a formation diagram. Note
that, of the four tenses, the present and the present perfect show no
formal distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs. The verb
/hat-sye-ly-/ has the irregular subjunctive stern ie./ in the present
tense.

Present Subjunctive:

ibiC I bV
present

stem
person
number

bt- xo- -m btxdrn 'Shall I eat?'
b- e. -m at bdm 'Shall I come?'

bixdrn bdm
btx6yt bdyt
biocw:ft belt

btxdyn
btxdn
btxdn

Preterite Subjunctive:

bdyn
latin
bdn

Transitive Verbs Intransitive Verbs

b#-
pers.
num.

past
stem -bay. bi-

past
stem

pers.
num. -bayo

-m- xward -ayo bi- hat- -m--ayo
26 'had I eaten' 6: 'had I come'

btmxvidrdayo
bitocwrdayo
bixwdrdayol

bimanxwdrdayo
bitanxwdrdayo
biyanxwdrdayo

Present Perfect Subjunctive:
past
stem -ib -

bihdtmayol
bthdtitayo
bthdtayo

bthdtinayo
bthdtnayo
bthdtnayo

person
number

111:14 a morphophonemic statement of the assimilation of A/ to Ii/
and the syncope of /t/ in these and subsequent forms, see 2.312.
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xward- -ib-
hat- .413-

xwdrd1birn
xwirdibit
xwdrdibet

xwtirdibiri
xwdrdibin
xwdrdibin

Past Perfect Subjunctive:

Transitive Verbs

bi- pers.
num.

bi- -rn- xward

trim tr xwirdibiml might have eaten'
trim tr htibim II might have come'

hdtibim
hdtibit

hitlbet

hitibin
hdtibin
hdtIbln

Intransitive Verbs

Al-ibu-ayo past
stem -ibu- pers.'

num.

-1bways
Mr

hat- -ibu- -m-
'1 would have eaten'

bimxwdrd1bwayel
bitxwdrdibwayo
bixs.virdibwayo

birn anxw irdibwayo
bitanxwirdibwayo
biyanxwdrdibwayo

-ay* I

-ay 6
='I would have come'

hitibumayo
hitibuytayo
hitibwayo

hitibuynayo
hitibunayo
hitIbunays

The copula forms the subjunctive in the present tense on the stem
lb-I, in the preterite on Ai-...ayoh and in the past perfect on /bdb-/.
The subjunctive prefix /bi-/ is usually omitted, as

dor lowdbim 'if I am there'
bdiku bdbe 'he might have been'

(3) Imperative Mood. The imperative is formed on the present
stem, which receives the prefix /b1C113V/ and a suffix for number:
/COSI/ for the singular and /CiniVn/ for the plural. The 4/ of /bi-/
is often omitted, as (D)/bild", (N)ble/ 'say PI see 2.312.

The imperative expresses a direct command. The illustrations
are of vowel stems and of consonant stems, with plural forms given
in parentheses.

xward - - lxw 'to eat' bix8 (bixdn) 'eat
fdrmu-ddrmu- 'to honor' fdrmu (Urmun) 'Please t' (polite

request, usually without bi-)

TThe present perfect subjunctive can be alternatively analyzed as
Past Stem plus /-1-/ plus the present subjunctive of /bu..:b-/ Ito become.'

In the past perfect subjunctive too the form of intransitive verbs can
be analyzed as Past Stem plus /-1-/ plus the past indicative of /bu -:b -/
plus /-ayo/.
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wet -tle
kird-:ko-lk

- :do- Id -
hena-:hen-

3.416

Ito say' bile (bi1621) I say I
'to do, make' 1414 (1414n) 'doll
'to live' bigi (bilin) 4(long) live I'

'to give' bidti (biddn) 'give
to bring' (1445non) 'bring!' (contract-

Ito take'

ed to belno(n): see 2.323 and
2.312)

bigrei (bIgrtin) 'take!'
The following verbs have irAegular imperative stomas

hat.:ye-ly-
c41.*:C

6to be' b-
ho...butho...ColVyo 'to have'

'to come' war. t were (wdron)
'to go' co- I bicd (bicdn)

bibd (bibin)

ative of this verb, the pronominal suffixes, here expressing person
and number of the possessor, are infixed after /ho-/; the suffixed
forms /-be/ and Thin/ of this imperative form indicate that that
which is possesed is 3rd singular or 3rd plural respectively, as

'come'
Igo!'
'be I'
- in the imper.

hAbe
hatdnbe
hdtbin
hatttnbin

'Have (sg) it I '
'Have (pl) it I
'Have (sg) them!'
'Have (pl) them I'

The prefix /14C1bV/ is usually omitted in speech, especially before
voiceless consonants, as

lit co
pti ka
pyaw-i-calba

'Go away!'
'Fill it up!* .2 'full')
'Be a good maul' (pyaw-i-cak 'good man')

3.416. Voice. All forms cited so far are in the active voice. Tran-
sitive verbs show also a passive voice in all tenses and all moods.
The passive infinitive occurs only in the written language. Passive
forms are derived from the present stem of the verb: to this are
affixed, in the following sequence, the passive characteristic /r/, the
thematic vowel (/a/ for past tenses and /e/ for the present stem), and
the verbal suffixes of 3.411. In the following diagram of passive forms,
parentheses indicate features which may or may not occur, depending
on the particular tense and moods

(70-)
(14-)

pres.
stem r d

6
pers.
num.

(tense
signs)

While only transitive verbs receive passive inflections, these
inflections themselves are exclusively those that intransitive verbs
regularly take. And while passive forms are regularly based on the
present stem of the verb in question, the passive form itself may
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show a past stem (with thematic vowel /a/) or a present stem (with
thematic vowel /e/). Thus:

kellt-;ket- 'to kill' Passive stem: kttlr -
Present Passive: ktard- /oktare1m II am killed'
Past Passive: ktard- ktArdm was }ailed°

The following passive forms are irregular:
(1) passive based on past rather than present stem of veil', as

Verb Passive Stem
to say' wotr- /awtttr4 'it is said'

bist-lbyo-lby- to hear' bistr bistritwe 'it has been
heard'

wilt-iowd(t) to want' wistr- wistrd 'it was wanted'

(2) the vowel of the present stem varies with zero of the passive
stem, as

bird -:ba Ib
kird - k-
da-ida

Ito carry' br-
'to do, make' kr-
gto give' dr-

(3) there is a vocalic alternation between the present and the
passive stems, as

xward -ma - kw- 'to eat' xur-

and (4) zero vowel of the present stem varies with vowel of the
passive stem, as

girt-:gr- to take' gir-
Voice denotes the relationship between the subject (for which see

5.21) and the action of the verb: the verb in the active voice has as
the goal (or direct object of the verb, for which see 5.22) something
other than the subject; a passive verb, on the other hand, is one whose
subject is also the goal of its action, as

/ohentm 'I bring' ; lohenrem 'I am brought'

In some cases the passive has a potential meaning, as

?okirenii4 'it is rubbed off' or 'it can be rubbed off'
twani-awan- 'to be able' : 9otwanr6 'it is possible'

On the basis of the present passive stem in /re-/ and the past
passive stem in /ra/ there can be formed all five tenses in the indic-
ative, the present and the preterite in the subjunctive, and the imper-
ative. These all receive the verbal suffixes of 3.411.

Rillowing is the passive of /xward-mo-kw-/ 'to eat':
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Present Tense:

Indicative

90xurdrn am eaten,
90xurdyt I am pestered
/oxurdt to death'

?oxurelyn
?oxurdn
9oxurtin

Preterite Tense:

xurdm II was eaten/
xurdyt
xurd

xurdyn
xurdn
xurin

Present Perfect Indicative:

xurdwtm 'I have been
xuriwit eaten
xurdwo

xurdwin
xuriwtn
xurdwtn

Imperfect Indicative:

9exurdrn was being
/oxurdyt eaten'
9exurd

oxurdyn
ooxurdn
90xurdn

Sub unctive

btxurdrn
btxurflyt
btxurdt

btxurdyn
btxurtfn
btxurdn

3.421

'that I be eaten'

btxurdmayo 'had I been eaten'
btxurdytayo
btxurdyo

btxurdynayo
btxurdnayo
btxurdnayo

Past Perfect Indicative:

xurdbum 'I had been eaten'
xurdbuyt
xurdbu

xurdbuyn
xurdbun
xurdbun

Imperative:

btxurd 'be eaten!' (sg)
bixurdn 'be eaten!' (p1)

r,st Participle:
xurdw 'having been eaten'

(Infinitive: xurdn 'to be eaten')

3.42. Hon- inflectional Processes.

Verbs constituting an entire utterance can indicate goal and nega-
tion by means of affixes. While these are not matters of inflection,
they are closely related to the inflections of verbs, and are described
in this section.

3.421. Pronominal Goal. Any transitive verb except /twani- :twan -/
'to be able' can indicate pronominal goal, i.e., the person anddurnber
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of the direct object of the verb, in any tense and mood, The affixes
expressing pronominal goal in the present tense are different from
those of the other tensest in the present tense, the pronominal suffixes
of 3.0 (3) are inserted immediately before the stem. The following
illustrations are based on the form Psnise(t)/ 'he knows, is acquainted
with', from /nest-:nas-/ to know':

Indicative Moodj

lamnse
?otnise
9synise

'he knows
'he knows
'he knows

me'
you'
him'

9amannefse 'he knows us'
lstanndse 'he knows you'
9syannise 'he knows them'

Imperative Mood: btrnnise
btrnadsin

Subjunctive Mood:

btmnifse
bitnafse
bindle

'let him know me'
'let him know you'
'let him know him'

bimannitse 'let him know us'
bitannifse 'let him know you'
biyannise 'let him know them'

'become (eg) acquainted with me I'
'become (pi) acquainted with me I'

All other tenses use the pronominal suffixes of 3,0 (3) for subject and
the verbal suffixes of 3,411 for object, with zero suffix in the 3rd
singular. The order of suffixation is different in the imperfect tense
from the other tenses: in the imperfect, the subject affix immediately
precedes the stem (as it does when there is no suffix for goal) and
the object suffix follows the stem, as in

9eyk4it 'he was killing' : 9eyk4iltim 'he was killing me'
9eyk411tit 'he was killing you (eg)'
9ey1st4litin 'he was killing us'

9omanktilit 'we were killing (him)'
9smankt4nit 'we were killing you (eg)'
?otanktflitin 'you (p1) were killing them'

In the preterite, present perfect, and past perfect tenses, the sub-
ject and object suffixes are both suffixed. In the following, all exam-
ples are from the preterite tense of /binf-:bin-/ 'to see':

(1) In general, the subject suffix
binimit saw you (sg)'
binittm 'you (sg) saw mt'
binimanin 'we saw you (pi);

we saw them'
binitanin 'you (p1) saw us'

Exceptions are;

precedes the
biniyanin
binitin
binimanit

object suffix:
'they saw us'
'you (eg) saw us'
'we saw you (sg)'

(2) The 3rd singular subject suffix always follows the other suffix:
binimi 'he saw me'
biniti 'he saw you (sg),
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binini l 'he saw us; he saw you (p1); he saw them'

(3) The 1st singular always precedes a plural suffix, regardless
of which is subject and which is object:

binireitan 'you (pi) saw me'
binimyan 'they saw me'
bit:1min saw them'

These same rules obtain for the present perfect and past perfect
tenses; a few examples are given for each of these tenses:

Present Perfect:
xwarddme 41 have eaten' : xwarddmin '1 have eaten you (p1)12

I have eaten them'
xwarddtane 'you (pl) xwarddtanin 'you (p1) have eaten us'

have eaten'

Past Perfect:
xwdrdibum II had eaten' : xwdrd;bumi 'he had eaten me'

xwirdiburnit 'I had eaten you (sg)'
xwitrdlbutanin 'you (p1) had eaten us'

3.422. Negation. The negative prefixes are Ind-/, /nd-/, /ind-/, and
int-/, In addition to their basic meaning of denying of the realization
of the action or state denoted by the verb, these various prefixes also
signal tense and mood.

In the present tense, /ni-/ is in opposition to the N./ of the indic-
ative mood and /nd-/ is in opposition to the /bi-/ of the subjunctive;
and in the imperative, /md-/ is in opposition to /bi-/. Thus:
Present Tense:

Indicative: ?exdm 'I eat' yem come'
nixom do not eat' niyem '; do not come'

Subjunctive: blxdm 'shall I eat?' bem 'shall I come?'
ndxom 'shall I not eat?' ndyem 'shall I not come?'

Imperative: bixd 'eat!' wire 'come I
mdxo 'do not eat!' mdye 'do not come I'

The negative imperative of /hat-:ye-ly-/ is irregular in that it is based
on the present stem lye-/ rather than on the imperative stem /wer-/

The prefix /ni-/ occurs only in the present tense and with two verbs:
(1) the present negative of /-bu-:CirniNin;he-b-/ 'to be' is /ni-/ plus the
verbal suffixes with I-el in the 3rd singular, as /nim/ 'am not'; /140/

1Through regular morphophonemic processes, /i +i > i/ (see 2.311)
and /i +; > i/ (see 2.312).

2That is, 'I have pestered you to death,' etc.
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4ie not': and (2) the preoent negative of /116...bulh6...CelVys/ Ito have'
is ini/ plus the verbal suffixes with /-yeti/ in the 3rd singular plus
the suffix I-el (except that 1-9/ does not occur in the 3rd singular), as
inirne/ do not have', inlyeti/ the does not have'.

In all tenses other than the present, the negative prefix is exclu-
sively ind-/. ind./ is in opposition to the /14-/ of the subjunctive, but
not to /70/, which it precedes. Transitive verbs in the negative in the
past all take the regular pronominal suffixes immediately after the
negative suffix (in the positive the person-number suffixes follow the
stem) intransitive verbs in the past are of the same formation in the
negative as in the positive except for the addition of the negative
prefix. These formations are summarized in the following charts:

Transitive Verbs:

tense n6- num.
past
stem -tbu- u -o

illustrations
1st sing. ind,

pre, x x x
n6mxward II
didn't eat'
ntImooxwari
wasn't eatingimpf. x x x x

pres.pf. x x x x x
nmxwardwe
haven't sate:

pastpf. x x x x
ndmxwardibt
hadn't eaten

Intransitive Verbs:

tense n6- 7e- past
stem -ibu- -u- pers.

num,
illustrations
let sing. ind.

prat. x x x mihatim '1
didn't come'

impf, x x x x nd7ohatim 'I
wasn't coming'

pres.pf. x x x x ntfhaturn 'I
haven't come'

pastpf. x x x x
tndhahadn'ibum °t

come

3.43. Summary of Verbal Features

Those verbal features for which the various tenses are inflected
are summarized in Figure 2 on the following page.
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3.51

form pers. nurn. aspect transi
tivity

mood voice
act pas.

pron,
goal

negation
nems1inc .1cpl. ind. sub. nd

pres x x x x x x x x x x

prat x x x x x x x x x x

impf x x x x x x x x x

prespf x x x x x x x x x x

pastpf x x x x x x x x x x

imptv 2nd x x x x x x x

past
part x x x x

Figure 2 Summary of Verbal Features

3.5. Particles
Words which do not have characteristic inflections (indeclinables)

are particles. These are subdivided into interjections, conjunctions,
interrogatives, numerals, prepositions, adverbs, demonstratives, and
relatives. The basis for these subdivisions is distribution in the
utterance a syntactic rather than a morphological criterion. As the
criteria are distributional rather than formal, the demarcation between
the subdivisions of particles is not always clear-cut and unambiguous.
Thus, there are instances of a single word, e.g. /dwa1/ 'after(wards)',
filling the distributional patterns of both conjunction and preposition;
or of a word, as /bin /, functioning either as a noun (= 'bottom') or as
a preposition (:.- 'under'). Another type of intersectioning of syntactic
functions involves adjectives, as kik/ 'good', which can fill the dis-
tributional patterns of adverbs.

Not only do particles have zero features, but they are different
from the other form classes also in that they constitute a limited form
class whose members can be listed exhaustively, whereas the other
four form classes are open, or unlimited in the number of members
occurring in them. In the following sections all particles occurrring
in the corpus have been listed. Although particles are never declined,
they may receivo displaced pronominal suffixes (see 5.4). But, even
here, interjections and conjunctions never participate in this construc-
tion.

3.51. Interjections
Interjections are particles which never receive either inflections

or pronominal suffixes. They are generally initial in the utterance
and usually constitute the entire utterance. They are conventional
verbalizations of emotions: surprise, delight, etc.
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iy 'OW (regret)
iterim 'bravo

bile (more formal); d, bd, try (less
formal); ire, orewille (emphatic) 'yes'

ciry6 'cheerio l' (a toast)
di, ddy (asseverative, occurring only Wi

verbs, as inkld brc 'go on!')
emin 'alas; woe'
hi 'ahal' (triumph)
mdrlaaba 'hello'
nio; taxer (emphatic) 'no'
nd 'here's to you' (a toast)
oxdy 4ahl' (delight)
tacw X t wcw 'indeed!' (surprise)
xd say!' (accosting)
ydia 'hurry up!'

3,52. Conjunctions

Conjunctions, like interjections, never receive affixes, not even
pronominal suffixes. However, while interjections tend to be complete
utterances in themselves, conjunctions characteristically introduce
a clause, certain of them even governing the mood of the verb in the
following clause. Listed below are the conjunctions occurring in the
corpus with meanings and illustrative utterances. Those in the first
group may be followed by verbs in either indicative or subjunctive
mood, and those in the second group are followed only by verbs in the
subjunctive.

(1) Conjunctions followed by either indicative or subjunctive;
bdIam 'but':

bdIam nizanim kdyt 'But I don't know who you are.'
bdiku (a) with present tense and especially with the preterite

this means future possibility: 'might':
balku4milaw bari 'It might rain tonight' (bail = 'it rained')

(b) 'but' (in contradiction to previous statement):
dme spf nia, bilku fdie 'This is not white, but black.'

ctfoka-- cdoki 'because':
cdoka hicirn niwe 'Because I don't want anything.'

dgina 'otherwise':
gins Gaxinkiy 'Otherwise you would have drowned.'

kd (a) 'when':
kd ginjburn cdmo 1344 'When I was young I went to Baghdad.'

(b) 'if' (with preterite tense in same clause):
kd kIctrabu nasrin pd /914m 'If I have a daughter, I'll call

her Nasrin.
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(c) 'that's
estd ko zdro, 'Now that I have a lot of work,'

tOndnot 'well,then' (to resume topic after interruption):
toninot 7oldn bo xdlk pdy p.' btkonin,

sparddo low 'Well, then, they say that, in ,,rder for people
to laugh at him even after his death, he requested that,..'
CuIVW 'and' (vid occurs in a more formal form of speech):

xdy arnadd ?oltd lobdr /old 'He gets himself
ready and puts on clean clothes.'

iitniil h4yow /Emil! hdyo 'There is also woman and there is
also pain,' (Proverb) i.e., women can be a pain,

wdk
wok /oldn, kurd zirdkin 'As they say, the Kurds are clever.'

(2) Conjunctions followed only by verb in subjunctive:
bd 'let, have' (indirect command):

bd broyn 'Let's go l'
bd bet 'Have him come.'

bilikim 'maybe (so), probably'
0[I think that] maybe I'll buy it.'

dgor 'if'
dgor ndtwanim, ci pkdm 'If I'm not able to, what shall I do?'

hots-- tat hotalu
(a) 'until':

hotel blmrtm 'until I die'
(b) 'the more...the more':

gdm hots qdlbe moldy xdBo bd inean 'The deeper a lake is
the better swimming it is.' (lit., 'lake as-far-an it-be-
deep its- swimming is-good for man')

mdgor 'unless, if not' (after negative verb):
Nowin-i-t(r, lopal nd, k4z ndbinit lo clorowo - mdgor sinemd

ndbet 'On other nights, after nine, you won't see anybody
outdoors - unless it's at the movies.'

rho 'maybe' (uncertain possibility):
rs;Do bikrIm 'Maybe buy it [and maybe not],'

xdigo 'would that':
xodgo homd Now famazinbwayo 'Would that every night

were Ramazanl'
3.53. Interrogative s

Interrogatives are usually initial in the utterance, but occur medial-
ly in utterances when they introduce bound clauses (see 5,41). A
feature peculiar to interrogatives is that they have a syntactic as well
as a lexical meaning: signalling questions (see 2.232),

A special member within this class of particles is (D) /dye /, which
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is rare in colloquial Kurdish, occurring mostly in writing. It is
always initial in the utterance; it has no lexical meaning but serves
only to signal an interrogative utterance.

Interrogative?' differ further from interjections and conjunctions in
that they may receive, for the most part, pronominal suffixes, and
may be the subject or object of the verb. The first group of interrog-
atives below are those which occur as subject or object of verb.

(1) Those occurring as subject or object of verb:
ci 'what?'
cind clip"- an 'how much? how many?'
kim 'which?'
k6 'who? whom?'
kwel kwi 'where?'

(2) Those never occurring as subject or object:
(D) dye (interrogative particle)

Wei bd; boci- 'why?' (see below for boci -)
cdn 'how?'
ktfy 'when?'

The interrogatives /kwd iltimh and /bdci^-bd; boci-f occur
with the pronominal suffixes, /boct-/ taking the copula suffix 1-s/ as
well. The resultant meanings vary with the particles, as follows:
fitimi or /kwd/ plus pronominal suffixes receives partitive meaning,
as

kwdt "oyeild 'What part of you hurts? Where are you
hurting?'

kimyan hdt 'Which of them came?'
The pronominal suffix added to iboci-/ has the meaning of referent;
this construction can be (1) a request for meaning or 12) a rhetorical
question, as

bocits (1) 'Why do you want it?' or
(2) 'Why should you want it?'

3.54. Numerals

While only thirty-one discrete forms occur in the corpus, these
thirty-one forms may be combined according to fixed patterns to
permit an infinite number of combinations. These forms and the
formulas for composing numeral compounds fellow.

A numeral specifies quantity of discrete units. The cardinal, are:
yak '1' Nast '6' yanzi yanzdS '11'
dd howt '7' dwanz4 '12'
sd holt '8' seanad '13'

'4' nd '9' cwarciS 4 1 4 '
pinj '5' di '10' paned '15'
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Vanz4 '16' .1 hong '80'
hovv4^.ovdd '40' nowdd '90'

hold4 ponjd '50' odd '100'
nozdd '19' hat '60' hozdr '1000'
Mat '20' hoitd '70' milydn 'million'

'billion'

While the numbers 11 19 seem in general to be composed of
the unit plus /dd/, only /cwardd/ shows this origin without modification.
/hovvd,,,ibovdd/ and /hoZcid/ show morphophonemic changes, /no-z-do/
shows the addition of an analogical element, and the others show the
insertion of /-an-z-/ between the unit and /-(d)o/. Thus, except for
/cward6, it is simpler to treat these as discrete forms.

3.541. Compound Numerals. Compound numerals are formed
according to the following rules of composition;

(1) Cardinals over /blot/ 'twenty' are formed by listing the desired
numerals in descending order and suffixing /CulVw/ 'and' after each
numeral except the last, as

siddu bistu dii '122'

(2) If /COW is omitted, the product of the two numerals is indi-
cated, as

blot hozdr '20,000'
dwanzdsponjd 'twelve 50's'

Some examples of compound numerals are:
siw tidcla nowddu y4k. '191'
cilu pfinj '45' 6 esku Noilt '360'

hozdru no odclu ponjdw cwdr '1954'

3.542. Numerals plus Pronominal Suffixes. Pronominal iuffixes
appended to nur,,erals indicate a partitive relationship; only the plural
suffixes occur.

chlyan 'two of them' bistyan 'twenty of them'

3.55. Prepositions
Prepositions are particles which occur only in nominal phrases,

preceding the head of the phrase (for which see 5.11). The head of
the phrase may be not only a free form (noun, pronoun, etc.) but also
a pronominal suffix of 3.0 (3). Only two prepositions show morphemic
alternants: /lolle/ lin, at, from' and /bolpe/ 'to'; see simple preposi-
tions below. The allomorphs /1e,/ and /pe/ occur with pronominal
suffixes and /19/ and /bo/ occur before nouns: e.g., /bp bdwktm/ Ito my
father' and /pdy/ 'to him'. Included among prepositions too is the post-
position /ColVra...(owo)/, a discontinuous form (see below).
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The preposition indicates the relationship between the head of the
nominal phrase and the rest of the utterance.

Prepositions may be simple. (consisting of a single morpheme) or
compound.(consisting of a simple preposition and a noun or another
preposition), Some prepositions may take /-owo/ or /-da^-, -a/ $

appended to the object of the preposition to form a discontinuous
preposition. Suffixation of /-awa/ or the locative / -da'- -ta'- -a/ does
not create a new meaning for the resultant discontinuous prepositionf
but merly fixes one of the several meanings of the original simple
preposition,

3,351, Simple Prepositions. A list of simple and discontinuous
forms, if any, follows; suffixes in parenthesis may or may not occur
with the simple preposition to form a discontinuous preposition, as
/lo...da/ tin/ (as opposed to /16 / 'in, at, from').

bd 'against, in opposition to':
hawleri ba ndwere 'An Erbilite doesn't dare against

a chicken' (Proverb) (i.e., he's very cowardly)
by 'for the price of':

4ma bay clindo 'How much does this cost?'
b6 babel 'without'

be edql 'without intelligence, stupid'
balpe (I) 'to' after expressions of discourse, giving, etc.:

ba qadIr 7aldm: cdni 'I say to Qadir, "How are you?"
(2) 'with' (means) ( -awe)

ba aw-i-sard bitiNo 'Shave with cold water!'
(3) 'in' (with name of language):

bo kttrdi 'in Kurdish'
(4) 'during'

bo 116w 'at night, by night'
(5) (adjectival expression):

bo quwdt 'strong'
(6) (oaths)

ba xwa! 'By God! Indeed!'
(7) (purpose)

hit ba krint 'He came to buy it' (krin = to buy)
bo (1) (indirect object): 'to, for':

?aydm bo td give it to you.'
(2) 'intended for, as':

bo jwani 'as an ornament'
(3) 'to' (awe):

?acim bo bazdr(owa) 'I'm going to the market.'
dwdy 'after' (time)

dwdy du sat 'after two hours'
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CeiVre...(0we)'to' ColVre is suffixed only to verbs, and owe may
or may not occur after the object of the prepo-
sition, as

?dome bazirowe 'I'm going to the bazaar,'
bigire kerklilc 'Arrive at Kirkuk!' (bigd in 'arrival")

heti 'up to, as far as'
heti kerkdk liy kird 'He fled as far as Kirkuk.'

lake (1) 'in, at' -ta". -a)
la Ifiwek-i-zistinda 'on a winter's night'

(2) 'from' (-ewe)
to ldrekewe 'from the room'

pal 'after' (time, place)
pal niward 'after noon'

peg 'before' (time, place)
peg niwer6 'before noon'

wiku 'like'
wdku time 'like this'

3.552. Compound Prepositions. Compound prepositions are com-
posed of /19/ or /be/ plus a noun, usually monosyllabic, or another
particle, as /le niw/ (noun) 'inside,' Ae piii/ (preposition) 'after.'
These too may optionally form discontinuous compound prepositions
in /-ewe/ and /-da a/without acquiring new meanings. There is one
compound preposition in /bed, which is listed first; then follows a
listing of compound prepositions in /10/.

bestir (oaths) (sir = 'head'):
baser caw 'At your servioel' (lit., 'by [my] eyes', a

formal response to a request)
labir (biz. = 'front')

(1) 'because of':
labir dme 'because of this, therefore'

(2) 'on one's person'
lebiri "eke 'He puts it on, wears it'

(3) 'within oneself' (ewe)
lebtir x6yewe wdti 'He said to himself'

labin 'beneath' (bin = 'bottom')
lebin trumpelaki 'beneath the car'

lagdl 'with' (accompaniment) (de", a)
min legal td ydrn '1'11 come with you.'
This preposition may receive two pronoun objects, in which

case it means 'to be talking with, addressing', as in
lagdiyim 'I'm talking to him' (lit., '1 with him')
legal minyeti 'He's talking to me' (lit,, 'he with me')

The object always precedes the subject. The object is ex-
pressed by the independent pronouns of 3.3 for the 1st and
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2nd persons and by the pronominal suffixes of 3.0 for the
3rd person. The subject is expressed by the pronominal
suffixes withi-yetilo/ occurring in the 3rd singular.

lokin.:,owo 'beside' (k(n = 'side')
lokinmowo dd nillo 'sit next to me'

lold,..owo 'beside'
loldtowo 'at your side, next to you'

londw 'inside' (-da)
londw omb'rdcla 'inside of this well' (bir 'well')

lopdil 'after' (da)
lova n6 'after 9 o'clock'

lopd/ 'before' (-da)
lope/ n6 'before 9 o'clock'

loath 'on top of
losdr malokt$ 'on the house'

to /6r 'under' *to
loUr utelokd 'under the hotel'

wdku 'like'
wdku omo wdyi 'It's just like this.'

3.56. Adverbs

Adverbs are particles which may occur in verbal phrases as well
as in nominal phrases or initially in the utterance, Lexically, they can
be classified as adverbs of time, place, manner; or quantity. Syntacti-
cally, adverbs group together as follows: adverbs of time and manner
generally occur initially in the utterance, as /dwai du pyaw bo
mal-i-dmo/ 'Later, two men came to our house'. Adverbs of place
can, like nouns, be the subject of the verb, as /dram pe x659/11 like
it here' (lit,, 'here is pleasant to me'), or the object of a preposition,
as /koy hdtit bo tro/ 'When did you come (tol here?' Adverbs of quan-
tity can be pre-head modifiers in nominal phrases (for which see
5.112), as /g6le kos/ 'a lot of people', or can modify the verb, as /zor
?ago/6 /'he walks around very much'. And there is a special set of
adverbs, the reverbe, which are modifiers in verbal phrases (for
which see 5.12), as tek cu-:c-/ 'to disagree'. On the morphological
level, there is a special class of two adverbs which occur only as
unstressed suffixes on verbs: these are postverbs. One of them may
occur on any verb, and the other occurs on only the verb /da-:do -Id-/
'to give'.

Adverbs are a closed class, ausi.all adverbs recorded in the corpus
are listed below.

(1) Adverbs of time and manner.
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Time:

domthim
dorhdl
cidsboy
dwal
dwdne
estd

inlet)", 4mro

Manners

'from time to time'
'immediately'

'day after tomorrow'
'later'
'yesterday'
now /

'still, yet'
'today'

3.56

4msal 'this yeir'
maw 'tonight'

pdr 'last year'
pear 'year before last'
pallorsil 'in the future'
sbdy sobhdyne 'tomorrow'
yoksdr s t r aight

immediately'

plikowo 'together' xdsoten 'especially'
wd 'thus, like this' Inja 'then, in that case'
(2) Place:

dr, 'here' owe 'there'
(3) Quantity:

cdnd", cdn 'a few' hdr 'only'
gdle(k) 'a great deal of Mc 'no'
horrid - hornd 'each, every' ndxte(k) 'a little of
hdride(k) 'a little of z6r 'very'
(4) Preverbs: Table 5, on the following page, lists the thirteen pre-

verbs with five common verbs, showing the resultant meanings.
Note: it is the preverb rather than the verb that receives pri-
mary stress; see 2.22.

14(5) Postverbs:

CowolVrawa This has two meanings: 'back to place of origin,'
as bom bide 'Give it to met'
and bom btddrowa 'Give it back to met'
The second meaning is 'again and again', des-
cribing a repeated action, as

pak 7ak4rn clean, peel (fruit)'
and pak 7okdrnowo clean, wash (truck)'
That is, a piece of fruit can be cleaned or peeled
but once, while a truck can.be cleaned or washed
many times.

Ce iVre 'to' (indirect object)
This postverb occurs only with /da-:do-/ 'to give'

where the indirect object is a prononlinal suffix,
as 7addrn 'I give'
and 7taddrne 'I give to'.
The object of the phrase may also be expressed
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on the verb by pronominal suffixes in the present
tense, as

?oddime 'I give to you' (from Ootclime)
and by the verbal suffixes (with zero in the 3rd
sing.) in past, as

dam 'I gave'
and dimite 'I gave (it] to you'

Table 5

The Preverbs

Proverb da-:do-
'to give'

hat-lye-ly
to come'

cu-:c-
'to go'

kird-:ko-ik
to do'

na-:ne-Itv
'to put'

di 'down' `sharpen'
(pencil)

"put in 1st
appearance' 'descend' . . . . 'put down'

ddr 'out' . . . .
'come out,
emerge'

'pass,
escape'

'remove,
take out' .

hit 'up' `throw (a
thing) up

'rise,
shine' . . . .

ld 'from' `hit, touch
play (musics . . . .

'to do to,
do with'

'cook, pre-
pare food'

lobdr 'on' . . . . . . . . .

'put on,
wear' . . . .

pd'to' 'give to' . . . . . . . . . , . . , . . .

pdk 'together' 'collide' \be recon-
ciled with' . . . . . . . .

Owe 'with' 'bite, 'bring good
sting' luck'

'to go
through' . . . .

I'd 'awa 'y
'wash away 'get used

(trans.) to' o away"rung away'

1.6 'down' . . . . . . . . . .
'pour in'
(to vessel) . . . .

td 'into' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'put into,
insert'

tdk 'die -' 'spoil , . . . .stir 'disagree' . . . . . . . .

wdr 'from' `shake'
. . . .(water) . . . . . . . .

3.57. Demonstratives

The demonstrative may be subject or object of the verb, as /limo
clyo/ 'What is this?'; or it may be a pre-head modifier in a nominal
phrase (see 5.112), in which case it is a discontinuous particle, as
/ompyawd/ 'this man'.
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bate 'this' iwo 'that'
om...CilVyo 'this' ow...C61144 'that'

3.58. Relatives

There is one relative particle, which is always initial in the clause
(see 5.4) and may be the subject or object of the verb.

kb 'who, which, that, that which, etc.'
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CHAPTER IV
WORD FORMATION

4sox=.0. ,Introductoryi

Chapter 3 presents word inflections those affixation processes
which identify the various form classes. In this chapter, which treats
of word formation, inflections as such are ignored and the structure
of the word in its stem form is examined.' In Kurdish, words are
deriyed through reduplication, compounding, and affixation. Redupli-
cation and compounding deal with free forms, while affixation deals
with both free forms and bound forms.

Verb stems deserve special mention here. Verb stems are bound
forms to which various affixes are appended to derive either verbs
(finite forms) or nouns (infinitives). When verb stems are compounded,
they result in nouns, just as nominal free forms do. Thus, verb stems
are nominal forms.

Although finite verbs are formed from verb stems through affixa-
don (present, preterite, imperfect, and present perfect indicative) or
compounding (past perfect and past perfect subjunctive, from past
stem compounded with /bu-:b-/ Ito be'), this formation is described
in section 3.414 in conjunction with verb inflection, since verb forma-
tion and inflection are closely tied to each other. Formation of infini-
tives is described in 4.31, andthe compounding of verbal stems to form
nouns other than infinitives is described below in section 4.2.

In the present chapter, the period (.) indicates morphological
boundaries and not necessarily syllable boundaries or juncture.

4.1. Reduplication

Reduplication is the repetition of a complete word stem, thereby
deriving a new word stem. The underlying word stems are nouns.
The derivative word may have a distributive meaning, as in /domd/Sm/
'from time to time' from /(16m/ 'period of time, while,' or it may
strengthen the meaning of the underlying word, as in /polop41/ 'great
haste' from /poldPhaste'. Reduplicated forms based on words of the
pattern /CVO : / show loss of the second /-al, as in igizegfz/ from /giztf/.

damddm 'from time to time' < ddm 'period of time, while'
pecpic 'zigzag' < pdc 'curve'
xibe4lok4 'top' (that spins) < 'a spinning' ( / -okd/

diminutive suffix)
polopici 'great haste' < pald 'haste'
gizagfz WO% 'to complain' < gizd (the buzzing of a bullet)

linflection shows grammatical meaning-- defined by Bloch and Trager
in their Outline of Linguistic Analysis_as the "element of meaning which
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4.2. Compounding
ss=z:

Compounding is the joining together of two words to form a new
(i.e,, derivative) word. This may be effected either with or without a
composition vowel (/-o-/ or /-u-/). If the composition vowel /-u-/ land'
occurs, the derivative word is a coordinate compound (see 4.23). In
the other two cases there is usually a modification (Le., a describing)
of one term by the other. The modified term is called the head.

There is a special class of compounds which includes not only free
forms but bound forms as well: those containing verb stems (see 4.0).
Verb stems are compounded in some instances to form certain verb
tenses (see 3.414) and in other instances to form noun compounds (see
illustrations below). It must be pointed out that the verb stem Is clas-
sified in the form class of nouns, as those derivative words which have
verb stems as head are of the forth class of nouns.

Compounds formed without composition vowel are called d6ocriptive.
compounds. Of those formed with a composition vowel, those with /-*-1
are called emphatic compounds and those with /-u-/ are called coordi-
nate compounds.

4.21. Descriptive Compounds

Descriptive compounds are formed of two words without composition
vowel: verb stems, although not free forma, also enter into the forma-
tion of these compounds. The ordering of the members of the com-
pound may be semisyntactic (SS), or roughly paralleling the order thee,'
items would have as free forms in a larger utterance such as a clause;
or it may be asyntactic (AS), or contrary to the syntactic arrangement
of words in larger utterances. The groups of descriptive compounds
below are marked SS or AS as the case may be.

The second member of the descriptive compound is the head, being
modified by the first member. All form classes except pronouns occur
as the head. All descriptive compounds are nouns, except that those
descriptive compounds which have adjective heads are adjectives.

Word stress is always on the final syllable. The period (.), as
mentioned above, indicates morphological boundaries 'and not neces-
sarily syllable boundaries or juncture.

differs from one member of a paradigm to another" (page 68); it never
changes a word from one form class to another. Derivation through
affixation, on the other hand, is the creating of a new word stem from
a given underlying word stem, and so involves a potential change in

orm class. The past stem of /xward-Ixo-lxw-/ 'to eat' is inflected
when it receives the first singular suffix /-trn/ giving /xwdrdim/ ate'
(as opposed to 'you', 'he', or anyone else), but word derivation is
illustrated when the past stem. receives the suffix An/ to derive the
noun (infinitive) /xwardln/ 'to eat'.
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4.211. Noun Compounds

(1) Noun + Noun (AS):
tir.bir/dn 'beautiful person' (lit., 'arrow eyelashes')
mar.masi 'eel' ('snake fish')
niworo.x4w 'noon nap' ('noon dream')
zir.brd 'step- brother' ('tree -stump brother')
golat.yari 'a bad move or play' ('mistake play', in

backgammon)
sor.bin 'roof' ('head plateau')
1a.dd 'countryside,country' ('side village')
Icor droll* 'donkey selling' (this compound is SS)

(2) Particle +Noun (SS):
cwar -pd quad rupe d ; donkey' ('four leg')
du.zmin 'a deceitful person' ('two tongue')

(3) Noun +Particle (AS):
gian.labdr 'animal'

(4) Noun + Verb Stem (SS):
U the verb stem is of a transitive verb, the noun member is the

direct object of that stem and the verb stem has the meaning of
actor; if the stem is of an intransitive verb, the noun is its
subject. Both present and past stems of verbs occur, as well
as the passive (of one verb). Verb stems which end in a vowel
receive the agent suffix /-r/,

(a) present stem:
Fosm.gir 'photographer' ('picture take')
kagcz,nds 'letter- writer' Metier write')
taj.bix3 (proper name) ('crown give')
klaw.fidn 'shoe thief' ('shoe steal')
kalok.front 'melon vendor' ('melon sell')
Icor .frdli 'donkey seller' ('donkey sell')

Vowel stem with agent suffix -r:
sogdfdr 'dog washer' ('dog wash-er')

(professional) = 'wash')
mok,a5,x6r 'employee' (' salary eat-er')

(xo- = 'eat')
ferii.Vaxdr 'one who spreads

carpets' (as profession) 'to spread out')
With vowel change and agent suffix -r: (see 4.31(4))
cakma.b6r 'soldier' (boots wear-er)

('soul on' -- 'soul possessing')

wear')
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(b) present passive stem:
'sad, grieved'

la.gir 'supporter,
follower, -ite'

(c) past stem:
foi.holdt 'sunrise, east'
(pro foLheihit)

(d) past stem less dental stop:
nan.kir 'baker'

(5) Adjective +Verb Stem (SS):
dur.bin- 'far seeing' in durbini 'farsightedness'
(-1 = nominal suffix with meaning of quality or state: see 4.313)

4.212. Adjective Compounds

Noun +Adjective (SS):
dil.to8 'grieved'
ser.spl 'hoary'

.1114w 'heartbroken'
qso.xdll 'witty'

4.22. Emphatic Compounds

Emphatic compounds are formed of two members joined by th3
composition vowel 1-04; nouns, adjectives, verb stems, and particles
occur as members of emphatic compounds. The combinations of these
which actually occur are listed below. Note that the combinations
noun + /-o/ + adjective and adjective + 1-0/ +noun both occur. The out-
standing feature of this type of compound is the fact that the first
member, regardless of its form class, receives the primary focus
of attention. Thus, while the phrase /merd-i-pir/ (two words joined
by izafa: see Syntax, 5.11) is the usual way of expressing 'the old man',
the word /piremdrd/ implies that oldness is a characteristic of the
man. Another feature of the emphatic compound is seen when this
type of word is compared with descriptive compounds. The latter are
quite well-established conventional forms, while emphatic compounds
seem readily capable of spontaneous formation. Fbr example, a boy
employed at the hotel where I stayed was impressed by my tape
recorder, which has a black case. He consistently called it
/snoqateligkd/ 'the black-box', rather than referring to it in the more
usual way as /snoq-i-rogok6/ 'the black box'. Some emphatic com-
pounds, however, like /roliebd/4black wind' (referring to a type of
dust storm typical of that area of the country) are quite conventional
and fixed in the language.

Inflections are attached to the second member of emphatic com-
pounds, as /awfoXexoNant$11/ 'those Good (old) Days also'.

4.22

('heart taken')
('side taken')

('sun arose': hot hat LI
'he, it arose, came ups)

('bread make')

('heart tight')
('head white')

('speech pleasant')
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All emphatic compounds are nouns. The direction of modification
varies, according to the form classes involved: adjectives and particles
always moVy nouns, and nouns always modify verb stems. In case
two nouns aYe members of a given compound, the second noun modifies
the first. The composition vowel /-s-/ seems to have a genitive mean-
ing, roughly equivalent to the izafa of 5.11. Compare also the pre-
eminent item suffix /-0/ in 4.31 (6). Word stress regularly falls on the
ultirna.

(1) Noun + Noun (SS):
niw.916 'noon'
tul.a.sdg
band.o.xw6n

detik,a.zix
ian.o.s6r
ket.a.zd

'puppy'
'belt cord'
'ash'
'piece of gravel'
'headache'
'grandson'

(2) Noun +Adjective (SS):
bizin.o.kewl 'mountain goat'
snoq.o.folitako 'the black box'
xoik.o.gawrd'elder sister'
qkd.o.fo6 'Negro'

(3) Adjective + Noun (AS):
'black wind'

pir.a.m6rd 'old man'
pir.../In 'old woman'

(4) Noun + Verb Stem (SS):
1Sir.o.x6r 'infant'

(5) Particle +Noun (SS):
pal.a.t6E 'future'

4.23. Coordinate Compounds

('half + day')
('young + dog')
('cord +blood')
('soil +fly')
('pebble +gravel')
('ache +head')
('son +offspring')

('goat +mountain')
('box +black the')
('sister + big')
('Negro +black')

('black +wind')
('old +man')
('old +woman')

('milk +drinker xo 'drink')

('after +day')

Coordinate compounds consist of two words (including verb sterna)
joined together by /-u-/ 'and'. The two members are usually of the
same form class, and the resultant compound is of the same form
class as its members. if the compound is composed of an adjective
and a particle, the derivative is an adjective. The meaning of the
coordinate compound is usually the sum of the meaning of its constit-
uent parts, but occasionally the compound has a figurative meaning as
well. There is no head and no modification. Stress is on the ultima.

(1) Noun + NO= (= Noun):
cap.u.rist 'left hand and right hand'

capufist-i-xoy nizane 'He doesn't know his left hand and
his right hand' = 'He's quite stupid.'
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buk.u.luld 'toys' ('bridegroom and glass.)
Vir.u.tir 'swords and arrows'
dost.u.bradir 'friends' ('friend and friend')
sard.u.gdrm scold and hot'

tima sardugdrmi ndcliwo 'This fellow hasn't seen cold and
hot' 'He can't tell right from wrong.'

The meaning of the following two items is not the sum of the
meanings of their constituent parts:
xal.uad 'cousin' ('uncle and offspring')
xak.u./in 'aunt' ('uncle and wife')

(2) Adjective +Adjective (= Adjective):
fast.u.cliwt 'dishonest' ('straight and crooked')

(3) Adjective +Particle (= Adjective):
rek.u.pefk 'in order, in tip-top shape' ('arranged and together')

(4) Verb Stem + Verb Stem (=Noun):
hat.u.c6 'coming and going, loitering' ('come and go')

hatucd ndbe 'No Loitering'
xward.u.bird 'eating and plucking' ('eat and carry')

(flowers, vegetables)
xwardubird My* 'No eating or plucking'

(5) Verb Stem +Negation + Verb Stem (= Noun):
xo.ni,xor 'One who does not eat' ('eat- not - eater')
This is the unique occurrence of this type of compound.

4.3. Suffixation

In this section are treated those bound forme (all are suffixes
except for two prefixes) which, when affixed to an underlying word,
result in new word stems. Affixes are classified according to the
form class to which they convert. Thus, affixing a nominal suffix
results in a noun, and so on.

4.31. Nominal Suffixes

---"\Nonitnal suffixes, that is those which convert to the form class of4
nouns, occur suffixed to nouns, adjectives, verb sterns, and particles,
and in the case of one suffix, to phrase:). Most suffixes occur exclu-
sively with a single form class, but a few are appended to more than
one form class.

(1) Nominal suffixes occurring with nouns:
1) -ayati (abstraction: state or condition):

xizmayott 'relationship' < xizim 'relative'
2) -biz 'one who is fond of

sogbiz 'dog fancier' < Big 'dog'
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pulbiz s p e nd t h r t < pd1 'money'
hstiwbdz 'homosexual' < hattw 'orphan'
nuktebdz 'comedian' < noktd 'joke'

3) -ct 'one who works with':
wutuci 'launderer' < wutd 'iron'
boyatct 'bootblack' < boydit 'shoe shine'

4) -ddn 'receptacle':
Nekirddn 'sugar bowl' < Vektr 'sugar'
xweddn 'salt shaker' < xwe 'salt'
agtrdin 'fireplace < agt r 'tire'

5) -ddnd (quality or state);
agaddnd 'alertness' < agd 'care'

6) -assign lone related to':
ilaxewdn 'mountaineer' < Zdx 'mountain'
qazewdn 'goose tender' < qdz 'goose'
kailtrawdn 'sailor' < keltt 'ship'

7) -awart 'people, nation':
kerdawart 'the Kurdish people' < k4rd 'Kurd'

8) -gd 'place'
kargd 'workshop' kdr 'work'
dadgd 'court' ddd 'justice'

9) -1stdn 'place'
kerdistdn 'Kurdistan' k4rd 'Kurd'
dartstdn 'forest' ddr 'tree'

10) -xand.s- -xdn 'room, building'
cayxand 'tea shop' cdy 'tea'
Zerxdn 'basement' Zer 'under part'

11) -zd 'child of
brazil 'brother's child' < brd 'brother'
purzd aunt ' s child' < pur 'aunt'

12-18) -la; -uld; -gold; -okd; -ockd; -lokd (diminutive suffixes)
These indicate smallness, and, in some instances, endearment,
Choice of suffix is not predictable, -lokd is composed of -le
and -oke, expressing greater degree of smallness,
-le : togpild 'small wooden dish' < togpt 'wooden dish'
-ule meiguld 'mosquito' < mdZ 'fly'
-told : karZole 'small ewe' < kdr 'ewe'
-okd : minrtlokd '(dear) little child' < mind' 'child'
-ockd: matockd 'little house' < rndl 'house'

cawtike 'eyeglasses' < cdw 'eye'
-lokd : tollpilokd 'very small wooden dish' < tollpt 'wooden dish'

(2) Nominal suffixes occurring with adjectives:
1) -d (quality or condition):

sardd '(the) cold' < adrd
germd 'heat' < germ
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2) -at (state or condition);
sewzat 'greenness'

'length'dregai
kwerat 'blindness'

86wz
drel
kwdr

'green'
'lone
'blind'

(3) Nominal suffixes occurring with nouns and adjectives:
1) -t (quality or state):

Nouns;
daykt 'motherhood'
minali 'childhood'

Adjectives:

<
<

ddyk
mine

'mother'
'child'

jwant b e au ty' < jwdn be aut if ul '
pirt 'oldness' < pir 'old'
saki lgoodnes s ' < c6k 'good'

2) Cettil/yett (state or quality):
pyaweti 'humanity' < pydw 'man'
brayett 'brotherhood' < brd 'brother'
pi r ett 'oldness' < pir 'old'

(4) Nominal suffixes occurring with verb stems:
1) -gdr (agent):

kirdgdr 'Creator' < kird-;ke-lk- 'do, make'
2) CiniVn (underlying notion of verb stem) this occurs on past

stem to form the infinitive, or verbal noun:
kirdtn 'doing, making' < kird-:ke-

'giving' < da-:de-jd-
3) ColVr (agent) occurs only on present stems ending

sometimes with accompanying vocalic alternation:
maEal§x6r 'employee' < meE621 'salary';

xward-:xo- 'to eat'
cekmeb6r 'soldier' < celund 'boots';

bird-:be- lb- Ito carry'
(5) Nominal suffixes occurring with nouns and verb stems:
1-2) -n6k; -6k ('characterized by'). These are the same in mean-

ing tut are not predictable in distrib Aion;

'to do, make'
'to give'

in a vowel,

-n6k: tirsn6k 'coward'
grin6k

-6k: kirm6kl
gof6k 'one who loves to walk,

can't sit still' < gafa-;gafe- 'to walk'
(6) Nominal suffix occurring with nouns, adjectives, verb stems,

pronouns, and nominal phrases (for which see 5.11);
-6 (preeminent item) this suffix indicates a particular item

1For these mophophonemic processes involving syncope of /i/
and assimilation of //1/, see 2.312 and 2.321 respectively.

'cry-baby'
'worm-eaten'

< tirs 'fear'
< gri-:gr- Ito cry'
< kirim 'worm'
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which typifies a class of items par excellence; or it merely
points out a specific item:

sward
dan6

tmar6
owan6

'cavalryman'
grain'

Crag,

'number'

< swdr
< ddn
<

'horseman'
'grain, feed'
'ragged'

< Emard-:/mer- 'to count'
'they' (definite antecedent)

< awn 'they (indef.)
bekard 'lazy person' < be kdr 'without work'

(7) Nominal suffix occurring with particles:
-16 (hypostasis). This is suffixed to cardinal numerals to
give citation form: the name of a number, without reference
to quantity of items:

ile1161 'a 811C; the sixes' (in cards) < 1161 'six'
dul6 'a deuce' < dd 'two'

4.32. Adjectival Suffixes

Adjectival suffixes derive adjectives from nouns, adjectives, verb
stems, and particles. There are also two prefixes, Intl-/ and /nd-/,
which derive adjectives from adjectives.

(I) Adjectival suffixes occurring with nouns:
1) -awl 'covered with':

qorawl
bafrawl

2) (gentilic):
folawal 'western'
Eisat 'Christian'
gavial 'brown'

3) -mend 'having'
dadmdnd 'just'

4) -in 'characterized by':
'bashful'

tukin 'hirsute'

'muddy' <

'snow-covered' < bar

< folawi
< Elsa
< qaw6

< ddd

'mud'
'snow'

'west'
j us s'4.e

'coffee'

'justice'

< germ 'bashfulness'
< tiik 'hair'

(2) Adjectival affixes occurring with adjectives:
I) -bdw 'of the shade of':

'reddish' 'red'surbfw < sdr
2-3) n6-: nd- (negative). Certain adjectives take only n6-, others

take only ne -, and others take either:
n6tiX 'dull' < tlI
ndrek 'disarranged,

dishonest' < rdk

'See footnote on the preceding page.
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ndxol < x6s 'pleasant''unpleasant'
4) -old (diminutive)

kizold 'somewhat dull, gloomy'
< kiz 'dull, gloomy'

(3) Adjectival suffix occurring with verb stems:
C:11Vw 'having...' suffixed to past stem of verb to give the
past participle (see 3.414 (5)).

xwardd 'having eaten' < xward-:xo- 'to eat'
9awsdw 'swollen' < /aws6-:?aws6 'to swell'

(4) Adjectival suffix occurring with nouns and particles:
-and 'like or pertaining to':

kicand 'girlish' < kic 'girl'
fo/ani < 'day'
dwand 'twin' < cid 'two'

4.33. Verbal Suffixes

Verbal suffixes occur only with verb stems. Verb inflections are
described in 3.4. Also described there is verb formation, together
with the bound forms which occur in those formational processes,
namely Po-/, /-u/, /-ayo" and the
person-number suffixes. In addition, affixes indicating pronominal
goal and negation are described there.

Verbal suffix occurring with verb stems:
C6ndiVydnd-C4n1Vy6n (causative) suffixed to
of verbs:

tirsdnd-airs6n- Ito frighten' < WE:A-airs-
goydnd-:goy6n- 'to cause to arrive'

< goytit-:go-Ig
nwSnd-mwen- 'to put to sleep' < nust-mu-

present stems

'to fear'

- 'to arrive'
Inw- 'to sleep'

4.34. Particle Suffixes

Particle suffix occurring with numerals:
C dm I Vy dm luw dm (ordinal). Indicates position in a series of
items; may occur with increment (D) I-1n/ without change in
meaning:
yokdm-- (D)yokomfn 'first' seydm
duwdm 'second' bistu penjdm 'twenty-fifth'
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CHAPTER V
SYNTAX

5.0. The Utterance
An utterance is any stretch of speech preceded and followed by

silence on the part of the speaker. It may consist of a single word
(defined in 3.0(1) as any free morpheme) or of more than one word.
Chapters 3 and 4 are devoted to the inflection and formation of single
words which make up an entire utterance. Chapter 5 takes up the
structure of utterances consisting of more than one word. These
utterances may consist of a phrase, a clause, or a combination of
clauses. The phrase is a construction consisting of a head and its
modifiers; it is merely an expansion of the head and functions syn-
tactically as a single item of the same form class as the head. The
clause is an axocentric construction with two headsa subject and
a verb. Thus, the phrase and the clause are defined syntactically
rather than phonologically. The expression "syntactic unit" refers
to'any phrase or clause which is substitutable for a single word in
any given syntactic position (for which see Clause Word Order, 5.23).

The definition of the clause arrived at in this analysis corresponds
to the definition of the sentence in traditional European grammars.
The definition of the sentence as used in this work is taken from Pro-
fessor Charles C. Fries: "a single flee utterance, minimum or ex-
panded; i.e., it is 'free' in the sense that it is not included in any
larger structure by means of any grammatical device.°1

5.1. Phrases
The phrase is a construction which consists of a single head and its

modifiers and which is substitutable for a single word in a given syn-
tactic position as defined in 5.23. Phrases are of two types: nominal
and vernal. These are described in the following sections.

5.11. Nominal Phrases

The head of the nominal phrase may be a noun, an adjective, a
pronoun, or a particle (interrogative, numeral, or demonstrative); the
head is a word described (modified) by the other words (modifiers) of
the phrase. The modifiers are of two classes: (1) those which follow
the head and are linked to it by the liaison morpheme these in-
clude nouns, adjectives, and pronouns; and (2) those which precede the
head but are not formally linked to it, including certain types of parti-
cles and nouns; these are called prehead modifiers.

!Charles C. Fries, The Structure of English (New York, 1952) 25.
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The liaison morpheme /-i-/ links two words or word groups into an
endocentric constructionone that contains a single head with one or
more modifiers. The hyphens in the transcription do not indicate
juncture, but only morphological boundaries. The traditional term
for this endocentric liaison morpheme is izafa, taken from Arabic
grammar, and will be used here to mean lithe endocentric liaison
morpheme /44."

5.111. Minimal Nominal Phrases.

(1) The most common type of nominal phrase consists of head,
izafa, and modifier, which can be diagrammed thus:

I head) -i- 'modified

The head may be a noun, an adjective, or a pronoun, and the modifier
may be a noun, an adjective, or a pronoun, as follows:

'small children'
mgl-i-pyawakg 'the house of the man'
pygwek -i 'a good man'
ngw -i-td 'your name' (not someone else's;

cf. ngwit 'your name')
xerik-i -nusin 'busy writing'

(2) The second type of nominal phrase consists of a head preceded
by a modifier without izafa, diagrammed as follows:

Imodifier) rheaCjl

In most instances of this type of nominal phrase, nouns occur as heads,
and certain particles (interrogatives, numerals, prepositions, adverbs
of degree, and demonstratives) occur as the prehead modifiers. The
head is always singular after interrogatives, numerals, and adverbs
of degree, and of course is surrounded by the constituent elements of
the discontinuous demonstratives /aw...CSIVy6/ 'that' and /arn...C6IVyd/
'this'.

cgnd fol 'how many days?'
du ming! 'two children'
la baggy 'in Baghdad'
gdle kos 'many people'
awDowd 'that night' (116w = 'night')

In some instances the modifier is a noun and the head is a numeral, as
saEgt du 'two o'clock'

A nominal phrase with a preposition modifier (e.g.. /le bag-g /) is
called aprepositional phrase. Prepositional phrases are unlike other
nominal phrases in that they do not have the same syntactic functions
as nouns (such as subject, object, etc.), but serve as modifiers 4n the
verbal phrase (5.121) or clause (5.24).
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[modifier]

5.112

5.112. Expanded Nominal Phrases. The two minimal phrases of
the previous section can be expanded into larger constructions by
combining the two of them and/or by joining an additional phrase or a
clause as a modifier.

(1) Combination of the two minimal types of 5.111. The phrase may
be expanded to include particle, head, izafa, and modifier as defined
in 5.11. This is represented by the following diagram:

Lmodifier) head -1-

du min61-1-pcuk 'two small children'
awitowekd-i-sarjd 'that night in Serjo'
emind-i-to 'this deed of yours'

= 'work, deed')

(2) The phrase may also be expanded to include a head, izafa, and
a nominal phrase. The modifying phrase may be either of the basic
types of 5.111 or an expanded type of the preceding subsection.

head -1- phrase

niw-i-mudir -i-muEdrif 'the name of the director of education'
jasds -i -sod sat 4a spy of a hundred years'
xand-i-ba jdu 'a noisy house' (bo jdo :4 'with noise')
s obdb -om 6-i -to 'the reason for this deed of yours'
saEdt du-i-paI niward 'two o'clock p.m.'

(3) A third type of expanded nominal phrase contains two prehead
modifiers and head, diagrammed as follows:

!head
cal) be -insdfi 'How unjust you are'' (be .insdf = 'without

justice, unjust')

(4) The head of the nominal phrase may also be followed by a modi-
fying (i.e., describing) clause introduced by the relative /ke/ 'who'
and linked by izafa. As this construction involves utterances larger
than a clause, it is described in combinations of clauses, 5.322.

5.12. Verbal Phrases
The verbal phrase is a construction consisting minimally of a head

and its modifier, in which the head is a verb and the modifier may be
an adverb, a noun, or an adjective; the modifier precedes the verb.

1 modifier head

A special type of verbal phrase has the copula (defined under (1) in
3.414; see also illustration in (4) in 5.121 below) and a predicate as
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modifier. The predicate may be a noun or pronoun, in which case it
has the same referent as the subject, as

awpyawd boyagclya 'That man is a bootblack.'
Or, the predicate may be an adjective, an interrogative, or a preposi-
tional phrase, in which case it modifies the subject, as

c6ni? cdki? 'How are you? Are you well?'
zor ba quwdti 'You are very strong.' (be quwdt = 4with

strength')
The verbal phrase is a syntactic unit; that is, it can fill the syn-

tactic role of a simple verb. Minimal types of verbal phrases are
presented in 5.121 and expanded types are presented in 5.122.

5.121. Minimal Types of Verbal Phrases. The following types of
minimal verbal phrases exist:

(1) adverb + verb: d6r kird-:ka-lk- 'to take out, remove'
sagak6 lera d6r kg `Take the dog out of

here!'
(2) noun + verb: bap kird-:ka-lk- to call, invite'

mail bap ?akd He invites the mullah'

(3) adjective + verb: arnad6 kird-:ke- lk- 'to make ready'
xoy arnad6 ?ski He gets himself ready'

(4) predicate + copula: be insdf + copula to be unjust' (see 5.12)
cap be .insdfi 'How unjust you are 1'

5.122. Expanded Types of Verbal Phrase-.1. The following types of
expanded verbal phrases exist:

(5) adverb + adverb + verb: = (1) + (1)
tek war da-:de -Id- 'to shake'
aw tek war ?adi 'He shakes the water'

(6) noun + adverb + verb: = (2) + (1)
pond pe 'to play a trick on'
b6ci pandit pe dam 'Why did you play a

trick on me?' (Fbr construction see 5.4)
5.123. Verbal Phrases with Nouns and Adjectives. These verbal

phrases are very common in the language, and any noun or adjective
can potentially occur in a verbal phrase. The most common verb in
phrases of types (2) and (3) is /kird-:ka-lk-/ 'to do, make'; other very
common verbs are /bu-:b-/ Ito become' and Ala-:de -Id -/ 'to give'. A
number of nouns and adjectives occur with both /kird-:ka-lk-/ and
/bu - :b -/ with transitive and intransitive meanings respectively, as

fer to teach' and fer bu-:b- to learn'
pak to clean' and pak bu-:b- 'to become clean'
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5.124. Verbal Phrase Diagram. The verbal phrase is diagramed
as follows:

veradb,-- adverb

verbnountareaNrL--
predicate copula

5.2. The Clause
The clause is a construction consisting minimally of a subject and

a verb in agreement. It may also contain a direct object' of the verb,
as well as modifying expressions in certain positions in the clause
and certain introductory expressions. These are described in the
following sections. The formula for the fully expanded clause is given
in 5.25.

5.21. Subject

The clause consists minimally of a subject and its verb. The
subject may be expressed within the verb by the person-number suf-
fixthe implicit subjectas in /hit/ 'he came'; thus, a verb may con-
stitute a minimum clause in itself. Or the subject may be expressed
in a separate wordthe explicit subjectas in /pyiwek hit/ 'A man
came'. There is person-number concord between the subject and the
verb, However, if the subject is a numeral, the verb is in the singu-
lar: see illustration (4) below. If the subject is /td/ 'you', the verb
may be in the plural, to give the effect of an honorific, as /td cf
7sixwdnin?/ 'What are you (polite) studying?' The subject may be a
noun, an adjective, a pronoun, ,or a particle (interrogative, numeral,
adverb of place or quantity, demonstrative, or relative). The subject
may also be a nominal phrase (except prepositional phrases), and the
verb may be a verbal phrase. These various types of subject are
illustrated in the following sentences; the first word in each case is
the subject, except that in (8) /k4/ is subject:

(1) Noun cetoldn hdl hatin 'The bandits ran away.'

1The "indirect objects' is expressed in Kurdish by a prepositional
phrase in /b4/ 'to' or /136/ 'to, for' (see under 3.55). As these phrases
involve no syntactic arrangement different from any other prepositional
phrase, they are not treated here as separate items. The position of
the indirect object in the clause is described in 5.24, Order of Modi-
fiers. A special postverb expressing indirect object only with the
verb /cla-tcle-id-/ Ito give' is described on page 79.
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(2) Pronoun awdnil hic gee :liken 'They too do not speak.'
= 'also')

(3) Intern kd lezdne 'Who knows?'
(4) Numeral ddyan hat '11,vo of them came.'
(5) Adverb of Place dram pe 'cap 'I like it here' (lit., 'here

is pleasant to me')
(6) Adverb of Quantity hinde le dostubraderekdni tedbir ?ekdn...

'A few of his friends arrange...'
(7) Demon. limo Ulla 'this one is all right.'
{8) Rel. Swa ka hat bdIbu 'The one that came was good.'

5.22. Object

Those clauses with transitive verbs may contain a direct object of
the verb. This object may be a noun, an adjective, a pronoun, or a
particle (interrogative, numeral, or demonstrative), and names the
goal of the action of the verb. The following illustrate each of these:

(1) Noun kerekd bikrd 'Buy the donkey!'
(2) Adj. konekdy xward 'He ate the old one.'
(3) Pronoun tom Wilt II saw you.' (Fbr construction

see 5.4)
(4) Interr. cit /ewS 'What do you want?'
(5) Numeral dvanyan lakril 'He'll buy both of them.'
(6) Demon. Ewa ndzane 'He doesn't know that.'

5.23. Clause Word Order

In 5.21-2 subject and object are defined. The word order of these
is regular and fits the following formula:

(S) {0) V

in which S = subject, 0 = object, V= verb, and () means that the en-
closed item may or may not occur in any given clause. Thus, the
minimal clause consists of a verb with its implicit subject. If a sub-
ject or object is expressed, it fits into its respective position in this
formula. Ft, flowing are the various types of basic and limited clausal
patterns.

5.231. Basic Clausal Types. The following types occur:

(1) V hdt 'He came.'
pizbum II was dirty'1

(2) S V : mlniN yem come too.' (-ii es 'also')
(3) 0 V cldstit nide /ekem II kiss your hand.' (Fbrmula of

respect)

IThe predicate plus copula constitutes a type of verbal phrase;
see 5.12 and pattern {4) in 5.121.
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(4) S 0 V xawenrridi kagazek6 ?exwdne 'The host reads the
letter.'

Interrogatives are not necessarily initial in the clause, but go into
the (S), (0) positions according to their syntactic role, as

meld ci ?eka 'What is the Mullah doing?' (ci = 0)
to keyt 'Who are you?' (ke r: Predicate)

5.232. Limited Clausal Types. These patterns are limited in the
corpus not necessarily in incidence but in the number of verbs that
occur in them. Type (5) is limited to such verbs as Jpilidn
'to show', and is relatively rare in occurrence. Type (6) is limited
to verbs of saying and is a special pattern for direct quotations. It is
especially common in anecdotes and similar narrative.

(5) (S) 01 02 V2 : TWO Accusatives. V2 includes the verb
da-;do-Id- 'to show', as

xoy wa mandd pin da... 'He showed him-
self so tired...'

(6) (S) V3 01 : Quotations. V3 includes verbs of saying,
as writ-:le-11- 'to say', pirsi-:pirs-
'to ask', as
mold 9e16 y6k qdc 'The Mullah says,
"One leg".'

5.24. Order of Modifiers

5.23 presents the word order patterns of the most basic elements
of the clausesubject, object, and verb. A clause may also contain
modifiers, which fill certain positions in the clause. These positions
are indicated by M's in the following formula, which is an expansion
of the (S) (0) V formula of 5.23;

(S) (MI) (0) (MI V (Mm)

Modifiers may be either phrases or single words. Those filling
position MI modify (describe) the following portion of the clause.'
Expressions occupying positions M" and Mm modify the verb; those in
position M" may be expressions of manner or the indirect object, and
those in Mm are generally expressions of place.

Expressions of place occur in MI or Mm, and expressions of time
and manner usually occur in MI; expressions of time, however, may
occur in Mm, thereby receiving special emphasis. When expressions
of place occur in Mm they more directly modify the verb.

The M positions are listed below with an accounting of what types
of expressions usually occur in them and whatever special meanings
they may have.

'Modifiers of the subject are linked to it by izafa: see nominal
phrases, 5.1.
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(1) Position M': Expressions occurring here modify the entire re-
maining portion of the clause. They are generally expressions of time,
place, manner, purpose, accompaniment, etc. When expressions of
different varieties occur in MI, time precedes place and place precedes
manner, as

M'

time place manner
dwdne la ba dast mdreki kelt
yesterday at our house by hand he killed a snake

When two expressions of time occur in M', the more general precedes
the more specific, as

bayani zd hal sta 'He got up early in the morning'
(zu ='early'; bayan = 'morning')

dwdne Nay/ 'yesterday evening'
With two expressions of place, the expressions are interchangeable.

(2) Position M": Expressions in this position usually modify the
verb, as

kerdf bd§ 7azani You know Kurdish well.'
The indirect object regularly fills this position, as

ktebakSm ba t'oN61 front sold the book to Rashol.'

(3) Position Mm: Expressions in this position more directly modify
the verb. Thus, when an expression of place, which can fill either MI
or Mm, occurs in this position, it modifies the verb rather than the
clause as a whole. However, this is the regular position for expres-
sions of place when the verb is a verb of motion, as

cd bo kwe 'Where did he go?'
A special meaning attaching to this position is that of emphasis:

when an expression which would regularly go elsewhere occurs in
this position more. attention is focused on it, as

ktebakdm fr6Nt ba l'aN61 sold the book to Rashol.'
weitim pet told, you!'

5.25. Introductory Expressions

The clause as a whole is often introduced by a word or word group.
These may be a clause connector (as /ws /'and'; see 5.31); an inter-
jection (as /x6/ gahal'); a noun in the vocative (as /xilkina/'People!');
prepositional phrases (as /19paN nAn xwardln/ 'after eating'); or an
expression of time (as /jArekionce').

These introductory expressions are symbolized by I iii the following
fully-expanded clause formula:

(1) (S) (MI) (0) (M") V (Mm)
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5.3

5.3. Combinations of ClausesX= me.
Sections 5.21-4 deal with the structure of the clause. An utterance

may contain a sequence of clauses, in which one clause may modify
another clause (see 5.321) or may modify a nominal phrase (see 5.322).
These syntactic roles are signaled by clause connectors, which are
discussed in 5.31. The structure of the clause always conforms to the
formula of 5.25, regardless of its syntactic function.

5.31. Clause Connectors

Clause connectors are particles which indicate the relationship
between a clause and the remainder of the utterance in which it appears.
Some connectors may occur in utterances consisting either of a single
clause or of more than one clause; others occur in utterances only of
more than one clause. The former are called independent nectoi's
(5.311) and the latter are called subordinate connectors (5.312). Cer-
tain connectors, whether independent or subordinate, regularly occur
in clauses with the verb in the subjunctive; these are treated in 5.313.

5.311. Independent Connectors. Connectors which can occur either
in a clause which itself constitutes the entire utterance or in a clause
which is included in a larger utterance are called independent connect-
ors. These include certain conjunctions and the interrogatives:

Conjunctions:

bd
bdSkim
bdlam
bdtku
elflike)", cdtiki
dwai

tendnot
w6
xozgd

'let, have'
'perhaps'
'but'
'perhaps'
'because'
'afterwards'
'otherwise'
'well, then'
'and'
'would that'

Interrogatives:

dye (question: formal style)
bdci b6 'why?'
cdnd 'how much?'
ci 'what?'
c6n 'how?'
kdm 'which?'

'who(m)?'
kdy 'when?'

kwi 'where?'

Fbr illustrative sentences, see under conjunctions (3.52) and interrog-
atives (3.53).

The conjunctions occur only in position (I) of the formula of 5.25;
the interrogatives occur in (I), (S), or (0) depending on their syntactic
role: see 5.231.

5.312. Subordinate Connectors. Connectors which occur only in
clauses that are contained in larger utterances are subordinate con-
nectors. These include certain conjunctions and the relative /k6/, as
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5.321

Conjunctions; Relative:
6gtar die k6 'who, which, etc.'
hat6 until'
k6 'when i if that'
nidgar 'unless, if not'

fbr illustrative sentences, 11:e conjunctions (3.52), and for relatives
see 5.322.

Subordinate connectors occur in position (11 of the formula of 5.25.

5.313. Connectors and the Mood of the Verb. Certain connectors,
whether independent or subordinate, regularly occur only in clauses
With the verb in the subjunctive. These are:

bi mcfger

6gor xozg6
hatd

All other connectors occur for the most part with verbs in the
indicative. When they do occur with verbs in the subjunctive, the
verb indicates, as a rule, an °unreal* type of action (see 3.415) or
that th., antecedent of the relative is indefinite (see 5.322).

5.32. The Clause as a Syntactic Unit

In an utterance containing two or more clauses, any clause intro-
duced by a subordinate connector, or by zero, for which a specific
subordinate connector is substitutable without change in meaning, is
a syntactic unit (see 5.0), and ie called a bound clause. Thus, since
the clause iba tdyana birnaliyaya/ 'had they thrown it at you' in the
utterance

ba t6yana bimallyaya ?abdyt ba cwarp6 'If they had thrown
it at you, you would have become a quadruped'

would mean the same if /dgar/ were added, it is a bound clause. The
other clause or clauses in an utterance are called free clauses. Bound
clauses may fill the positions (I), (M'), or (Mm) of free clauses, form-
ing a sequence of clauses, or may modify a nominal phrase. Paragraph.
5.321 describes the arrangement of bound clauses in larger utterances,
and 5.322 describes the arrangement of bound clauses as modifiers in
nominal phrases.

5.321. Sequences of Clauses. Bound clauses may serve as modi-
fiers in free clauses, filling the positions of (I), (M'), or (Mm), forming
sequences of clauses. In the illustrations of these positions, square
brackets [ ] indicate the bound clause that is filling the position in
question. See 5.24 for the meanings of these modification positions.

(1) Bound clauses in the position (I):
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5.321

(I) (S) V (Me)

[igar ndro.danowo] toSm ?ozanjm ci ?okom
'If you don't myself I know what I'll do
return it to me

'If you don't retutn it to me, I know what I'll do.'

(2) Bound clauses in the position (MI):

(S) (M')

omdni11 [ko gime ?obInin]
these also when they see this they fear
'Fbr their part, when they see this they fear...'

(3) Bound clauses in position (Mm): Clauses in this position may be
(a) subject of the free clause:

V (Min)

balltira [ko bzdninl
it is better that we know
'It is better that we know.'

(b) object of the free clause:

(S) V (M"')

mold ?obine (barmalokSy la ilwen-i-xdy ndmawal
Mullah sees his rug in its own place is no more
'The Mullah sees that his prayer rug is no longer in its place.'

See also the clause under (M *) in (1) above.

(c) receiving special emphasic:

(I) (0) V (Me)

tu:cwd mold oft ?okird [ rigor bormalokdtman nidaytayowal
indeed, mullah, What would you if we had not returned your

have done rug to you
'What would you have done, if we had not returned your rug?'

5.322. The Clause as a Modifier of Nominal Phrases. A bound
clause Sntroduced by the relative /k4 / 'who' may modify a. nominal
phrase, whether or not the nominal phrase is in a clause, and, if it is,
regardless of its position in the clause. This construction (see (4) In
5.112) contains a head and a clause. The head may be a noun, a pro-
noun, or a demonstrative; if it is a noun or a pronoun, then it is regu-
larly modified by the discontinuous particle /aw...Cd1Vy4/ 'that' or,
lees often, hatr....C41V0/ This modifying clause is introduced
by the connector /k6 / 'who' and is linked to the head by izafa; however,
either /kd/ or izafa may be omitted without change in meaning. This
construction is diagrammed as follows:
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lerv.head.d -1- Iko clause

5,4

ownand-i-ko sogokd xwdrdi kdnbu 'That bread that the dog ate
was old.'

omkosd Ito gorani ?old bra-i-mlno 'This person who is singing
songs is my brother.'

dwo-i-xwdrdit fltowo 'That which you ate you will pass
[i.e., excrete],

dwo-i-Ictrdit dttowo that which you did you will see again.'
(Proverb)

The head of the phrase') is the antecedent of the relative /k4/.
Flather, /14/ itself may be the subject of the verb of the clause which
it introduces. If it is the subject, and if its antecedent is indefinite
(that is if the head occurs with neither the definite article nor a
demonstrative particle), then izafa does not occur, and the verb which
agrees with /kW is in the subjunctive mood. In this content, /dw/ 'he'
and hiwo/ 'that' may be either definite or indefinite without difference
in form. This difference in mood and antecedent is illustrated by the
following pair of sentences:

dwo ko zirdko sor 9okowd 'The one who is clever will succeed.'
dwo Ito zirdkbe sor ?okowd 'Whoever is clever will succeed.'

On the other hand, if /1(d/ is not the subject of the verb of the clause
which it introduces, then that verb occurs with an affix for pronominal
goal (3.421) which is in person-number concord with the head modified
by the clause, as

omkosd Ito to ooyndsit bra-i-mino 'This person whom you know
is my brother' (Lit., 'this person whom you know him is my_,,
brother')

ddstek Ito hakim bIbfet xwini !Ilya 'A hand cut off by a judge
merits no punishment' (Lit., 'a hand which judge cut it has no
blood')

5,4. Displaced Suffixes
Every verb receives suffixes indicating the person and number of

its subject (see 3.411). Prepositions may receive pronominal suffixes
indicating the person and number of their objects (see (3) in 3.0 for
the suffixes and 5.11 for the construction). However, under certain
conditions in a clause, these suffixes occur not with the verb or prepo-
sition but on some other word in the clause. The shifting of the person-
number suffixes of verbs is described in 5,41, and that of person-num-
ber suffixes of prepositions in 5.42. In each case, there are two pat-
terns of shifting, depending on whether the verb in the clause is based
on the past stem or the present stern of the verb.
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5.41

5.41. Displaced Subject Suffixes

When a clause contains words in addition to a verb and an explicit
subject, the person-number suffixes of transitive verbs are shifted to
a prior word in the clause, as for example, in the following:

ktilittrn =41 killed'; mdrek = 'a snake'
but mdrektm kolt killed a snake.'
That is, the suffix /-tm/ of /kkOttrn/ has gone from /k4iittrn/ to /rndrekb
bridrektm/ does not occur as an entire utterance in itself. The subject
suffix may be shifted to any word, except as follows: (1) among form
classes, certain particlesinterjections, conjunctions, and adverbs of
timenever receive these suffixer,1 and (2) among syntactic elements,
shifted suffixes ate never affixed to explicit subjects, prepositional
phrases, or prehead modifiers in any nominal phrase. This shifting
occurs whether or not there is an explicit subject in the clause. If
there is an explicit subject, the subject suffixes are in concord with it.
In the following illustrations containing respectively an adjective, a
pronoun, an adverb, a proverb, and an interrogative, all of which have
received the displaced suffixes, these words and the respective dis-
placed subject suffixes are indicated in parentheses:

ciktrn kird 'I did well.' (cik 'good' -trn)
min torn binil 41 saw you.' (t6 you -m)

'we did it thus'wdrnan kird (wd 'thus' man)
pyawokdn ddryan kird 'The men removed it.' (d6r 'out' -yan)
c6ntan zani 'How did you know?' (c6n 4how?' -tan)

The patterns vary for verbal suffixes and for prepositional suffixes,
and also according to whether the verb in the clause is in the present
tense or a past tense. This section presents the patterns for verbs,
and section 5.42 presents those for prepositional suffixes.

(1) In tenses based on the past stem, the person-number suffixes of
the verb are shifted to the first word in the clause, except that the
items listed earlier in this section never receive these suffixes. In
the following illustrations, the subject suffixes have been shifted to the
words /caq45/ 'knife', /helk6/4egg', /1t6z/ 'love', /fa/ 'away', and /mdltm/
'my house'. The verbs in parentheses are the forms with the subject
suffixes:

mold coq6y d6r hena 'The Mullah took out a knife.' (hendy)
dd helkdm xwdrd 'I ate two eggs.' (xwdrdtm)
irSztrn lo to kird69 'I'm in love with you.' (lit., 'I have loved

you') (kirdilmo)

411 the object of the verb is a pronoun, as in this instance, an alter-
nate way of expressing goal is described in 3.421, Pronominal Goal.
Both types of expression are common, with /tom binf/ showing more
emphasis on the object than /binimit/11 saw you'.
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bardm fay kird Iliaram ran away.'
mdltnyan werdn k1rd 'They ruined my house.'

5.42

(kfrdi)
(kirdyan)

(2) In the present tense, only three verbs are involved, all three
having suppletive stems:

Wkit ;1e-11- 'to say'
wist-:owd(t) 'to want'
hd...bu:hd...Co I'Vyo 'to have'

When the subject suffixes are shifted from the verb, the verb occurs
in its present stem form, except that /wtit-:le-11-/ receives the aspect
prefix Po-/ as well; the person and number of the subject are indicated
by pronominal suffixes on the first word cf the clause, with the excep-
tions noted in the first paragraph of 5.41. The illustrations give first
the verb with subject suffixes and then a sentence with displaced suf-
fixes:

?tadyt 'you (sg) say' cit ?old 'What are you saying!'
?otdnowel 'you (pi) want' kam ktirsItan owd 'Which chair

do you want?'
hdmol have' trumptilim hdyo 'I have a car.'

The verbal phrase /x611 wilt -fowd(t)/ °to like, love' shows the pro-
nominal suffix on /xdfi/ for subject and the verbal suffix on hawd(t)/
for object, as

owdyt love you.'
cf. tdm xdli owd love you.'

5.42. Displaced Prepositional Suffixes

The pronominal suffixes of prepositions (expressing object of the
preposition) are shifted in clauses containing transitive verbs or in
the present tense, containing the copula.

(1) In clauses with the verb in a past tense the subject suffixes of
transitive verbs are shifted to a prior word in the clause, as described
in 5.41. The pronominal suffix for the object of a preposition likewise
is shifted, but in this case the suffix goes to the verb. FUrther, the
suffixes occurring with the verb and representing the object of the
preposition are not the pronominal suffixes themselves, but the corres-
ponding verbal suffixes of 3.411.2 The verbal suffix on the verb now
refers to the object of the preposition, the pronominal suffix on the

1These two verbs are conjugated irregularly in the present tense:
see (2) Present Tense under 3.414.

2Thus, whenever a transitive verb occurs with the verbal suffixes
the latter refer to the object of a preposition. The verbal suffixes
seem to have an objective or passive character to them as opposed to
the pronominal suffixes, which have an agential or active nature. Com-
pare the use of verbal suffixes with intransitive verbs and in the
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5.42

prior word in the clause refers to the subject of the verb, and the
preposition itself has no suffix. Thus, in the utterance

cdki legal kirdim 'He did well by me.' (<*cak
the suffix 1-1/ '3rd sing.' of the verb /kirdi/ 'he did' has been shifted
to /cdk/ 'good' and the suffix /-(m/ '1st sing.' of the preposition /lagaltrn/
'with me' has moved to the verb. If the preposition is itself the first
word of the clause, then it recaives the subject suffix of the verb, as

pdyan baxVirn 'They presented [it] to me.'
(pe- 'to'; -yan Ithey'; 'presented'; -m 'rne')

The structure here is:
preposition - subject verb object

Additional examples (including one with a passive verb) are:
labirim ktrdin 'I put them on I donned them'

(lebdr 'on'; -im 'I'; kird 'did'; -in 'them')
cdstim bo le nayt 'I prepared the meal for you.'

(cest `meal'; 'I'; bo 'foe; le na- 'prepared'; -yt 'you')
pet wiktm 'you told me'

(pe- 'to'; -t 'you'; wart- 'told'; -tin 'me')
cyan jazd le seord? 'How much were they fined?'

cind 'how rnuch?'; -yan they'; jezd ifine'; le 'from';
sdOra"- sdndra 'was taken')

However, if the verb precedes the preposition and its suffix (which
is not normal word order but is an arrangement that receives emphasis;
see (3) in 5.24), the above rule does not obtain and

w4tirn pet means 41 told you.'

(2) In clauses with the verb in the present tense, the preposition
suffix is shifted to a prior word in the clause, provided the verb is a
transitive or the copula. The suffix goes to the first word in the clause,
with the exceptions noted in 5.41.

cdm bo bdna 'Bring me some teal'
(ca 'tea'; -m 'ine'; bo 'for'; bdna for (D)bilidne 'bring')

cir6kekit bo ?ale= tell you a story.'
(cir6kek 'a story'; -it 'you'; bo 'for'; 9aldm 'I say')

dram pe x6ile '1 like it here.'
(dra there'; - m 'me'; pe 'to'; x6da 'is nice')

passive voice, while the pronominal suffixes are used to express sub-
ject in transitive verbs, pronominal goal, etc.
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APPENDIX
TEXTS

Following are two texts, given in Kurdish script (on the
left-hand pages) and in a phonemic transcription with inter-
linear morphemic translation (facing, on the right-hand
pages). Finally, free translations are given of the stories.
The reader will observe that, in the Kurdish script, words
of Arabic origin are often retained in their original Arabic
spelling.
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ySkem ItakaySt
first story

Sirekyan meld barmalaki-ixdy
time a-of-them mullah prayer -rug -the-/i/-himself

hit 'egret wa 9ocd bo misgSvit bo
he-takes-up and he goes to mosque to

"swift kirdin 2. ka 9agdta mizgSwt la
prayer to-do when he arrives -at mosque in

kdteka xartk-i-distnwelltin
while busy -/i/-hand -praye r -to-wash he-is

hSnde le ddstubradarakini landw
a-few from friends-and-friends-his among

xdyana tadbir Pekin wa barmatokSy le

themselves arrangement they-make and rug-the-him from

9adizin via 9alin ndbe ices lasti bIld
they-steal and they-say must-not anyone truth he-tell

to bizinln meld et 'aka
until --,e-know mullah what he-does

3. meld ka lo dastnwenitin
mullah when from hand-prayer -to-wash

9abetewa xartk aabe nw41 biki
he-is -back busy he-is prayer that-he-do

labinet barmalekdy la "wen -i-xdy
he-sees rug -the-his in place-Ai-itself

nSmawa 4. gelek 9agafd be sdd 'obi
it-has-not-remained a -lot he-walks-around without avail it-is
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S. awinil hic gee niken 6. molt ke boy
they-also no talk they-make mullah when tohim

sit 7abitawa liyan lard6tawa be
mostclear itbecomos from-they hid with

turalyawa 701$ 'taking, bo xwt
anger hesays Peoplel for God

Olen 7elim bermalak6m bichlitawe we
toyou(pl I-say rugthemy give -back and

gar nirodenawa xdm 7azantm ci 9okern
if notto-me-you-give-back myself 1 -know what I-do

7. aminill ka arn6 labirtin latiretn lawS-1-ke
they-also when this they-see they-fear from-that-Ai-that

agar nSydenawa . meld Itek-i-xrap biki
if notit-they-give-back mullah thing-a-/i/-bad he-do

8. derltil bermalakSy 70dSnawa (last
immediately rug-the-his they-give-back hand

9. dwal awSi-rnall nwe/akSy 7aki
after that-N-mullah prayer -the-his he -does

kabrakin-id6ati swenek-i-mall "adtfn
men -the riend -hi s oath -/i/-mullith they-give

?al in to xwi malt agar barmakakStman
they-say by God mullah if rug-the-your -we

nSdaytayewe Eft "oakled
had -not-given-back-to -you what-you were-doing

10. Smii ba sardfyekewe wdti 'ac fm
this-one-also with coldness-a he-said 1-wasgoing

bo milawe hSnde xurlrn hSbu 7amtid bo
to house-to a-bit wool-I had I-was-giving-it to

jolt boy bikfrdrnaya ba barmil
weaver for-he should-have-made-roe into prayer-rug
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duwem bakaydt
second story

1. jdrekyan ydkye is dostolani bo
one -time -of.them one -a from friends -his to

qawalti kleclin mold Up elute mil-1 -
lunch doing mulish invite he -does -to house 41/-

xdyan Z. molii ow Todd har lo
themselves mullah -also that day only from

bayardowa xoy amadd 7oka wa J41.1-
morning -from himself ready makes and clothes -At-

pdk labdr ?aka 3. wa nteik niword
clean on he -does and near noon

7acdta bo nSn icw a r dtn
he-goes -to house -hi-fellow-ill-friend-his for bread eating

4. dway cdna ddrawaw ba xer hatin
after going-to inside -to -and to well coming

xawanrnil Is sirawa ddy 7ane wa
host on head down-him places and

be xodi -1 -fwawa cond kiseki bap
to happiness -of- that -by a-few people-a-he invitation

kirdua 5. lapdd nan xwardlna xawonntil
has -done before bread eating-at host

ayawd galtiyek lagal maldcla blka
he -wants. joke -a with mullah-at that -he -do

6. la haywin mrawlyak lasar yak
in corridor(at patio) duck-a on one

pe wistawa 7. ba mold 7ald mdla ow
leg he -has-stood to mulish he-says mullah that
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mrawiyS c an gicl lidyrs 8. mold 906
duck how-many legs -his there-are mullah he-says

yik qac 9. kabri 9.14$ pyaw -1-cikbe
one leg fellow heoty man-hl-gooriba

m11.1 cdn m rawt yak tact lobe
mullah how duck one leg -his it-will-be

10. male her los6r gooi-xoy dowinn "aka
mullah only on word-hkhlmself stay he-does

11. dwai xawanmal clankosixek-ipetOrl
later host pebble-Ai-gravel hi-small-he

le Milk x6yawa lidk girt we gird*
from near himself-from up took and threw-to

rnrawlyak6 12. mrawlyok611 lo tirsana
duck-the duck-the-also from fear-at

sac oks-14tr1 dt na we tiy ktrd
leg- the-h/-other -he down put and away-he did

13. xawanmal wttt1 ht mela owe nfya
host he -said aha mullah that is-not

dd gacl hoya 14. malt tafkirl Id kirdowo
two legs-his there-are mullah thinking-he from didagain

wiitl ow horrid-14o baw mra,..tlya
he-said that rock-wh1ch-you at-that duck

basizmandta mall be tdr.na bimalfyaya
poor threw to yo., -they-at had thrown

be awarp4
you-would-become to wadruped



FREE TRANSLATION

FIRST STORY

On one occasion the Mullah takes his own prayer rug and goes to
the mosque to pray. When he arrives at the mosque and while he is
busy performing his prayer ablutions, a few of his friends arrange
among themselves and steal his rug and say, 4No one must tell the
truth until we find out what the Mullah will do."

When the mullah gets back from his ablutions and is about to pray,
he sees that his prayer rug is no longer in its place. He searches
everywhere but in vain. His friends, for their part, say nothing. When
it becomes crystal clear to the Mullah that they have hidden it from
him, he says angrily, "People! Indeed, I say to you give me back my
prayer rug. If you don't, I know what I'll do about it!" The others,
when they hear this, fear that the Mullah might do something bad if
they don't return the rug; they return it immediately. After the
Mullah had finished praying the men ask him to swear and say, "By
God, Mullah, if we hadn't given you back your rug, what would you
have done?"

Said the Mullah coldly, "I would have gone home where I have a bit
of wool; I would have given it to a weaver so that he might make it
into a rug for me.
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FREE TRANSLATION

SECOND STORY

Once one of his friends invites the Mullah to lunch. The Mullah,
for his part, gets ready early in the morning that day and puts on
clean clothes, and near noon goes to the house of his friend to eat.
After going inside and the welcoming was done, the host put him at
the head; he had invited a few people because of the occasion. Before
eating, the host wants to have a Joke with the Mullah. In the corridor
a duck is standing on one leg. He says to the Mullah, "Mullah, how
many legs does that duck have?" The Mullah answers, "One leg."
The man says, "Come now, Mullah, how can a duck have one leg?"
But the Mullah maintained his stand. Later the host picked up a
small pebble from nearby and threw it at the duck. The duck put
down its other leg from fear, and ran away.

The host said "1 say, Mullah, doesn't the duck have two legs now?"
The Mullah thought it over and said, "If they had thrown at you the
rock that you had thrown at that poor duck, you'd have become a
quadruped (donkey).*
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GLOSSAR:Y



The order of alphabetical arrangement in the Glossary
that follows is given below:

9 h n
a 4 0 u
b i o 4fr

c i p v
d i q w

e j r x
a k V y
f I. a a
g 1 I /
E 1171 II E

The symbol / in the glossary is equivalent to the vertical
bar (I) as used in the main body of the text (cf. paragraph
3.0, fn. I).



9

?awsin ('awse-) to swell up
?awsdw swollen, pregnant
"opgawtin ('aogew-) to shoot

a

d [intern yes (informal style)
dierin, iferirn (interj.) bravos
afrdt woman
agi care, attention
agadind alertness
agir fire
agirdin fireplace
ag agha
amadd [adj.] ready
amadd kircitn to prepare
asmin sky
asudet comfort
it peace

dw water
azat freedom
dy [intern eh!
dye (interrog. part., formal style)

b

ba (interj.) yes (informal style)
bi [conj.) let, have (in indirect

commands)
bd [prep.] against, in opposition

to
bit (plur. beet) garden
bin plateau
benzin gasoline
bdo call, invitation
b4 kirdin to invite

127

baptr grandfather
beam (manes name)
biN [adj.] good
biNkim [conj.] perhaps
biwk father
baxitin (baxN-) to present, give
by [prep.] for the price of
bayant morning

babel [prep.] without
bekard lazy person
b6 /pd [prep.] to, in, with
bd...(evie) [prep.] with (instrument)
bbd [adj.] bad
bar snow
befrawt [adj.] snow-covered
beg4 Baghdad
bile [intern yes (formal style)
bdlarn [conj.] but
bdiku [conj.] perhaps
bind cord
bandexwoin, banexwen belt-cord
bdr front
bird rock, atone
barmit prayer-rug
barqiyd telegram
bent oak tree
bdrx lamb
bds [adj.) enough, sufficient
baadr (prep.] by (in oaths)
bestzmin [adj.] poor
baxNin (baxN-) to forgive
bintn, ditin (past bini-, di(t)-;

pres. bin-) to see
bir mind
bist [numeral] twenty



biettn (byo4by-; passive bistr-)
to hear

bistu penjim (numeral] twenty-
fifth

bilydr [numeral] billion
bin bottom
birdin (be-/b-; passive br-) to

carry
birinj rice
bizin goat
Wriokewi mountain goat
tki [prep.] to for
b6ci, b6 [interrog.] why?
boinbax necktie
boyde shoe polish, shine
boyatci boot black
bra brother
brad4r friend
bran (bre-) to stop (trans.)
brayed brotherhood
braze brother's son or daughter
brie (br-) to wound
brin (be -) to cut
bdk bridegroom
bukuduti$ toy
btin (past -bu-; pres. Ctm/Vm,

h4 -, b-) to be
burdin (bur-) to forgive

cark [adj.] good
caki goodness
can* (cen-) to sow
caw eye
cawilki eyeglasses
cay, ca tea
cayxani tea shop
cenriw (adj.] sown
cdst meal, food
cdst 16 nan to prepare a meal
Ge4 bandit
coluni boots
colt/nob& soldier
and, can Einterrog.1 how much?

how many?
128

and, con (adv.] a few
cop left hand
copurist left hand and right hand
coq6 knife
ci tinterrog.] what?
cir6k story
ciry6 [intern cheerio! (a toast)
cil [numeral] forty
c(rd light (noun)
an [interrog.] how?
can (c-; imperative co-) to go
la cun to go away
Wk cun to disagree

citko, cdpki [conj.] because
cwdr (numeral] four
cwardi (numeral] fourteen
cwarpd quadruped, donkey

d

di [proverb] down
dad justice
dadgd court
dadmind (adj.] just
ddn tooth
ddn grain, feed
ddn (do-Id-; passive dr-) to give

dan to hit, to play (musical
instrument)

talc w4r din to shake (water)
dani grain
ddr tree
daristan forest
ddx sorrow
ddyk mother
dayki motherhood
dd (plur. dehdt) village
di [numeral] ten
di, diy (asseverative particle

occurring with verbs)
dim period of time, a while
domdim [adv.] from time to time
dit; voice
dookozlx piece of gravel
dir fprever14 out
dorij degree



ddrawo outside
dergd door
dorhd1 [adv.] immediately
dorpd under shorts
clorzi needle
ddst hand
clostnwelltin prayer ablutions
down kIrclin to persist

heart
dilgir (adj,] sad, grieved
dilskdw [adj.] heartbroken
diltdo [adj.] sad
dilxd (adj,] happy
diatn (dia..) to steal
dd (fermented yoghurt drink)
ddst friend
dostubraddr friends
drenrdw [adj.] torn
drdI [adj.] long, tall
drelai length
drdo (adj.] late
drd lie, falsehood
drd (dru-/dru-) to sew
drandin (dren-) to tear
dd [numeral] two
dull a two, deucc (cards)
ddr [adj.] far, distant
durbini farsightedness
ddsbay [adv.] day after tomorrow
duwdm [numeral] second
duzmin a deceitful person
dwai [adv.] later, afterwards
dwand twin
dwanzd [numeral] twelve
dwdy (prep.] after
dwine [adv.) yesterday
dydro obviously, of course (is

visible)

e

Erb [adv.] here
estd [adv.] now
dB ache
eward [adv.] evening

129

a

efondi, on gentleman
tiger (conj.] if
dgino [conj.] otherwise
emir% (intern] alas, woe
am...CdAryd [demon.] this
time [demon.] this
ore (intern yes (emphatic)
arewdlle [interj,] yes indeedl
dap horse
osterd star
dw (pron.] he him; she, her; it
ow...Cd/Vyd [demon.] that
awn [pron.] they, them
Gwand [pron,] they (definite

antecedent)
Gwd (adv.] there
dwa [demon.] that
oviwil [numeral] first
dy [interj.] yes (informal style)
GBdilid (a fabulous animal)

f

fanild undershirt
fenik (adj.] cool
fdr
fdr bdn to learn
fdr kirdin to teach

fonjdn cup
fogyand Kurdish long-sleeved

shirt
formdn (farmu -) to do the honor

of (polite)
fdrq difference
fdr1 rug
forgraxdr one who spreads

carpets
flin So and So
frontin (frog-) to sell
froNyir customer

g

gd (plur. gagGa) bull, ox
galtd joke



Winnow* (past gera....owo;
present gere..,.owo) to tell,
relate

gilek (adv.] a great deal of
gonirn wheat
gAinj (adj.) young
gonmosdmi corn
gdrm (adj.) hot
gormd heat
golidn (gore-) to walk
gor6k one who loves to walk
gowrd [adj.] big, large
goyandin (men-) to cause to

arrive
goylitin (go-/g-) to arrive
gdz bite
gdz (unit of measure for cloth)
gozin (goz-) to bite
gidn soul
gianlobdr animal, living thing

(except plants)
giridn pocket
givd (onomatopoeia for sound

of bullets)
givogiv (onomatopoeia for sound

of bullets)
gizic (onomatopoeia for sound of

buzzing of bullet)
gizi$ kirdin to complain

gizogiz complaining, whining
gtl soil

(gr-; passive stem gir-)
to take, grasp, throw

hdl girtin to pick up
gldw [adj.] unclean (religious

usage)
gobkd (a kind of flower)
861 lake
Om lake
gorani song
gdNt meat
govdr magazine
griiw bet, wager
grin (gr-) to cry
grindlc cry-baby

130

gliin (adj.] expensive
gtuisth crime
01 leprosy
g41 rose
giildw rose water
gwd ear
gwdE nuts

*
garibi foreign land
toldt mistake
iolotyari a bad move or play

(in games)

h

hd [intern ahal
hafiz Protector
haftd week
haktm judge
hatin (ye-/y-; subjunctive e-;

imperative wdr-) to come
hatuc6 coming and going,

loitering
hawiNtin (haweg-) to throw
helkd egg
hendn (hen-) to bring
ddr hendn to take out, remove

hero (girl's name)
hestIn (hel-) to permit
hdlIta (adv.) still, yet
hdbu [v.] there was, were
hdbun (past hd..,bu; present hd

...Co/Vyo/yeti; imperative
hd...be) to have

hdi ipreverbi up
hold eagle
homand leather
11=11, Itomd [adv.] each, every,

all, any
hdndek [adv.] a few, a little
honjir figs
h,owin honey
/lir (adv.] only
hormd pear
horzdn [adj.] cheap



hat (numeral] eight
holitd (numeral] eighty
hots, td, hotAu (conj.] until

[prep.] up to, as far as
hotiw orphan
hotiwbdz homosexual
hdyo Iv.] there is, are
hoywin corridor (bordering

courtyard of house)
hozdr (numeral] thousand
htadd [numeral] eighteen
Mc (adv.] no, not any
honfiwo poem
hoqqd (a measure of weight)
hullydr [adj.] sober

hatti [numeral] seventy
hovdd, hovvd (numeral] seven,aen
Irdwt [numeral] seven
likeywdn animal
h.dz:
hdz lo kirclin to like, love

ill work, deed
4

liktirdm respect
intro [adv.] today
trnsal [adv.] this year
imilow [adv.] tonight
imtilsdn examination
infs. (adv.] then, in that case
ins& justice, equality
insin man, person
Minya Lisbon

j
Jim bowl
jardn formerly
jdrek once
jasds spy
jdg noise

131

jozd fine (noun)
jozd is son* to take a fine

from, to fine
jdln holiday
gi clothes
jilfd slang
jnibtan you (polite)
jd barley
jolt weaver
kin (ju-/jw-) to chew
jdt a pair (rugs, dice)
jvan [adj.) beautiful
jwani beauty

k

kabrd man, fellow
kag-dz letter
kagaznds letter-writer
kika (title of respect used in

addressing elder brother)
kalik melon
kalokfr6ii melon vendor
kdm (interrog.] which?
kani spring (water)
kdnt straight (in poker)
kdr work
kdr ewe
kargi workshop
kariold small ewe
lust while, time
la kdteka while, during

kd [interrog.] who? whom?
kd (conj.] when, if, that
kd (relative] who, which
kdlk use
korkirdo [adj.] light (in color)
ken* (kand -) to take oft
kanith
pd kanin (kon-) to laugh
kdr donkey
korfrdS donkey seller
korfrovtfn donkey selling
ktir [adj.] deaf
kds person, anybody



kaNti ship
kalityawin sailor
kowttn (low-) to fall
key [interrog.] when?
klc girl, daughter
kicane (adj.] girlish
kik tail
kirdggr Creator
k4rdin (ko-/k-; passive kr-)

to do, make
der kir* to take out, remove
lober kir* to put on, don
I'd kirdin to run away

kirlm worm
kirrnek [adj.] wormy, worm-

eaten
kiz (adj.] dull, gloomy
kizole [adj.] somewhat dull,

gloomy
kliw shoe
klawrfen shoe thief
keik target
ken [adj.] old
kdr party (of people)
krfn (kr-) to buy
lain (kr.; passive kits -) to rub
kteb book
kdr hunchback
kuignnawa (kuien-.,.awn) to turn

off, extinguish
kdlk scratch
kettle mosquito net
ketik hen ready to lay eggs
k4rd Kurd
k4rdi Kurdish
krdawari the Kurdish people
kordistin Kurdistan
korai chair
k4rt [adj.] short
k4r boy, son
kerazi grandson
kkki (ku/-) to kill
kwe, kwg [interrog.] where?
kwer [adj.] blind
kwerai blindness
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1

li side
lade countryside
lagir supporter, follower,

adherent
lig leg
le [proverb] from
ldw lip
14/14 (-da) [prep.] in, at

( -own) from
labdr [prep.] because of on
lapin [prep.] beneath
lagel (-da) [prep.] with
lakin...awa [prep.] beside
laniw (-da) [prep.] inside of
lop (-da) [prep.] after
lapin (-da) [prep.] before
laser [prep.] on
later [prep.] under
libnin Lebanon
ltfke wash-rag

mic kiss
mgc k. to kiss
mil house
malin (mat -) to throw, cast
malocke little house
mgm uncle
min (me*-) to remain
mandd, maod [adj.] tired
mgr snake
marmasi eel
mass fish
mist yoghurt
merd man, husband
men fly
meltuld mosquito
maEga salary
maEalixer employee
metne meaning
mdgar [conj.] unless, if not
meld mullah
meld swimming



mornmln [adj.] much obliged,
thank you

Mdrg pasture
mdrb.aba [inter j,] hello
mowqnatis magnetism
miwdn guest
raiz urine
mizticidn bladder
milwankd necklace
rntl.pin [numeral] million
min [prom] I, me
mind}, minddl child
mina/1 childhood
minalokd (dear) little child
mirdin (mr-) to die
mirwarl pearl
mizgdwt mosque
m6r [adj.] purple
mord dice
mrawf duck
mrabbd jam
musdrif education
mudir director
mtliktdms1 [adj.] possible
mumkIn [adj.] possible

n

ndbe [v.] must not
ndtl leather slippers
nadir (man's name)
ndn bread
ndn (ne-) to put, place
dd nark to put down

nankir baker
na.rdin (ner -) to send
ndrek [adj.] disarranged, dis-

orderly, dishonest
nasin (nas-) to know, be acquaint-

ed with
ndw name
ndw inside, interior
ntitoN [adj.] unpleasant
nd/ [interj.] no
nasrfn (girl's name)
ntiti/ [adj.] dull
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nawdd [numeral] ninety
n6xer (interj.] no (emphatic)
ndxoN [adj.] ill
n6xtek a little bit
nidz intention
niwo1146 noon
niwaroxdw noon nap
nipsbdt comparison
nilt(n, nilitin (nil-) to sit
di nilitin to sit down

nizik [adj.] near
nizm [adj,] low
nd (numeral] nine
n6N tinter j.] here's to you (a

toast)
nozdd [numeral] nineteen
nasin (nus-) to write
nektabdz comedian, joker
noq4rc a pinch
nostin, nustin (nu-/nw-) to sleep
nwandin (nwen-) to put to sleep
nw6 [adj.] new
nw66 kirdin to pray

0

°girt
ogirbe Where are you going?

(polite style)
ogir kirdin to go (polite)

ostd master
ox6y [inter j.] ahl (delight)

p

palc [adj.] clean
pat kirdin to clean, peel
pAk kirdnawo to clean, wash

palawtin (palew-) to filter
pans [numeral] fifteen
pdr [adv.] last year
paraatin (parez-) to protect
pdil (prep.] after
paNar6I [adv.] in the future
paytdxt capital city
pcdk, bicdk [adj.] little, small
p6 foot



pd (proverb) to
pdc curve
pecpdc zigzag
pfk (proverb] together
pdkows (adv.) together
pdnj (numeral] five
perdr (adv.) year before last
pdi [prep.] before
Owe (preverbj with
pall haste
pelopil great haste
pind trick, pun
pind pe din to play a trick on
ponji (numeral] fifty
pordowkall6 mosquito net
past chorus
pasttn (past-) to press
Or (adj.) old
piretl oldness
piramird old man
pin:ft% old woman
piri oldness
pls. [adj.] dirty
pilin dan to show
pirsin (Ars-) to ask
pt!' (adj.) full
pit' kirdtrt to fill up

pli rung (of ladder)
propelant6 propaganda
plaid cat
inn money
pulbdz miser
purza aunt's son or daughter
pydw man
pyaweti humanity

q

clic leg .

co,* (man's name)
qaw6 coffee
qawel [adj.] brown
qawelti lunch
qazinj profit
qatawdn goose tender
qelabsactg crowd
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qelim pen, pencil
cplernddn pencil box
qapqip (onomatopoeia for sound

of wooden shoes)
qaryold cot
qorzddr debtor
clay nAa it doesn't matter
qeycf scissors
qezd misfortune
qopc6 button
qorawl [adj.] muddy, mud-

covered
c11 (adj.] deep
quwit strength
qulef611 Negro
qerbin you (polite)
qttrEin Koran
qd.rs [adj.] difficult
qs6 speech
qs4 kirdin to speak

qsaxd1 (adj.] witty

r

fd (preverbl away
rarnazdn Ramadan
fist [n.) right hand

(adj.) right, correct
testi truth
fasttr (adj.] more correct
fastuciwt [adj.] dishonest
fek [adj.] straight
fekupdk [adj.] in order, in good

shape
festIn (yes -) to spin
fcfilm mercy
fdo [adj.] color
fioe (conj.] maybe
f ism picture
esmgir photographer

1,6§ (adj.) black
rogabd resheba, dust storm
Vol& (man's name)
filttn (fel-) to sprinkle
fjd kirdin to beg, entreat

[preverb] down



foylIttn". royn (fo-/fw-) to go
sun,day

foNaniS [adj.) daily
foNawd west
folawal (adj.] western
foNhalit sunrise, east
tvidn (fwe-) to grow
twandin (fwen-) to plant

sdt (adj.] clear, certain
sdl year
sdn (a -) to wake up
adrd [adj.] cold
eardd. cold (noun)
sardi coldness
sardugdrm cold and hot
sbSy [adv.] tomorrow
ad [numeral] three
seanzd (numeral) thirteen
edr [adj.] strange
raw apple
sabdb reason, cause
sabliSyne (adv.) tomorrow

-saEdt- hour, watch, clock, o'clock
sag dog

.-sagbdz dog fancier
aaglidr dog washer

's,andl- ice
.:samrmin French read

sandin (sand-) to take, receive.
edqf ceiling
r3dr . head'
edr kowtfa to succeed
sarbdn roof
sarbdz soldier
sdrf spending
sarjd (place name)
sarepi [adj.] hoary
eawd- haggling
Bawd k. to haggle

sawbd (a kind of flower)
-00wZ [adj.] green,
eawzal green (noun)
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sawzd (plur, sawzawdt) green
(noun)

sfdr without veil
al (numeral] thirty
sinernd the movies
wind tray
slfrd zero
sift& first sale of day
sig stomach
sit& silence
swill box
enogafdll black box
spardin (sper-):

spardin to order, command
Bpi [adj.] white
stan (at -):
hdl stan to get up, arise
add avail
stir [adj.] red
surbdw [adj.] reddish
swdr horseman
sward cavalryman
swdn oath

9

edd [numeral] hundred

V

gd king
Val ceremony
Vanzd [numeral] sixteen
Kdr city
Batrinj chess
lidx mountain
Naxawdn mountaineer
Vazadd prince, princess
talin queen
Vdw evening meal
Nahwani hermaphrodite
lakIr sugar
Vaktrdd.n sugar bowl
Nalin (Val-) to be lame
liamliamakwdr bat (animal)
Ndrm bashfulness



lormln [adj.) bashful
N6rt condition, proviso
Ndst [numeral] six
1164t [numeral] sixty
N6w night
Ildwq light (noun)
NoNld a six (cards)
NIn [adj.] blue
lifr milk
lir [adj.] ragged
Nir6 rag
Nir oxdr infant
Nirfn [adj.] sweet
Nirutir swords and arrows
Nit thing
lkdn (Nke-) to break
Nkanowo (Ike-...owo) to be broken
Illmr thanks (to God)
Nuld glass
NultIn (lo gliw-) to wash
Nwdn place

t

tdj crown
tajbixt (proper name)
td (preverb] into
tdk [preverb] apart, die«
tdr [adj.] full
total vacation
todbir ktrdin to arrange
tondnat [conj.] well then
tdra dung
tosbfh tozbilt prayer beads
toNokkdr kirdln to thank
toNpf wooden dish
toilpil4 small wooden dish
talipilok6 very small wooden dish
toxt6 board (wood)
toxwd bobby pin
tido rifle
tirbtrUn beautiful person
t1N [adj.] sharp
tirs fear
tirsdn (tire-) to fear
groan* (tirsen-) to frighten
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Wen& coward
tirN (adj.] sour
tkd kir* to thank
td [pron.] you
topin (top-) to die (animal)
tdr fishing net
tofb6 musette bag
trozi wild or *snake" cucumber
trurnp61 automobile
trd grapes
tdk hair
tukin [adj.] hirsute
tulosdg puppy
tdr radish
turoyd anger
twanin (twan-) to be able, can
twd slice
txyd, tuxwd [intern indeed?!

(surprise)
u

utd1 hotel

i*stdz professor

vioovin (onomatopoeia for sound
of buzzing of bees)

vir (onomatopoeia for sound of
machines)

vrovir (onomatopoeia for sound
of machines)

wd [adv.] thus, so
werdn ruin, ruination
werin kirdtn to ruin
werdn bun to be ruined

wd, Cu/VW [conj.] and
w6k [conj.] as
wdku [prep.] like
woldrn:
woldm ddnowo to think

wMpreverbj from



wostdn (west-) to stand
wasti.n to stop (intrans.)

wistin (-owe(t); passive wietr -)
to want

wutd iron (instrument)
wutuci laundryman
wittin (le-/1-; passive wt*tr-)

to say
wettnowo (le-...owo) to teach

x

xaldz charcoal
xaluZit cousin
xalugn aunt
'Land, xand house
xdsoton [adv.] especially
xawonmdl host
xawli towel
xdlk, xdlq people
xorik [adj.] busy (plus subjunc-

tive verb: about to)
xdw dream
xil a spinning
xtlxilokd a top
xtnkdn (xinke-) to drown, choke
xistin (xo-/x-) to pull
xiztrn relative, relation
xtzrnayott relationship
xd self
xd [intern 1 sayl (accosting)
xolomdil ash
xonox6r one who does not eat
x611 [adj.] pleasant, nice,

delicious
xdSk sister
xollkogowrd elder sister
x611go [conj.] would that
xrdp [adj.] bad
xurt wool
x4xitlokd top (which spins)
xwd God
xwardln (xo-/xw-; passive xur-)

to eat
xwardd (adj.] having eaten
xwardubIrd eating and plucking
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xward south
xw4 salt
xwedin salt shaker
xwdn blood
xwendin (xwen-) to read

y

yanzd, yanzdd [numeral] eleven
yaprdx stuffed cabbage rolls
yari play, move (in games)
yen (yak-) to ache, pain
yik [numeral] one
yokdm [numeral] first
yokomin [numeral] first
yokgtrtd [adj.] united
yoksdr [adv.] straight,

immediately
yokttr [numeral] one more
ydlo [intern hurry up

zatti [adj.] weak
zanin (tan-) to know
zewt ground, earth
zolimdt trouble, bother
sin saddle
zirbrd step-brother
zirdk [adj.] clever, smart
zirxak step-sister
zistdn winter
zmdn tongue, language
zdr [adv.] very, much, many
zornd flute
zi'd (onomatopoeia for tinkling

sound)
zd early

1

Zdn pain
Manosdr headache
Zap6n Japan
/dr under part
Zerxdn basement
Lidn (vi -) to live
MI cite



gn woman, wife
Imardin Omer -) to count
Imard numeral, number
tdrowo inside

tantiksfy [adj.] funny
Eaq14 intelligence
tiyb shame

Edba aba (woman's black cloak)
tdmr age (years)
toroqxdr heavy drinker
oirz, /orz ground, floor
Eatt4r notions shop
tottarci notions shopkeeper
tipa Jesus
Eizal Christian


